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Christian Science Claims.
Public Attention Directed to Them. by the Assertion, Under the Solemnity ol
an Oath, That Mrs. Eddy's Metaphysical Healers Can Cure Cancer,
Consumption and' Air Diseases the Medical World Pro
nounces Incurable—That Christian Science Can.
'..,'... Do All -That Christ Did "

In June last Miss Helen C. Brush of Man
hattan Borough died, leaving the greater part
of her estate, amounting in all to about
1100,000, to the First Church of Christ, Sci
entist. The will was contested on the ground
that Miss Brush was of unsound mind and
unduly infiuenced by agents of the church'to
which "he bequeathed several thousands of
dollars. The contention that she was of un-.
sound mind seems to be based, mainly, upon
the fact that the deceased was a full believer
in the teachings of Christian Science as pro
mulgated by Mary Baker G. Eddy, author of
this new religion, school of healing, or super
stition, as lt has been variously termed.
The following extracts from the New -York
Sun's report of the proceedings in the -case
before Surrogate Fitzgerald on Friday last,
December 14, indicate the line of attack
which was followed in an effort to prove that
a believer in Christian Science is not of
sound mind:
"For nearly six hours yesterday Mrs. Anna
Altkman Holden sat in the witness chair be
fore Surrogate Fitzgerald giving testimony
in the matter of the probation of the will
of Miss Helen C. Brush. Mrs. Holden, who
was characterized by John M. Bowers as 'an
expert witness in Christian Science,' stood
the ordeal without the slightest apparent dis
composure. Late in the afternoon, when Mr.
UeLano, the Christian Science lawyer, who
drew the disputed will, was asked what his
age was he answered: 'Before Abraham was,
I am." "
The following questions were put to and
complacently answered by Mrs. Holden:
Q. Was Miss Brush attended -during her
last iliness by an ordinary physician? A.
She was not. Miss Brush was a true believer.
She was a true Christian Scientist.
Q. Do Christian Scientists die? A. They
do.
Q. Do Christian Scientists attend persons
also attended by physicians? A. They do not.
That is, not it they follow the rules laid down
in the book, "Science and Health."
Q. la it the rule that no Christian Science
healer should attend a patient attended by an
ordinary physician? A. It is an absolute rule.
Q. Can cancer be cured by Christian Sci
ence? A. Assuredly.
Q. Smallpox? A. Assuredly.
Q. Can consumption be cured? A. It cat;
Q. Can all the diseases known to mankind
be cured by Christian Science? A. They can.
The witness said that the requisite con
ditions for the cure of diseases by Christian

Science were divine love and renunciation of
sin.
"Mr. Bowers jread tothe witness a story
out: of 'Science and Health' (Mrs. Eddy's
book); about'.a man out West who had broken
his leg by dropping a beam on it. The story
was'to'the'effect that Mrs. »Eddy had written
a letter to the man and that the man had been
cured. by. Mrs. Eddy's healing powers as ex
pressed through the letter. Mrs. Holden sald
thatshe believed the story and that she was
sure' that Miss Brush" did"
" 'Do you believe that any other person than
Mrs! Eddy could- have performed these cures?'
Mr!;Bowers asked.
. ,
- " 'I do,' said Mrs. Holden.
" 'Did Miss Brush believe the same thing?'
-" 'She 'did,' said Mrs. Holden. 'The power
ls, from Gad.< Any one^having the power could
do as she did under the proper conditions.'
"Mrs. Holden said that she believed and
that- she-knew. that Miss- Brush believed that
broken vertebrae could be cured by Chris
tian- Science.
. . .
...
'.
" ;Do- Christian Scientists use surgical in
struments?' asked Mr. .Bowers. ,
" 'I; never knew them to do so,' said the
witness.
-- ".'Do the rules of Christian Science permit
the, use. of instruments?"
" 'They do not.'
. .
'
. .
- "During the cross-examination »Mr. Rand,
of counsel for the- proponents of the will,
objected to the line of questioning that was
adopted by Mr. Bowers.
Mr. Bowers said
that Mrs. Holden was ' an expert witness in
Christian - Science.
The Surrogate did not
pass directly, upon . Mrs. . Holden's qualifica
tions as an expert witness, but he permitted
the line of testimony to continue.
"On the redirect examination, Mr. Rand
asked the witness if she believed that Christ
raised the body of Lazarus from the dead.
She said that she did. She was asked if she
thought the raising of Lazarus was a miracle.
She said that she did not, that it was simply
a supreme manifestation of the love of God.
Mr. Rand then recited the Apostles' Creed
most impressively, but in the form of suc
cessive questl/ins.
'"Do you believe," he began "in God the
Father . Almighty, maker of heaven and
earth?"
• "'I, do,' said Mrs. Holden. The catechism
was continued throughout the creed.
She
said that in addition to the beliefs contained
in the creed she also believed 'following of
the . expressions and teachings of the Lord
Jesus Christ, it is in the power of mortals to
so-exalt. and purify their minds that they

can control the state of moral things, as did
Christ, the most sublime exponent of this
power.'
"On re-cross examination Mr. Bowers produced a book called 'Christ and Christmas.'
He got the witness to say that it was an au
thorized book of the Christian Science
Church. He then called her attention to
three lllustrations in the book. One of them
represented Christ raising a dead man;
another represented Mrs. Eddy raising a sick
man.
" 'As a matter of fact, you don't claim to
raise the dead?' asked Mr. Bowers. 'Chris
tian Science does not claim to be able to do
that?"
" 'Christ did it," replied Mrs. Holden.
" 'You believe that you can do anything
Christ did?'
" 'We believe that Christ was Infinitely bet
ter and purer and had a far better under
standing of the mercy of God than any one
of these days. We believe that the power
ls the same.'
" 'Still, you have not raised the dead?'
asked Mr. Bowers.
. " 'We have not,' said the witness, and then
corrected herself, adding 'I have not.' [Mrs.
Eddy's believers say that In one known cats
she restored the dead to life.—M.]
"Mrs. Holden said that Miss Brush had told
her that she was going to make a new will
because her sister was persecuting her for
her , Christian Science faith. She said that
Miss Brush died of consumption. 'It is a
disease that physicians never cure,' she said,
'but I was cured of it by Christian Science.'
"'Do you know, Mrs. Holden, why Chris
tian Science failed in the case of Miss
Brush?' Mr. Bowers asked this question al
most sneeringly.
" 'I do,' said Mrs. Holden, with great posttlveness.
" "Will you tell me why?' inquired Mr.
Bowers, with a great show of interest In the
answer.
" 'There was an insufficient understanding
of the power of Christian Science,' said Mrs.
Holden.
" 'Ah!' exclaimed Mr. Bowers, as though
he saw his chance at the witness at last, 'on
whose part? On the part of the patient or
on the part of the healer?"
" 'On the part of both,' said the witness,
with calmness and apparent enjoyment of
the situation."
The
extraordinary
declaration
thai
Christian Science can cure all of the oread
diseases which baffle the skill of the enttra
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medical world, and in the presence of which
the highest and the humblest practitioners
candidly confess their inability to stay the
hanil- of death—this complacent- declaration
that Christian Science can cure cancer, con
sumption, leprosy, and do all that Christ did
as a healer, will doubtless attract general at
tention, because the deelaration was mado
under. oath. For it is not only a challenge to
the medical world, but a defiance to district
attorneys and judges, who have here and
there throughout the country suggested that
the time has arrived when the law should
formulate its indictments of
Christian
Scientists, under whose care patients not
affiicted with incurable diseases, have died,
patients who might have been saved by sur
gical or medicinal skill.
So long as Christian Science was presented
mainly as a religion, and its advocates did
no more than deal with neurotic diseases
and effect cures by mental stimulus, a3 the
physicians of all schools have done for cen

turies, Mrs. Eddy's teachings did not receive
more than passing attention. All sorts of
religious and serai-religious fads are allowed
the fullest expression in this country, and
Christian Science for a long time was re
garded by the great masses of our people
as being no more harmful or helpful to hu
manity than theosophy or any of its kin
dred cults. Thus Mrs. Eddy's following, like
that of Joanna Southcote in England, a cen
tury or more ago, grew into the tens of thou
sands without attracting the consideration
of the general public.

Within the last two or three years, how
ever, Christian Science has made a bold bid
for public notice by repeated announcements
from its advocates that there is really no
need for allopathic, homeopathic and eclectic
doctors, or any school of surgeons; that
Christian Science could cure any disease

without aid of medicine or the knife. Then
the newspapers began to print numerous re
ports of deaths following the treatment by
the new scientists and call for the criminal
prosecution of these "metaphysical" healers
who did not heal. Mrs. Eddy's following re
sponded with stories of remarkable cures ef
fected by them in this and that part oi the
country.
For these reasons, and the additional one
that Christian Science has at last gone to
the courts to declare under the solemnity of
an oath, that It can do all that It claims to
do, the doctrines of this new opponent of
Medicine and Surgery, the personality of Mrs.
Eddy, and her religious views, will be fairly
considered by the writer of these lines in a
series of letters intended to be instructive
and comprehensive. And these letters will
not be based upon any assumption that all
Christian Scientists are of unsound mind or
inspired by other than worthy motives.

"Science" as a Money-Maker.
How Mrs. Eddy Came to Found Her College of Metaphysical Healing—Provi
dentially Led to Charge a Tuition Fee of $300—Two Reasons for
Closing the Institution—The Commercial Phase of
"or Cult—One of Her Marriages That
Was a "Dream."

Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy, founder of Chris
tian Science, was born near Concord, N. H.,
but the date of her birth does not appear in
any of. the stories of her life or biographical
cyclopedias which have been examined by too
writer of these lines. Writing of her child
hood, Mrs. Eddy says:
"Fcr some twelve months when I was about
8 years old, I repeatedly heard a voice call
ing me distinctly by name, three times in an
ascending scale."
She says her mother related to her the
Scriptural story of Samuel and told her when
she heard the voice again to reply. "Speak.
Lord, for thy servant heareth." The advice
was followed with this result:
"When the call came again I did answer, In
the words of Samuel, but never again to ma
terial senses was that mysterious call audibly
repeated."
Mrs. Eddy must be an
octogenarian
If still alive, as it is asserted she is by
her followers. For in 1843 she was married
to Colonel George Washington Glover of
South Carolina, of whom she wrote in her
book, "Retrospection and lutrospection":
"He was spared to me for only one brief
year. He was in Wilmington, N. C, when
the yellow fever raged ln that city, and was
suddenly attacked by this insidious disease,
which in his case proved fatal."
If Mr. Baker was 2» at the time of her
first marriage, fifty-seven years ago, as has
been stated, then she is 82 years old—if ulive.
Mrs. Baker was married a second time to
a dentist, a Dr. Patterson. In the book from
which I have quoted (he founder of Christian
S'.-ieuce does not name her second husband.

but makes the following reference to her
unhappy union:
"My second marriage was very unfortu
nate, and from it I was compelled to ask
for a bill of divorce, which was granted to
me in the city of Salem, Massachusetts. My
dominant thought in marrying again was to
get back my child. The disappointment
which followed was terrible. His stepfather
was envious; and although George was a
tender-hearted and manly boy, he hated him
as much ^s I loved him." The doctor eloped
with a married woman.
William A. Purrington, Lecturer in the
University and Bellevue Hospital Medical
College, and author of a drastic arraignment
of Mrs. Baker's doctrine, entitled "Christian
Science, an Exposition," says of the child
referred to:
"Upon Colonel Glover's death, his widow
returned to New England, where a child
was born who, at the age of four years, was
sent away and not seen by her again until,
at the age of 34, he visited her in Boston.
Upon their separation she wrote the poem
'Mother's Darling,' of which she gives us only
I one verse :
"Thy smile through tears, as sunshine o'er
the sea,
Awoke new beauty in the surge's roll!
Oh, life is dead, bereft of all, with thee—
Star of my earthly hope, babe of my soul."

dreams, not of real existence, and the dream
has no place in Christian Science. It is as
'a tale that is told,' and as 'the shadow when
it declineth.' "
Thirty-four years after her first marriage
(at about thte age of 60, Mr. Purrington esti
mates), she entered the matrimonial state
with "A True Man," described by her as fol
lows :
"My last marriage was with Asa Gilbert
Eddy, and was a blessed and spiritual union,
solemnized at Lynn, Mass., by the Rev. Sam
uel Barrett Stewart, in the year 1877. Dr.
Eddy was the first student to publicly an
nounce himself a Christian Scientist, and
place these symbolic words on his office sign.
He forsook all to follow in this line of light.
He was the first organizer of a Christian Sci
ence Sunday school, which he superintended.
He also taught a special Bible class, and lec
tured so ably on scriptural topics that even
ministers listened to him with mingled sur
prise an i approbation. He was remarkably
successful in Mind-healing, and untiring in
his chosen work. In 1882 he passed away,
with a smile of love and peace resting on
his serene countenance."
In the Arena (Boston) of May last, Jose
phine Curtis Woodbury, once a follower of
Mrs. Eddy, but now a severe critic, said in re
ferring to Mr. Eddy's death:
"The physician who conducted the autopsy
says that the death was the result of dis
tinctly developed heart disease; but Mrs.
The deserted woman Anally came to regard Eddy declared that it was the result of arher recreant husband's fiight with equanim tenical poisoning mentally administered."
ity, and. in "Retrospection and lutrospec
Poison "mentally" administered!
tion," made the following unemotional ref
erence to Dr. Patterson's shameful act:
"lt is well to know, dear reader, that this
Dr. Patterson desertei his wife in 1802,
bit of material history ls but the record of while she was absent fro'<i nome undergoing 4

:"
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treatment at the hands of Phineas Parkhurst Quiinby, a "mental healer," formerly
a watchmaker, who proteased to be a mes
merist. At the time of the then Mrs. Patter
son's visit, Quimby had abandoned mesmer
ism and was practicing what he called "the
mind cure." His views concerning disease
were summed up in this way:
"I deny disease as a truth, but admit it
as a deception, started like all other stories
without any foundation, and handed down
from generation to generation till the people
believe it, and it has become a part of their
lives."
Mrs. Patterson came to Quimby from a sick
bed, believing she had suffered for several
years from chronic diseases. She improved
rapidly under the mind cure treatment and
in recognition of Qulmby's services wrote to
a Portland, Me., paper an enthusiastic letter
in which she said, among other things:
"P. P. Quimby stands upon the plane of
wisdom -with his truth. Christ healed the
sick, but not by juggling or with drugs; as
the former apeaks as never man before spake
and heals as never man healed since Christ,
1h he not identified with truth and is not this
the Christ that was in him? P. P. Quimby
rolls away the stone from the sepuicher of
error and health is the resurrection."

P. P. Quimby died in 1865. One of Mrs.
Eddy's former followers has declared that
P. P. Quimby was the original founder of
Christian Science, but Mrs, Eddy says:
"lt w«3 in Massachusetts in the year 1866
(after Qulmby's death) that I discovered the
Science of Metaphysical Healing, which I
afterward named Christian Science. The dis
covery came to pass in this way: During
twenty years prior to my discovery, I had
been trying to trace all physical effects to a
mental cause; and in January of 1866 I gained
the scientific certainty that all causation was
Mind, and every effect a mental phenome
non."
lu "Retrospection and introspection," Mrs.
Eddy says further:
"In 1867, I introduced the first purely meta
physical system of healing since the Apostolic
days. I began by teaching one student Chris
tian Science mind-healing. From this seed
grew the Massachusetts Metaphysical College
in Boston, chartered in 1881. No charter
was granted for similar purposes after 1883.
It is the only college hitherto for teaching
the pathology of spiritual power, alias the
Science of Mind-healing."
Mr. Purrington, in his book, which has been
referred to, makes the following comment
upon the foregoing declaration:
"She does not recite her charter or its pur
pose; and what she omits to say is move
significant than what she says. But the rec
ords of the commonwealth contain the in
strument, which does not mention either
Christian Science or any new discovery, but

.skw,

simply incorporates a college for the purpose
of 'teaching pathology, ontology, therapp'itics, moral science, metaphysics and their
adaptation to the treatment of disease.' This
charter was granted under an Act concern
ing Associations for Religious, Charitable,
Educational and other purposes, under which
were organized four other colleges mentioned
in the fifth annual report of the Illinois Board
of Health as fraudulent. This act was sub
sequently merged into chapter 115 of the
Public Statutes. Owing to the shameless
manufacture and sale of diplomas, the socalled 'anti-diploma' law was enacted iu
1883, prohibiting societies organized for medi
cal purposes under that statute from confer
ring degrees or issuing diplomas, unless spe
cially authorized by the Legislature so to do.
Conferment of degrees in violation of this
law was made punishable by a fiue of not less
than $500 nor more than $1,000; and hero
would seem to be sufficient explanation of the
fact that 'no charter was granted for similar
purposes after 1883,' and that Mrs. Eddy came
in the end to entertain 'conscientious scruples
about diplomas.' "
The student's course of study at Mrs.
Eddy's college comprised twelve lessons,
each occupying a half day, and the course
extending three weeks. Concerning the
charge, she says in one of her books;
"When God impelled me to set a price on
my instruction in Christian Science Mindhealing, I could think of no financial equiva
lent for an impartation of a knowledge of
that divine power which heals; but I was led
to name $300 as the price for each pupil in
one course of lessons at my college—a start
ling sum for tuition lasting hardly three
weeks. This amount greatly troubled me,
but I was finally led, by a strange Provi
dence, to accept this fee."
Primary class students were sent out from
this college to treat all sorts of diseases and
with this benediction:
"A Primary class student richly imbued
with the spirit of Christ, is a better healei
and teacher than a Normal class student
who partakes less of His love. Having re
ceived my instructions in the Primary class
and afteiward studied thoroughly 'Science
and Health," the student should not hesi
tate to enter upon this privileged Gospel work
and so fulfill the command of Christ. Yea,
an apt Bible scholar and a consecrated Chris
tian by deeply dipping Into my last revised
'Science and Health' may even enter this
field of labor without any personal instruc
tion—beneficially to himself and the race."
When Mrs. Eddy closed her college, because
of "conscientious scruples about diplomas,"
there were 300 candidates for admission to
her college, representing $90,000 in tuition
fees, Her alleged reasons for closing the
college are thus stated:
"The Massachusetts Metaphysical College

drew Its breath from me, but I was yearning
for retirement. The question was, who else
could sustain this institute, under all that
was aimed at its vital purpose, the establish
ment of genuine Christian Science Healing?
My conscientious scruples about diplomas,
the recent experience of the church fresh in
my thoughts, and the growing conviction that
every one should build on his own foundation,
subject to one builder and under Qod—all
these considerations moved me to close my
fiourishing school."

The Rev. J. M. Buckley, in his book, en
titled "Christian Science and Other Supersti
tions," says of the charges at Mrs. Eddy's
College:
'"Practitioners who, of course, are not
obliged to waste much time upon such sense
less things as anatomy, physiology or mate
ria medica, are prepared with unusual rapid
ity. The primary class in Christian Science
Mind Healing includes twelve lessons. In
the first week six of these are given. Tho
term continues only about three weeks and
the charge for tuition is $300. The normal
class requires six lectures. Graduates from
the primary class are advised to practice at
least one year before entering this class,
and for these six lectures they must pay
$200. There is also a class of Metaphysical
Obstetrics, which requires only six lectures,
for which $100 must be paid. In addition to
these, there is a class in Theology, including
six lectures on the Scriptures, for which $200
must be paid. The largest discount to an
indigent student is $100 on the first course.
Husband and wives. if they enter the pri
mary class must pay $300, but, entering at
different times, must pay the full price and
must do that for all other courses, payments
being strictly in advance.
It is obvious,
therefore, that the benefits of the Mind Cure
cannot be applied to commercial transac
tions, and that 800 material dollars, exclu
sive of board, are required to master the
Science of Metaphysical Healing—unless one
were to say that national bank notes are
merely material symbols of an Immaterial
and impalpable essence."
On pages 300 and 301 of "Miscellaneous
Writings" Mrs. Eddy says:
"Christian Science demonstrates that the
patient who pays whatever he is able to pay
for being healed ls more apt to recover than
he who withholds a slight equivalent for
health."
lu the preface to the book from which
the foregoing is taken, Mrs. Eddy tells how
Christian Scientists have prospered material
ly:
"In the early history of Christian Science
among my thousands of students few were
wealthy. Now Christian Scientists are not
indigent; and their comfortable fortunes are
acquired by healing mankind, morally, physic
ally, spiritually."

Grotesque Teachings.
Man Is but a Dream; Sin, Sickness and Death Are Unrealities; the Evidence*
of the Five Senses Unworthy of Belief; Ignorance of Hygienic Laws
Commended—Where Laws of Health Are
Observed There Is Host

Host

Strictly

Sickness—Teachings

That - Seem Dangerous.
in.
What are the claims of Christian Science
as advanced by its founder, Mrs. Mary Baker
G. EddyT \
They are multitudinous, amazing and in
many instances grotesque.
Their general
character is indicated by the fact that the
acceptance of these claims as truths necessi
tates the dlscredlture of all the five senses—
that the evidences of sight, hearing, smell,
taste, touch and even common sense are
pronounced unworthy of belief—that mortal
existence is literally, not figuratively, "a
dream," as Mrs. Eddy assarts again and
again. It follows as a matter of course that
general and absolute belief in these claims
would destroy belief in Christianity and in
volve in the last analysis the general ruin
of Law, Justice and Society ltself. For Chris
tian Science would make of the human race
mere shadows fiitting through a world of
dreams, in which every shade must neces
sarily be accorded the fullest license.
lt
may be truly said that this new Science in
cidentally teaches morality, commends all
the virtues, preaches in Dart the religion of
Jesus Christ, and that it claims to have
made the world better physically, mentally
and spiritually; yet if its cardinal doctrines
are received as truths, the ultimate results
of their general acceptance must inevitably
be Chaos, no mattor If temporary effects pro
duced by them prove worthy of commenda
tion. That must be apparent to the thought
ful mind when it contemplates a world in
which conservators of justice, truth, honor
and virtue are no more really existent than
other shadowy figures of crime, lust, cupid
ity—all ghostly denizens of a world of dreams
and nightmares. Convince the civilized peo
ples of this planet that human life is no more
substantial than a dream, that they are real
ly no more than fieeting shadows, that lust,,
disease, rapine, immorality and injustice are
simply bad dreams; then picture, if you can,
the frightful consequences naturally follow
ing such a convincement!

It is quite likely that some of the pure
minded, virtuous and well-intentioned believ
ers in Christian Science, and there are thou
sands of such men and women, will indig
nantly protest that I have not fairly dealt
with Mrs. Eddy's doctrines. Therefore, un
less the writer is able to show by Mrs. Ed
dy's own declarations, that her claims are of
the character which he has indicated, the
protest of her sincere followers is entitled to
public indorsement, and any mistatement of
her utterances merits public condemnation.
And so a presentation and examination of
the evidence is required:
lu the popular mind, Mrs. Eddy's main

claim to attention is made in the positive
assertion that, by "Mind-healing," Christian
Science can cure all the affiictions of the
human race which we call diseases; that
really there is no such thing as disease. As
a mere statement, this claim put forward by
Mrs. Eddy is not harmful, but it becomes of
grave import when reinforced by the teach
ings that less thought should be given to
sanitary measures; that Ignorance of hygienic
laws is praiseworthy; that medical diagnosis,
examination of tho body, "in order to ascer
tain if we are in health, is to infringe on
God's government," that anatomical and
physiological studies are worthless pursuits,
that the lbwb of health are provocative of
disease. These things taught by her disciples
in every community, constitute a menace to
public health, and encourage defiance of laws
framed in the interest of communities.

Is this (he sort of seed Mrs. Eddy has sown
in communities where health authorities are
ever engaged in a seemingly endless struggle
with disease and violations of sanitary laws?
Mrs. Eddy furnishes the answer in the fol
lowing instructions to her disciples:
"Ho who is ignorant of what is termed
hygienic law, is more receptive of spiritual
power and faith in one God, than the devotee
of this supposed law." ("Science and Health,"
page 381.)
"The less we know or think about hygiene,
the less we are predisposed to sickness."
("Science and Health," page 388).
"Physiology is one of the apples from the
Tree of Knowledge. Error declared that eat
ing this fruit would open man's eyes and
make him a god.
instead of so doing, it
closes man's eyes to man's God-given domin
ion over earth. Obedience to the so called
physical laws of health has not checked sick
ness."
"Physiology exalts matter and dethrones
Mind." ("Science and Health," page 43.)
"When there are fewer doctors and less
thought given to sanitary subjects, there
will be better constitutions and less disease.
("Science and Health," page 67.)
"It is not Scientific (Christian) to examine
the body in order to ascertain if we are in
health, and learn our life-prospects, because
this ls to infringe upon God's government."
(p. 214.)
"in families where laws of health are
strictly observed, there is the most sickness."
("Miscellaneous Writings," p. 6.)
"The Christian Scientist, through under
standing Mental Anatomy, discerns and deals
with the real cause of disease." (p. 447.)
"Whoever would demonstrate the healing
of Christian Science must abide strictly by

its rules, heed every statement and advanci
from the rudiments laid down." (p. MS).
lu her book, entitled "Miscellaneous Writ
ings," the Pounder of Christian Selene* says
beginning on page 21:
"My first plank in the platform of Christian
Science is as follows: There i« no lite, truth,
intelligence, or substance in matter.
"Matter is the unreal and temporal.
"God is All and in all. What can be more
than all?
Nothing; and this is just what I
call matter—nothing."
Reasoning from the foregoing, Mrs. Eddy
declares: "Here is found the pith of the
basal statement, the cardinal point in Chris
tian Science, that matter and evil (including
all inharmony, sin, disease death) are
unreal."
On page 182 of "Science and Health," the
book in which Mrs. Eddy embodies her doc
trines and lays down the rules *f guidance
for all of her followers—a book which is
known as the Christian Science Bible, the
authoress says:
"Sin, sickness and death are comprised lu
human material belief, and belong not to a
divine Mind.
They are without a real origin
or existence.
They have neither principle
nor permanence, but belong, with all that is
material and temporal, to the nothingness o'
error; which Imitates th» creations of Deity."

That last statement is one which canDot
fail to surprise those who read the daily re
ports of crime—crime being but another name
for sin—who pass crowded hospitals, drug
shops and doctors' offices; who note the
never ending processions of hearses moving
in the direction of our cemeteries and are
mindful of the fact that even Christian
Scientists succumb to disease and death. Mrs.
Eddy is using no figure of speech when she
says sin, sickness and death are "without *
real origin or existence."
How is the reasoning human mind to ac
cept such a statement against which his
senses rebel?
Abandon that which you have been taught
to call reason, and discredit your senses, for
on page «84 of "Science and Health," Mrs.
Eddy declares:
"Any supposed information coming from
the body or from inert matter, as if they were
intelligent, is an illusion of the mortal mind
—one of its dreams."
"Realise that the r\ Ideace of tlie
senses Is not to be accepted In the
case of sickness, any more titan It
in the case of Sin."
"Is marriage nearer rich*, than celibacy?
"Human knowledge Inculcates, that It is
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while science Indicates It is not. ("M. W.,"
page 46.)
"To abolish marriage at thia period
and mnintaln morality and generation,
>Toold pat Ingenuity to Indlcrona
shifts, yet this Is possible In Science.
• Ithoagh to-day It Is problematic."
• •'Miscellaneous Writings." page 47.)
Any judge who should declare from the
bench that the evidence of the senses would
not be accepted in the case of sin (and sin
Is but another name for theft, murder, adul
tery)., would by such a declaration at once
become a candidate for impeachment, or an
examination as to his sanity. Any physi
cian who should dare to tell a patient that
all the evidences of his senses must be dis
credited, might, in the event of a fatal ter
mination to his victim's case, find himself
behind prison bars. And any Christian cler
gyman giving such an admonition to his con
gregation would certainly invite prompt re
moval from hie pulpit. For to say that the
evidences of the senses is not to be accept
ed In the case of Sin, is to make proclama
tion of a sentiment subversive of morality, a
sentiment which, if
generally indorsed,
would result in a mockery of Justice.

If we were really all In dreamland, were
all as substanceless as dreams and Mrs. Eddy
were no more than a nightmare or a fan
tasy, the advice which she gives in what
must be a Dreambook, if her views are
sound, would be as harmless as any dream.
But this woman is adTising thousands of
men and women in the fiesh, who are deal
ing with grave matters of life and death,
and morality. It is advice which affects
human life and happiness in many homes.
At a glance one can see how this advice
confiicts with the generally accepted laws of
civilized peoples—medical laws, social laws,
moral laws.
Mrs. Eddy has much to say in her efforts
to convince followers that this is merely
a world of dreams. On page 146 of "Science
and Health" there appears the following
lines:
"Mortal existence is a dream; it has no
real entity."
"Now I ask is there any more reality In
the waking dream of mortal existence than
in the sleeping dream? There cannot be.
since whatever appears to be a material
mind or body is a mortal dream."
Page 82 of the Christian Science Bible,
"Science and Health," contains this declara
tion:
"The dream of disease is like the dreams
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we have in sleep, wherein every one recog
nizes suffering to be wholly in mortal mind.
In both cases the dreamer thinks his body
is material, and that the suffering is in that
body."
.On page 416 the following appears:
"Speak the Truth to every form of error.
Tumors, tubercles, infiammation, pain, de
formed spines, are all dream shadows, dark
Images of mortal thought, which will fiee
before the light."
"The difference between a material belief
of existence and the spiritual fact of life is
that the former is a dream and unreal, while
the latter is real and eternal." ("Miscella
neous Writings.")
Think a think, dream that you have
dreamed a dream, and then you may be able,
as one in a dream to understand that at pres
ent you yourself are simply a dream. And
when you come to a dreamy realization that
you are now no more than a dream, it is pos
sible you may decide to make no further ef
fort to understand Mrs. Eddy until you get
rid of the thing you call a body, and wake up
to find that as a mortal dream you have be
come an immortal spirit.
The Founder of Christian Science, realizing
that her doctrines tend to produce great con
fusion of mind, endeavors to bring hei fol
lowers to a state of clear thinking, yet in a
way which cannot fail to involve thcm iu
greater perplexities, for on pages 64 and 65,
"Miscellaneous Writings," she says:
"Is it possible to know why we are put into
this condition of mortality?" Her answer to
the query reads as follows:
"It is quite as possible to know wherefore
mau is thus conditioned, as to be certain that
he is in a .state of mortality."
Having thus excited hopes of a satisfying
answer Mrs. Eddy proceeds to eay serenely:
"The only evidence of the existence of a mor
tal man, or of a material state and universe,
is gathered from the five personal senses.
This delusive evidence (Christian) Science has
dethroned by repeated proofs of its falsity.
We have no more proof of human discord—
sin, sickness, disease or death—than we have
that the earth's eurface is fiat, and her mo
tions imaginary. If man's ipse dixit as to
the stellar system is correct, this is because
Science is true and the evidence of the senses
1s fa lie."

Finally, to the utter bewilderment of the
average reader, Mrs. Eddy tells how Chris
tian Science solves the problem of existence:
"Then why not submit to the affirmations

of Science concerning the greater subject, of
human weal or woe? Every question between
Truth and Error, Science must and will de
cide. Left to the decision of Science your
query concerns a negative, which the posi
tive Truth destroys; for God's universe and
man .are immortal. .We must not consider
the false side of existence in order to gain
the true solution of Life and its realities."
The "false side of existence" is what we
call mortal existence. That is not to be con
sidered, in Christian Science, a3 anything
more than a dream.

That teaching by Mrs. Eddy bears fruit in
the fact that Christian Science healers who
follow her instructions closely do not recog
nize the existence of diseases, contagious or
infectious, and therefore, refrain from re
porting them to the health authorities, as
required by law when a physician is called
in to deal with such cases—do not report
them when Christian Science is called to the
bedsides of those affiicted with diphtheria,
smallpox, measles, typhus or scarlet fever.
Recently a Miss Bailis, a Christian Science
healer, was questioned as follows in an ex
amination before Surrogate Fitzgerald, in
Manhattan Boroug'o:
"When you find a mortal with a human
body iu the same room with another mortal,
and one human body has the measles, do you
think that the other human body could catch
the measles?" asked Mr. Bowers.
"Some think so, but the divine mind does
not know the measles," replied Miss Bailis.
"Is it your habit to report contagious dis
eases to the Board of Health?"
"I have never done so."
Susanna Margaret Duncan, who had been
sent by Mrs. Stetson to read Christian Sci
ence literature to Miss Brush, was the next
witness. She said she remained almost con
tinuously with Mies Brush from 1895 until she
died.
"Did any regular physician call on Miss
Brush?" asked Mr. Bowers.
"Yes, she sent for him. It was an old
friend and a Christian fclenttst."
"What kind of a practitioner was he?"
"A dentist."
"Do any practiciio physicians belong to
your church?"
"No, sir. Our faith forbids the treatment
of sickness by medicines."
"Why did Miss Brush die?"
"Because there was not sufficient under
standing on the part of the healer to fit
that «■*,"

Christian Science in Court.
Not in Accord With Christian Doctrines—Teachings Which Lead to the Conceal
ment of Smallpox, Diphtheria, Measles and Tuberculosis—A Danger
to Communities — One "Healer" Began Practice After Two
Weeks' Study of Mrs. Eddy's "Science and Health."
Grave Admissions Made Under Oath.
IV.
In previous letters it has been shown by
the writer that the cardinal doctrines of
Christian Science, as expounded by its found
er, Mrs. Mary Baker O. Eddy, require that all
of her followers shall declare mortal exist
ence to be literally a dream; that it has no
entity; that sin, sickness, death are simply
bad dreams which may be dispelled by "Mindhealing"; that the true teachers of her doc
trines must always absolutely discredit what
mortals call common sense and the senses of
sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell; that
observance of the laws of health does not
check disease. These monstrous doctrines
have been presented to my readers in Mrs.
Eddy's own words, for one reason that her
followers might be estopped from declaring
that this remarkable woman's language has
been distorted, misinterpreted or exaggerat
ed in the slightest degree.

pose of these letters— the- consideration of
Christian Science as a possible menace to
the health of communities—the query as to
whether Mrs. Eddy's doctrines are in accord
or confiict with the teachings of Christianity
does not require any extended examination
of evidence which furnishes a conclusive an
swer.

in the trial of a case before Judge Holliater of the Supreme Court, Ohio, one of Mrs.
Eddy's distinguished disciples made this
declaration under oath:
"Christian Science is the word of God; it
is the practice of Truth which destroys error;
it is the life which Jesus asked of us to live,
and follows his example in accordance with
his command. He says: 'Go yo into all the
world, preach the gospel, heal the sick, raise
the dead, cleanse the leper.' "
Upon the foregoing quotation from the
New Testament, Mrs. Eddy bases her Science
and builds all the doctrines of "Mind-heal
ing," which are embodied in her text book
or Bible called "Science and Health," 631
It is claimed for Christian Science that it is pages. It is said that 200,000 copies of this
largely a religious belief; again that it is a book have been sold at $5 per copy, the
religious outgrowth or Christianity based on copyright being in Mrs. Eddy's name. The
the teachings or Jesus Christ, ami, there
cost of printing the book ranges from 57 cents
fore, entitled to the most respectful consid
to 60 cents.
eration and most delicate treatment, so far as
criticism is concerned. Kor Mrs. Eddy quotes
Brushing aside the numerous religious
from the Scriptures liberally in mitigation
or attempted justification of all the extra platitudes of Mrs. Eddy, let us apply to the
ordinary unreason which she puts forward as teachings or Scripture the doctrines which
"Truth," and some oi her numerous well- the Founder of Christian Science formulates
meaning and devout followers have built what as follows:
"Mortal existence is a dream; it has no
they call "Churches of Christ, Scientist."
The writer has a profound respect for all real entity." ("Science and Health," p. 146.)
"Sin, Sickness and Death are comprised
religions which do not confiict with what the
civilized world generally regards as good in human material belief, and belong not to
a divine Mind. They are without a real or
morals, and here has no more than the
ltberal mindeil non-churchman's interest in' igin or existence. They have neither prin
ciple nor permanence, but belong with all
the study of Christian Science presented as
that is material and temporal to the noth
ar offshoot of Christianity. And really the
question as to whether Mrs. Eddy's teachings ingness of error, which imitate the creations
»!•" Christian or non-Christian is of little or of Deity." (p. 182, "Science and Health.")
no consequence to the secular world as com
pared with the larger query: Are Christian
Science teachings ln confiict with our laws—
notably those enacted in the interest of public
health?
Before endeavoring to answer this import
ant question, however, and solely from the
standpoint of impartial inquiry, it may ho
well in the interest of truth to learn if
Mrs. Eddy's doctrines are really based upon
(he teachings of the Founder of Christianity
and the Gospels, as a whole, or as a matter
of fact upon fragmentary extracts, which,
standing alone, may bo invested with a mean
ing altogether the opposite of that which
He taught. Fortunately for the main pur

"What is wrongly termed mind sees only
what it believes, and believes only what it
sees—what the material senses declare. This
mortal belief, misnamed man, says 'Matter
has intelligence and sensation, nerves feel.
Brain thinks and sins. Injury can cripple
and matter kill.' This verdict of the so
called five senses victimizes mortals, taught,
as they are by physiology and pathology, to
revere these five personal falsities, which
are destroyed by Truth through spiritual
sense and understanding." ("Science and
Health," p. 190.)
Subjected to the test of these doctrines,
supposing their general acceptance as truths,

what becomes of Christianity? Where
Mortality to find a firm footing?

is

It is stated in the most positive and une
quivocal way by the authors of the four
gospels that Jesus Christ lived, taught, suf
fered and died upon this earth in the form
of mortal man; that although
Ho
per
formed miracles bewildering to the humau
senses, nevertheless all through His earth
ly life He recognized men as mortal entities,
and sin, sickness and death as real affiictions
of humanity, and not as bad dreams or im
aginary creations.
To-morrow ail Christendom, figuratively
speaking, will bend the knee before the lowly
manger in which the Babe of Bethlehem was
born; throughout the civilized world the
sacred name of the Founder of Christianity,
the Son of Man, will be upon the lips of
millions offering prayers of thanks for His
advent, or sounding His praises in hymns
of adoration on land and sea—men
and
women and children of every hue and race
and clime, the rich and the poor. Even those
who recognize in Him simply the highest
type of mortal man will offer their tributes
of respect to His pure life and what He
taught.
Why?
Because nearly two thousand years ago,
men who saw, and heard. Him, and felt the
touch of His gentle hand, passed down to
us the record of His sublime life, His won
derful deeds of charity and mercy.
His
words that have been the inspiration, the
hope, the solace of humanity for centuries.
The world will refuse to believe that this
Life was no more than "a mortal dream."
as Mrs. Eddy tells us. The world will not
believe that He who was scourged, and
crowned with thorns, whose hands and feet
were pierced with nails, who died upon the
ci ess for Humanity did not suffer all tho
pang3 of a wounded and tortured mortal
frame.
Yet, as if in horrible mockery of that great
Tragedy of Calvary, (he Founder of Christina
Science writes:
"The fact that pain cannot exist where
there is no mortal mind to feel it, is a proof
that this so-called mind makes its own pain—
that it is lts own belief in pain." ("Science
and Health," p. 47.)

So radically divergent are the teachings of
Christianity from the cardinal doctrines of
Christian Science—doctrines which to the
thoughtful mind stand out repugnantly above
all the Scriptural embellishments with which
she endeavors to conceal their monstrosities
—so unlike Christianity is Christiau Science,
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that it would be superfiuous to present more
than the annexed for comparison:
Speaking to two disciples of John, the
Founder of Christianity, said, not speaking
as of
"mortal dreams," but as one ap
pealing to the senses of sight and hearing:
"Go and shew John again those things
which ye do hear and see: The blind receive
their sight, and the lame walk, the lepers
are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are
raised up and the poor have the gospel
preached to them."
To others: "Take heed that no man deceive
you. For many shall come in My name, say
ing I am Christ; and shall deceive many.
"For there shall arise false Christs, and
false prophets, and shall shew great signs
and wonders, insomuch that, if It were pos
sible, tJey shall deceive the very elect."
And Mrs. Eddy, as if sustaining more than
human relationship with Divinity, thus em
phasizing Christ's warning, says, in her "Ret
rospection and Introspection," as one who
had agonized in a Gethsemane:
"It is often asked me why Christian Science
was revealed to me as one Intelligence, ana
lyzing, uncovering and annihilating the false
testimony of the physical senses. • • * No
one else can drain the cup which I have drunk
to the dregs, as the discoverer and teacher
of Christian Science; neither can its inspi
ration be gained without tasting the cup"
(pp. 38, 39).
"Xo mortal could have first Informed
the I ■ ii m mi mind of what the mortal
and carnal cannot discern*' (p, 44).

The writer has no further comments at pres
ent to* make upon the religious teachings of
Mrs. Eddy, but there are grave questions of
morality involved in this woman's doctrines,
which deserve the serious consideration of all
thoughtful people, Irrespective of any favor
able or unfavorable opinions which they may
entertain concerning religion.
Mrs. Eddy's
followers try to becloud these questions by
quoting from a recent decision made by Judge
Hoi lister of Ohio, in which he said:
"Freedom of thought and worship in matters of
religion ls a birthright of every citizen, and the
Legislature cannot take it away or abridge it in
any way. It ls true that if any practice permitted
by any form of religion ls against good morals, as.
for instance, the polygamy of the Mormons, the
people, through their agents, the General Assem
bly, may protect themselves, and it is doubtless
also true that similar protection might be had
against any practice considered by the majority
to be harmful to the public health. But it must
be borne in mind that the claims of power to heal
by means regarded generally as miraculous is not
confined to those professing belief in Christian
Science.
"It ls well known that there are many persons
in this country, not of this peculiar sect, who de
voutly believe that bodily infirmities may be cured
by contact with the bones and relics of deceased
pfrsons whose lives were of extraordinary holi-

in referring to the use of holy relics by
Roman Catholics, the Ohio judge failed to
state that thoee using these relics do not
conceal from the health authorities con
tagious and Infectious diseases, do not preach
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"The parents of the children notified me that
that observance of the laws of health is
provocative of disease, do not scoff at sanitary they were ill and I treated them."
"Have you ever reported such cases to the De
precautions against disease, or proclaim that
partment of Health?"
smallpox, typhus and scarlet fever, measles
"No."
and diphtheria are simply bad dreams. Were
"Why?"
"It was not necessary."
any Roman Catholic priest to disseminate
"Did you ever have a physician help treat
such doctrines he would, soon find himself in
them?"
ecclesiastical disgrace.
"No, never."
"It's a custom of the church not to re
port sack eases t"
Christian Science does encourage violations
"Yes."'
of our health laws, and in court, under oath,
Counsel for the church here interrupted the ex
has admitted the fact.
amination, declaring that the object of Mr. Bow
Reference was made in a previous letter to ers was to get evidence on which the County
testimony of Christian Science healers taken Medical Society could prosecute.
Miss Diets said that she had learned
In a disputed will case before Surrogate
Fitzgerald in Manhattan Borough, New York. to be a healer after two weeks' course
Part of this testimony was to the effect that under Mrs. Stetson.
a Mias Helen C. Brush, a firm believer in
Mrs. Eddy's teachings, had made a will in
which she bequeathed property valued at over
*50,000 to the First Church of Christ, Scien
tist; that the will was drawn by a trustee of
that church; that Miss Brush some time be
fore her death, by consumption, was induced
by Mrs. Stetson, a woman reader of the
church named, to donate over $6,000 to it, and
to also loan it $5,000. The following extract
is from the testimony taken December 19, as
printed in the New York Times:
Ethelinda Dictz was the next witness. She tes
tified that she had been taken to Miss Brush's
home by Mrs. Stetson for the purpose of aiding
in healing Miss Brush when she was ill of pneu
monia.
"When did you first see Miss Brush? '.
"It was ln 1895."
"What did Mrs. Stetson order you to do there?"
"I was told to go and watch the case. That
meant that I was to assist Mrs. Stetson, who
was in charge of the case. When I first went
to the house Miss Brush was only partially con
scious."
"What treatment did you give her?"
"The lmpersonal treatment."
"What was the matter with her?"
"She had pneumonia."
"What do you mean by 'lmpersonal' treatment?"
"In the third person, so to speak. I was repre
senting Mrs. Stetson. Sometimes I gave the audi
bly treatment—that is, declaring aloud the state
ments we use, which are found in 'Science and
Health.' "
"Where was Miss Brush when you went to treat
her?"
"She was in bed. and she had a high temper
ature."
"How do you know her temperature was high?"
"By intuition."
"Have you ever been a trained nurse?"
"No."
"Did you perform the duties of a trained nurse
while attending Miss Brush?"
"Yes."
"Have you ever treated contagious
diseases V the witness was asked.
"Yes."
"Did you make a report of such cases
to the Department of Health f"
"Xo.'.'
"What contagious diseases have you treated?"
"Diphtheria and measles."
"How many of each?"
"One case of diphtheria and three or four of
measles,"
"How about the diphtheria case?"
"That was by the 'absent treatment.' I re
ceived a letter telling me about the case."
"How did you treat the measles?"

The writer would not wantonly wound the
sensibilities of any honest believer in Chris
tian Science, and cannot if we are all
"dreams," yet no candid student of Mrs.
Eddy's teachings can properly characterize,
at least, one of them without saying bluntly
that she encourages falsehood. For the
Christian Scientist affiicted with a contagious
disease is taught to deny that she has it, and
the "Healer" who may be treating the case
is also required by the High Priestess, or
"Mother" of Christian Science, to deny the
existence of a disease, which, unchecked, may
ravage an entire community. So long as so
ciety elects to be governed by mortal laws
they must be obeyed or else anarchy fol
lows. The wisdom or unwisdom inclosed in
a $5 book, written by a woman who declares
that her doctrines cannot be understood until
we discard all our senses, will not be gener
ally accepted as truths by carnal minded
authorities—well, not until they reach the
nightmare stage of this so-called world of
dreams.

To secure a certificate authorizing one to
practice as a physician in this state the can
didate for the honor must enter upon a long
course of studies which cannot be mastered
inside of six years. He must pass an exam
ination made by the Regents of the State Uni
versity before he can qualify as a candidate;
if successful he must pass another and a final
examination four years later, when the cer
tificate is granted. It appears from the tes
timony taken before Surrogate Fitzgerald,
that a Christian Science student can become
a "healer" after two weeks' study, and thus
made competent to treat diphtheria, measles,
pneumonia, and to take temperature, "by in
tuition." This is one remarkable result of
the dissemination of doctrines which moved
Alice Fielding, an English authoress, to say:
"This creed, invented, demonstrated, ex
pounded and diffused by American ladies, is
surely the natural outcome, in emotional na
tures and untrained minds, of a smattering
of spiritualism, mesmerism, mental therapeu
tics, mysticism and metaphysics, coupled
with a profound and lofty disdain for the
most elementary scientific knowledge."

Mumbo Jumboism vs. Medicine.
Eeason and Un-Reason in Conflict—Food and Lungs Not Necessary to Life.
Exorcism and Argument Sealing With Disease—Modern Medicine's
Answer to Mrs. Eddy's Denunciations—Her Discovery or
"Eevelation" Not New to Medical Science
Pagan "Healers."

''Quackery may. in general terms, be defined ss
an arrogant assumption of some. n'yiterIous knowl
edge which is not really possessed. Words gov
ern the generality nf the world, who seldom go
■o deep as to look into things, and impostors woll
know how likely their cause is to succeed, if their
terms are but onco admitted.
"Human credulity, indeed, scorns wholly in
curable, and. in spite of all warning, we see one
generation after another, with their eyes wide
open, walk into the same gttlf of fraud, quackery
and imposture."— (Sir B. C. Brodle, 1836).

A striking feature of Christian Science is
presented in the fact that when the investi
gator judges it by one or a dozen of its posi
tive cardinal doctrines which are in violent
confiict with Reason, Christianity or Sound
Morals, the disciples of Mrs. Eddy are ready
.with a host of quotations from her books, all
Indicating the allegiance of Christian Science
to Reason, Christianity and Sound Morals. So
it is that in her text book, "Science and
Health," the reader will find page after page
contradicting its fellow, and on nearly every
page Reason and un-Reason at swords' points
with each other, yet each backed by the
authoress.
The purpose of this discordant
teaching would seem to be an aim to satisfy
all kinds of people, those who are possessed
of common sense and those who have no use
for such an attribute of the human mind.
These teachings are plainly an exemplifica
tion of that sort of wisdom or shrewdness ex
ercised by the showman who, upon being
asked by a curious old lady as to whether an
ape was a wild man or a monkey, replied
briskly:
"Call 'im r.nytliink you like, mum. You
pays your money an' you takes your pick."

A few quotations from "Science and
Health" will serve to illustrate my mean
ing, prefacing them first with the remark
that, although Mrs. Eddy declares dogmati
cally again and again that sickness, disease,
pain, sin are not existent, she has written
a book of over 600 pages, in which with great
detail she tells her followers how to cure
diseases by "Mind-healing"— how to become
Mind Healers.
Naturally, the query will
arise: If there is no sickness, no disease, no
pain, then what need is there for Healers?
And so Mrs. Eddy's book, if it be regarded
as other than a dream book or the thief
instrument employed in a money-making
scheme, ts by its very teachings an indict

ment of the preposterous doctrines which she
promuigates at $5 per copy.
Referring to sin. sickness and death, Mrs.
Eddy says on page 182:
"They are without a real origin or exist
ence."
Yet on page 14 the Founder of Christian
Science tells how disease is- caused, despite
her denial of its existence:
"Any conclusion deduced from supposed
sensation and intelligence in matter, or mat
ter's supposed consciousness of health and
disease, instead of reversing the testimony
of the physical senses, confirms that testi
mony as legitimate, and so leads to Dis
ease."
"Sin is the foundation of Sickness, and you
can master Sin through the Divine Mind"
(p. 390). Then bewilderingly:
"Man is never sick; for Mind is not sick,
and matter cannot be" (p. 392). And in the
same breath Mrs. Eddy says:
"lt is well to be calm in Sickness; to be
hopeful is still better; but to understand that
Sickness is a delusion and that Truth can
destroy it is best of all, for it is the universal
and perfect remedy."
That statement is
paralleled by an Alderman's profound an
nouncement:
"Wherf a man knows he is all wroug and
thinks he is all right he's got paresis."
"The perusal of the author's publications
heals Sickness constantly," says Mrs. Eddy.
"If patients sometimes seem the worse for
reading this book, the change may either
arise from the alarm of the physician, or may
mark the Crisis of the Disease.
Per
severance in its perusal has generally healed
them completely" (p. 431).
"If food preserves life it cannot destroy it.
The fact is, food does not affect the existence
of man; and this becomes self evident when
we learn that God is our only Life."
"If belief says that food disturbs the har
monious functions of mind and body either
the food or the illusion must be removed.
Which shall it be? If this belief be not de
stroyed it may some day say that you are
dying from want of food; for the penalty is
thus coupled with the belief. lu the day of
perfect understanding we shall neither eat
to live, nor live to eat" (pp. 387 and 388).
Apparently having forgotten her oracular
declaration that food does not affect the ex
istence of man, Mrs. Eddy begins a new para
graph as follows:
"A case of Convulsions, produced by indi
gestion, came under my observation," etc.,
after which she tells how she cured her pa

tient so thoroughly that the latter exclaime.l
"My food is all gone and I should like some
thing more to eat."
The foregoing specimens of Mrs. Eddy'i
absurdities and contradictions are typical ol
scores which she discharges at her stupefied
amused or disgusted readers from every chap
ter of this Mumbo Jumboism of "Mind-heal
ing" called "Science and Health." To the
intelligent and thoughtful reader it may seem
a waste of time to consider these confiicting
doctrines with any view to demonstratine
their irrationality; such a task may appeal
quite as useless as any effort to reason with
madness, senility or idiocy, so manifestly
and absolutely absurd are these teachings
of the author of all this farrago of Chris
tian Science. Nevertheless, a little time mav
be well spent tn exposing the fallacies, the
foolishness and dangers of some of Mr?
Eddy's doctrines which her disciples keep in
the background, and teach only in the pri
vacy of their classrooms. For numbers ol
reputable, well meaning and even religiously
inclined people, through Ignorance of all that
this woman's Science proclaims have come to
regard it with favor, solely because it has
been credited with curing what it denies—
Disease.
Here for the purpose of leaving no ground
for controversy it may be conceded tha:
Christian Science Is credited with having
cured many diseases of a nervous character,
its claims to the curing of organic diseases
however, do not appear to be well authen
ticated. But whatever lts so called cure?
may be Christian Science has done no more
than other "Healers," some pagan, other?
professedly Christian, have done through all
the centuries, from the remotest days of his
tory up to the present. All of these "Heal
ers" have effected their cures by mental
stimulus, by appeals to the mind, creative
of faith. History furnishes abundant proof
that Mrs. Eddy has not made any new dis
covery, or that the first principles of the doc
trines she teaches were "revealed" to her
by Divinity. It is true Mrs. Eddy declares
that Christian Science cures iu precisely
the same way that the Founder of Chris
tianity made His cures, but that is only one
of many false declarations, for Christ cured
instantaneously and that Christian Scienc
docs not do even if we are to concede
it claims.
Mrs. Eddy's Science appears to be at h
more pagan in eiigin than Christian.
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cannot be Christian, for it denies all that Eddy asserts! Imagine the Nootka Sound
the Scripture asserts concerning disease and savage and the Okanagan exorcists chattering
pain, and, as has been stated, really mocks at disease, and draw a line of distinction be
at the agonies of the Crucifixion. The re tween their methods and those of the Chris
semblance between some of the methods of tian Science wrangler with madness, If you
Christian Science and those pursued by sav
can. For in essence their methods are the
ages in dealing with disease is marked. For same.
instance, Herbert Spencer says in one of
his chapters describing the origin of the
Christian Science says there is no such
physician and surgeon:
disease as Consumption, but on pages 422
"The medicine-man dealing with malicious
and 42.! of "Science and Health," under the
spirits, to which diseases, among other evils,
sulehead, "Consumption," Mrs. Eddy gives
are ascribed by savages, subjects his patients
instructions for the cure of this fell affiicpartly to natural agencies, but chiefiy to one
tiou:
or more methods of exorcism. Says Keating
"If the, case to be mentally treated is con
of the Chippewas, 'their mode of treatment
depends more upon the adoption of proper sumption take up the leading points includ
ed (according to belief) in this disease. Show
spells than the prescription of suitable reme
that it is not inherited; that infiammation,
dies.' Among the Nootka Sound people—
"Natural pains and maladies are invariably tubercles, hemorrhage and decomposition are
ascribed to the absence or other lrregular conduct beliefs, images of mortal thoughts, superim
of the soul, or to the infiuence of evil spirits, posed upon the body; that they are not the
and all treatment is directed to the recall of the Truth of man; that they should be treated
former, and to the appeasing of the latter."
as error, and put out of thought. Then these
"So, too, of the Okanagans we read:
"But here as elsewhere the sickness becoming ills will disappear. If the lungs are disap
at all seriou» or mysterious, medical treatment ls pearing, this is but one of the beliefs of mor
altogether abandoned, and the patient committed tal mind. Mortal man will be less mortal
to the magic powers of the medicine man."
when he learus that lungs never sustained ex
istence, and can never destroy God, who is our
ln
her
rules for "Mental Treatment." Life. When this is understood, mankind will
pages 409 to 427, Mrs. Eddy gives various be more godlike. What if the lungs are ul
directions: for what the Chippewa would prob
cerated? God is mote to a man than his
ably call exorcising disease:
lungs; and the less we acknowledge matter
"If you mentally and silently call the dis
or its laws the more immortality we pos
ease by name, as you argue against it, as a
sess.
Correct material belief by spiritual
general rule the body will respond more
understanding and Spirit will form you anew.
quickly."
Vou will never fear again, except to offend
"Plead the case in Science, and for Truth,
God, and will never believe that lungs or any
mentally and silently."
portion of the body can destroy you."
"You may call the disease by name when
That matches the statement that "food does
you mention it mentally; but by naming it
audibly you are liable to lmpress lt upon the nut affect the existence or man." The Chris
tian Science true believer may live without
thought."
"To prevent disease or cure it mentally, food and without lungs. And cases of con
let Spirit destroy this dream of sense. If sumption being mere images of mortal
you wish to tu'al by argument, And the type thought need not le reported to the health
of the ailment, get its name and array your authorities as the law requires.
mental plea against the physical.
Argue
with the patient (mentally, not audibly) that
Christian Science inveighs against medi
he haa no disease.
Mentally insist that
health is the everlasting fact, and sickness cine—denounces all drugs and schools of
medicine. It i3 true that there are black
the temporal falsity. Then realize the pres
ence of health, and the corporeal senses will pages in the history of Medicine; many
crimes have been committed in its name, as
respond 'so be it.' "
"The treatment of insanity is especially may be said of Religion. Yet from the days
interesting However obstinate the case, it of Hippocrates up through the intervening
yields more naturally thau most diseases to centuries Medicine has slowly, through mul
the salutary action of Truth, which coun
titudinous bogs and morasses, made its way
teracts error. The leading arguments for finally to a more solid footing. Long before
curing insanity are the same as in other Christian Science was evolved from the brain
diseases, namely: The impossibility
that of Mrs. Eddy, or constructed from appro
matter should control mind, or suffer; the priated material, the students of Medicine
need of mortal mind to be cured by Truth; had learned of the efficacy of faith in the
the fact that Mind can establish a healthy treatment of various affiictions of humanity.
train, and that intelligence can destroy all Physiology, which Mrs. Eddy declares "is not
error, whether that error be called physical good for a horse, even"; Anatomy, which she
or mental, dementia or dysentery.
says "makes man a brute," and Surgery,
"To fix Truth steadfastly in your patients' which is pronounced less skillful than Chris
thought, explain Christian Science to them; tian Science, each being included in studies
but not too soon—not until your patients of the general practitioner of Medicine, have
are prepared for it—lest you array the sick rendered conspicuous services to suffering hu
against their own interests by troubling and manity, and come to be recognized as benefi
perplexing thought."
cent aids to the human race. At this point,
in the closing hours of the nineteenth cen
Fancy if you can the effect produced upon tury, it will not be considered out of place
a raving madman as a Christian Science to compare the advances made by modern
"Healer" tells him that "lutelligence can de
medicine with the unreasonable claims of
stroy all error" ; that "Mind can establish a Mrs. Eddy's science:
healthy brain!" Picture, if possible, insani
ty yielding more naturally than most diseases
to the salutary action of Truth—reason rein the course of an address delivered before
enthroning itself in the frenzied mind as the the Faculty of St. George's Hospital, London,
sxorclst, "explains Christian Science" doc
W. Howship Dickinson, M. D., said, some
trines which cannot be understood by sane mouths ago:
».iads, or rather by "carnal minds," as Mrs.
'i. We have learned that many ct the processes

which constitute disease cannot be controlled by
drugs; they run their course regardless of pllH.
potions and plHsters. and cannot be brought to an
end by such means except it be to an untimely
one.
"2. We have learned to enlist in our service the
lnfiuences of external Nature, and with their aid
are able. in certain diseases, to secure results
which to more narrow therapeutics were lmpossi
ble.
...
"3. We have learned, to trace many diseases and
morbid conditions to minute organisms which were
not only unknown to our forefathers, but lmpossi
ble to be known by them, because they did not pos
sess the lnstruments necessary to their detection.
We may carry a pestilence in a test tube and the
means of destroying the army of Sennacherib in
a 'Waistcoat pocket. But these malign creations
have a redeeming quality, for some of them are
protective against themselves, while others are
capable of indirectly generating their own anti
dote and curing the mischief themselves hav«
caused.
"Looking back upon the energetic attempts t»
cure what would recover if left alone, and at
the contradictory tendency to oppose with general
uniformity processes not uniformly lnjurious, w«
may contrast the vain confidence of the past wit*
the humility and subservience which for the most
part characterize the methods of to-day. Without
ufCectlng to be superior to our ancestors—1 am
not sure, indeed, that we are in ail respects their
equals— we are necessarily wiser, for we have had
certain generations ot additional experience. Time
ls on our side. Pathology has become a science,
and the course of disease recognized as subject
to natural laws. .Much of our progress" has been
negative in the abandonment of what was inju
rious, but we may count positive gains."

Dr. Dickinson enumerated some of the
gains made by medical science during th«
century, a few of which are thus summarized:
"We have learned to recognize and isolate the
essential principles of many diseases, and have
compassed achievements mostly ln prevention, but
to some extent in cure, which we ourselves mut»t
wonder at. The great series of discoveries relat
ing to objects which are infinitely small is due
to minute observation, reasoning and experiment,
and marks the replacement of empiricism by sci
ence.
"The bacillus of anthrax was recognized in I800,
though its full relation to this disease was not
demonstrated until 1873. in' this year was re
vealed the spirillum, the conspicuous organism ot
relapsing fever. Subsequently the essential bacllU
of suppuration, erysipelas, tubercle, diphtheria, te
tanus, cholera, glanders, typhoid, infiuenza, plague
and leprosy have been exposed to view. Malaria
has been traced to a protozoon which obtains en
trance into the blood corpuscle, and the essential
cause of this ancient scourge is at last made clear.
Dysentery, too. has given up its organism in to*,
shape of the amoeba.
"The organic generators, for such there must be,
of smallpox, typhus, scarlatina and measles, are
as yet hidden, but we may be assured that they
will not long remain so. It scarcely admits of
doubt that every specific fever, most epidemics,
every form of tuberculous disease, and oil ma
larial disorders originate in living organisms intro
duced from without. It seems not improbable that
cancer may ere long be added to the list."

In his closing remarks Dr. Dickinson had
this to say concerning a question which is
uppermost in the minds of thousands ln ail
our large cities to-day:
"What with Jenner's fundamental discov
ery, the super-additions which modern sci
ence has built upon it, and the new modes
of creating antidotes to disease by the us»
of its own products, we see a wide prospect
of relieving the ills of mortality, limited
though it be by the prejudice of the vuigar
and the subservience of politicians who
value the votes of their constituents more
than their lives. This brings us within sight
of the 'conscientious objector,' though on«
does not see how conscience is concerned in
a matter which is not one of religion or
moxality, but of expediency. The conscien
tious objector is himself to be objected t«
as one who presumes without special im(,vD,
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iate results of the introduction of anaesthe
sia to learn that, in the five years before the
introduction of ether, only 184 persons were
willing to eubmlt themselves to such a
dreadful ordeal in the Massachusetts General
Hospital, an average of thirty-seven opera
tions per annum, or three per month. in the
fiye years Immediately succeeding lts intro
duction, although the old horror could not at
once "be overcame, 487 operations, or almost
100 annually, were performed in the same
hospital. During the last year in the same
hospital, a Mecca for every surgeon the
werld over, over 3,700 operations were per
formed. It is not an uncommon thing at
the present day for any one of the more
active surgeons of this country to do as many
as 400 to 500 operations in a year. I have
known as many as nineteen operations to be
The benefactions of surgery have been no done in the Jefferson Medical College Hos
less prominent than those of Medicine, pure pital in a single day—equaling six months'
and simple. Speaking of the discovery of work in Boston before the introduction of
anaesthesia and antisepsis as boons to hu ether."
manity, W. W. Keen, M. D., F. R. S., said
in an address delivered before the Medical
"Before Lister's day erysipelas, tetanus,
and Chirurgical Faculty of the State of Mary
gangrene and blood poisoning in its various
land, April, 1899:
"The news went like wildfire, and anaes phases were the constant attendant of
thesia was soon introduced into every clinic every surgeon. They were dreaded guests
and at almost every operation throughout the at almost any operation; and when in rare
civilized world. Prior to that time a sur cases we obtained primary union without
gical operation was attended with horrors a drop of pus, without fever and with but
which those who live in these days cannot little suffering, it was a marvelous achieve
The
appreciate. He was the best surgeon who ment. Now it is precisely reversed.
could perform any operation in the least pos surgeon who does not get primary union
sible time. The whole object of new methods without a drop of pus, with no fever and
of operating was to shorten the period of with little suffering, asks himself, 'What
(rightful agony which every patient bad to was the fault in my technic?" To epen the
endure. Every second of suffering saved was head, the abdomen or the chest thirty
an incalculable boon. To submit to any oper years ago was almost equivalent to signing
ation required then a heroism and an endur the death warrant of a patient. The early
ance which are almost incomprehensible to mortality of ovariotomy was about 60 per
us now. All of the more modern, deliberate, cent.; two out of three died. Now many
careful, painstaking operations involving mi a surgeon can point to a series of 100 ab
nute dissection, amid nerves and blood ves dominal operations with a fatality of only
sels, when life or death depends on the ac 2 per cent, or 3 per cent. When Sir Spencer
curacy of almost every touch of the knife, Wells recorded his first 1,000 cases of ovari
were absolutely impossible. It was beyond otomy it was caiculated that after de
human endurance quietly to submit one's self ducting the years which the patients who
tor an hour, for an hour and a half, for two died from the operation would have lived
hours or even longer, to such physical agony. had no operation been done the net result
"It U s> striking commentary on the Immed of the thousand cases was an addition of

edge to decide upon a question where special
knowledge is required. Ignorant he neces
sarily is, but he is less to blame than his
abetters, who have indorsed his ignorance
and allowed it to infiuence legislation. Lib
erty is an excellent thing, but to give lib
erty to spread smallpox may be thought to
be carrying It too far.
"Most that has been done and all that is
to be confidently predicted is due to the
association of medicine with science which
has only recently become possible. Old medi
cine, comprising as it did much random ob
servation, false theory, and empirical prac
tice, has given p'.ace to new medicine with
its minute investigation, exact experin'-'it,
logical deduction and rational procedure."

20,000 years to human life. One thousand
ovariotomies under antiseptic precautions at
the present would certainly add at least
30,000 years to human life. Would not such
a guerdon be enough for any man?
"This, too, is a direct result of laborious
laboratory researches, beginning with the in
vestigations of Liebig and Pasteur on fer
mentation. Lister went still further. Even
before the discovery of the bacteria of sup
puration, of tetanus and of erysipelas, he
showed us experimentally how, by surgical
cleanliness, we could avoid all infection and
so banish these pests from our hospitals and
bring life and health to many who otherwise
would have perished from operations now
perfectly safe.
"The mortality of compound fractures
In the pre-antiseptic days was about 60
per cent. It was one of the most dreaded
of all accidents. Its mortality now is per
haps not over 3 per cent, and the mortality
from sepsis after such a fracture, in tbe
bands of well- instructed surgeons, is almost
nil. Prior to Lister's day, the mortality of
major amputations varied from SO to 63 per
cent. Now it is from 10 to 20 per cent. And
so I might go on with operation after oper
ation and show how they have become so
safe that one need not dread any, saving
exceptional cases.
"These two modern discoveries, anaes
thesia and antisepsis, have utterly revolu
tionized modern surgery. They have made
possible operations which, by reason of their
duration, pain and danger, were utterly un
justifiable in former days, but are now the
daily occupation of a busy surgeon. And,
far better than this, they have enabled us
to bring to homes and hearts, which other
wise would have been broken up and wrung
with sorrow, the comfort of life restored to
dear ones upon whom depended the happi
ness and support of the families. Translate
figures into happy hearts and prosperous
homes if you can, and then you can tell me
what Warren and Lister have done for hu
manity!"
Yet Eddyism scoffs at anaesthesia and
antisepsis; its patients are denied the so
lace of one and the safeguards of the other.

I

The Jargon of Unreason.
Some of Mrs. Eddy's Astounding Declarations Which Are Suggestive of Re
ligious Megalomania, Strongly Tinged With Rational Commercialism.
A Distinguished French Pathologist Says Religious Paranoia
Is Very Contagious—Dissemination of Doctrines Dan
gerous to Communities 1n Many Ways.
VI.
had a divine revelation, that his supposed
**In the year 1866 I discovered the Science of powers were conferred by Divinity.
Motaphy»ical Healing and named it Christian
Science. God had been graciously fitting: me. dur
It is charitably and generously said of
ing many years, for the reception of a Final
Revelation of the absolute principle of Scientific Christian Science doctrines that their chief
Mind-healInp.
characteristic is mysticism, for the less gen
"My conclusions were reached by allowing the erous and charitable critics, the blunt
evidence of this revelation to multiply with and candid critics, of Mrs. Eddy's pub
mathematical certainty and the lesser demonstrulications, use harsher language in char
lion to prove the greater; as the product of three
multiplied by three, equalinc' nine, proves con acterizing them. Taking, then, this gentler
clusively that three times three duodecilllons will view of the most amazing and unintelligible
bf, must be. nine duodecilllons—not a fraction declarations of this strange woman, the rela
more, nor a unit less.
tion of Mysticism to insanity naturally be
"No human pen or tonfrue taught me the Science comes a subject of interest. At the outset of
contained ln Science and Health." tChapter I inquiry along this line of thought we are con
of "Science and Health.")
fronted by the assertion of trained students

It is Mrs. Eddy's oft repeated claim that
ell ot the doctrines which she lays down for
the guidance of Christian Scientists were
revealed to her by the Supreme Being. Sim
ilar claims were made by the numerous
"healers" of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, and it is not uncommon for the in
sane of to-day to talk in the same strain.
The records of every insane asylum furnish
overwhelming evidence of the existence of
these delusions. One case, which could be
reinforced by thousands. if necessary, will
serve as an lllustration. Recently, the
writer officiated as the lay member of a com
mission de lunatico inquirotido, appointed to
make inquiry concerning the sanity of one
Thomas Sperling. Examined by the commis
sion, Sperling testified that he was restrain
ed of his liberty in a local sanitarium and
incidentally said, substantially: #
"1 have always been a man of good habits.
I don't drink liquor or smoke or use bad
language. I have never kept the company of
bad women. Every night before I go to bed
I kneel down and say my prayers. I have
always been good to the poor. Yet they say
I am crazy. Do I look crazy? Do I look like
an insane man?
I'll answer any question
you put to me."
The unfortunate man talked rambliugly in
this way for several minutes and gave no
positive evidence of insanity, until in a
casual way, entirely without suggestion, he
quietly remarked:
"Now I have told you all about my life and
am ready to answer any question. I haven't
told you all 1 could do; I don't like to talk
about that, for you might be like other people
and think me crazy. I am the Pope and I
can take people out of hell and put them in
heaven, and I can take people out of heaven,
but I won't talk about that, for you might
think I was crazy."
This poor man firmly believes that he has

tHAi

of mentality that "Mysticism has roots which
spring from a borderland close to insanity."
in support of this assertion a distinguished
French scientist contributed a very instruct
ive paper to Archives do Neurologie, No. 8,
1899, concerning which the British Medical
Journal of October 7 of the year named said:
"A. Marie shows in a special memoir de
voted to Mysticism and Insanity how in
the eighteenth century epidemics of re
ligious delirium replaced those of a de
moniac form. in the Middle Ages Chris
tianity triumphed over old polytheistic
superstitions. No more epidemics of lycanthropy were to be seen.
The crude
anthropomorphism of polytheistic worship
with its many gods to whom sacrifices were
offered, gave way to a hemlanthropomorphlsm. where the dominant belief was cen
tered round one powerful God, man's
friend and protector.
The insane, says
Marie, ignorant of this principle, imag
ined or created simpler hypotheses than
thoso they refused to accept, taking up
long abandoned theories and ideas. So
long as it was believed that gods came
upon the earth, Jupiter, Mercury, Apollo,
Diana, Venus were frequent visitors to the
insane. They thought they were married
to Satyrs, to the god Pan, snakes and bulls.
in the unreasoning imaginations of man,
angels and devils took the place of gods.
Demons in the form of the incubus and the
vampire were believed in.
"Marie brings out in an interesting man
ner the different ways in which Catholi
cism and Protestantism—the two great di
visions of the Western church—appear to
operate in regard to mental disease. Ac
cording to Marie, religion greatly infiu
ences a man's insanity. A3 a general rule
the Catholic is uneasy about his soul. 13
apprehensive of punishment from heaven,
is afraid and in despair. The Protestant's
mysticism is a pretension of understand

ing and explaining the symbols and rev
elations of the Scriptures. Pride and pro
phetic exaltation with lofty denunciation
of the world are Its leading features. One
ia a sinner, and doomed: the other is a
prophet and a messenger of heaven. This,
according to Marie, is the explanation of
the fact that religious megalomania is
found chiefiy among Protestants, while re
ligious melancholia prevails among Cath
olics. Superstition is present as an un
conscious element in the normal brain,
but unnoticeable—hidden, so to speak—by
complete development of intelligence.
Should the mind become affected ia some
way, then superstition may become a prom
inent feature; whence we may appreciate
to the full the dictum of Meynert, that
religious delirium is 'the appearance of a
subconscious superstition in the developed
brain.'
"The medico-legal points brought for
ward by Marie have also a special in
terest. From the medico-legal aspect the
insanities may be looked upon as 'diver
gent' —that is, directed to hurt others; or
'convergent' —that is, upon the patients
themselves. A few cases are reported by
Marie in illustration of his statements,
and he comes to the conclusion that re
ligious insanity is the most dangerous kind
of mental disease (medico-legally) to the
patient and to society. On account of their
suicidal and homicidal tendencies they
should not be sent out on parole or dis
charged from asylums. Religious paranoia
or insanity being very contagious, patients
should be sequestrated in asylums and
strictly prevented from spreading the mis
chief. Mental epidemics are referred to
which in centuries past have spread and
involved entire towns and even larger com
munities, and produced incaiculable mis
chief owing to the absence of restriction
of such dangerous megalomaniacs and
paranolacs. Detention and treatment in
lunatic asylums are the only efficient medi
cal and legal therapeutic measures for
thesj eaces."
In defense of Christian Scieuce it is said
that Mrs. Eddy's doctrines are quite as ra
tional as those of Protestants and Roman
Catholics who believe that disease and pain
may be mitigated or removed by prayer. But
that is not true, for Roman Catholic and
Protestant are not eo irrational as to deny
the existence of pain and disease. The Chiistian Scientist does not pray for the removal
of pain and disease, but simply arguea with
an alleged illusion, denies the existence of
an evil and, strange paradox, seeks ut- <Ua-
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pel thin evil by convincing it that it does
not exist. Now, nn unbeliever in Christiani
ty may not be expected iq believe that prayer
is a more rational agency to be employed in
dealing effectively with disease than argu
ment addressed to a fancied thing o( ex
istence, . but this unbeliever, if himself ra
tional, will not place Christianity on the
same footing with Christian Science when
he comes to learn that the latter says dog
matically:
Man being no more than a mortal dream,
must discredit the evidences of his "so-called
five senses," as all that we call life; like
wise that which we call death, and sickness,
sorrow, the pangs of hunger, the pains of dis
ease, the tears of the widow and the orphanall that mortal man calls real, are simply the
dreams of a dream. For Christianity sym
pathetically recognizes all these things as
being really existent, while Christian Sci
ence in a most un-Chrlstian way coldly and
unfeelingly denies their reality.
Robed in the glittering semi -religious gen
eralities of its ablest advocate (a Western
ex-judge) garlanded with the sunfiowers of
his rhetoric, Christian Science appears at
first eight to be quite a respectable, although
conspicuously overdressed, old lady. But the
careful observer, the investigator of clear
vision, cannot fail to discern behind the
hand painted mask and beneath the taw
dry robes of this new "Science" a hideous
figure, which, when speaking for itself, gives
utterance to sayings sacrilegious to Christian
fars. but less shocking to others who recog
nize in the jabbering monstrosity simply an
old form of religious megalomania. lu
pathology religious megalomania briefiy de
fined Is a form of mental alienation in which
the person afflicted has grandiose delusions.
Is Christian Science really megalomania or
charlatanry?
The fBCt that the Founder of Christian Sci
ence has earned a large fortune out of her
v.eird teachings, and her boast that once in
digent disciples have grown wealthy by
promuigating hor doctrines, will probably
furnish one answer to the second query. The
writer, however, prefers in this letter to deal
wlih Mrs. Eddy's "Science" from the stand
point of the first query.
Pathologist Marie "comes to the conclusion
that religious insanity is the most dangerous
kind of mental disease (medico-legally) to the
patient and to society." Unquestionably this
form of insanity is dangerous, and the Chris
tian Scientist's comment upon this statement
will probably be to the effect that Mrs. Eddy's
doctrines and the works of her follow
ers are beneficial instead of injurious to a
community; that they are the only human
beings free from delusions. Let us see if
these claims are entitled to more of credence
than those of many men and women of un
balanced minds confined ln our asylums:
Were some of the strange views enter
tained by Christian Scientists confined to
mere expression of beliefs they would be as
harmless as so many wooden Indians, but the
teaching of other doctrines advanced by Mrs.
Eddy are menaces not only to health, but

morality. To illustrate: When a Christian
Scientist goes into the slums and tells credu
lous hearers that the "so-called laws of
health ami hygiene" are provocative of dis
ease; that sanitary laws are no more than
dreams;' that cleanliness is not conducive to
health, such teachings are caiculated to bring
our law3 into contempt, and under certain
conditions might lead to the spreading of an
epidemic
If the health authorities were to find in
any of the Ghettos of this great city a poor
Jew conforming his habits to the dangerous
doctrines promuigated by Mrs. Eddy the
heavy hand of the law would soon bring him
to a realization that health laws must be re
spected, irrespective of religious or other be
liefs. But the Christian Scientist is permit
ted to mock at these laws, to deny the exist
ence of disease, to refrain from reporting the
existence of contagious and infectious dis
eases under Christian Science treatment. To
this "Scientist" an overfiowing cesspool tg
but a dream, non-existent in tangible form;
smallpox, scarlet fever, typhoids, diphtheria
are not to be quarantined, for It would be
manifestly absurd to quarantine "mortal
dreams." To use a disinfectant is to disre
gard an absolute command of Christian
Science, and 1f Mrs. Eddy were to be accepted
as a final authority in the matter Health
commissioners and Quarantine commissioners
and all their plans for the isolation and stay
ing of the spread of disease would be discard
ed by communities. In the light of reason
these teachings cannot be regarded as any
thing but madness.
Those who have been beguiled with the
platitudes of Christian Science and have
never studied all of its wild teachings may
be disposed to think that Mrs. Eddy's doctriues are not so incredible and idiotic as
the writer has indicated; that, as she de
clares, her teachings are not understandable
by the "carnal mind," and therefore must not
bo harshly criticised. Here are some of the
definitions of the terms she makes use of
freely in the Christian Scientist's Bible,
"Science and Health." They are taken from
the glossary and index of the book.
Read
them carefully and you will find no more of
reason in these pronouncements than is to
be found in the incoherences and irrational
utterances of the megalomaniac Sperling, or
numbers of others afflicted with similar
grandiose delusions:
"Adam. A belief in intelligent matter,
finiteness and morality;
recl-aandstone;
nothingness.
"Burial. Annihilation.
"Death. An illusion, for there is no death.
Matter has no life, and hence has no real ex
istence. Any material evidence of death is
false, for it contradicts the spiritual facts of
Being.
"Ears. Not organs of the so-called cor
poreal senses, but spiritual understanding.
"Eyes. Spiritual discernment—not mate
rial, but mental.
"Education a cause of disease.
"Flesh. An error of physical belief; a sup

position that life, substance and intelligence
are in matter; an illusion; a belief that mat
ter has sensation.
"Holy Ghost. Divine Science.
"lu. A term obsolete in Science, if used is
reference to Spirit or Deity.
"Knowledge. Evidence obtained from the
five corporeal senses; that which is not di
vine, and is the origin of sin, sickness an'?
death.
"Matter. Sensation in the sensatlohless:
that which mortal mind sees, feels, hears,
tastes and smells only in belief."
From the index to Science and Health:
"Dead, the, can be raised when rve rise
above all illusions.
"Death. Will disappear with sin.
"Disease. A tear expressed in the body.
All forms of are delusions. Result of educa
tion. Physical affirmation of it to be denleC
Nothing but error which Mind must heat.
Disquisitions on are like ghost stories. Never
transmitted. Not a proper theme of conver
sation.
"Dream. Every sense of life Jn matter.
One with its dreamer.
"Emigrant. Dirt causes no 111 health to.
"Emotions are like a dream.
"Error. A false belief of pain and pleasure
in matter.
"Evidence. None of soul in mortality.
"Fevers are fears of various types.
"Finger. Its burn caused by mortal mind.
"Food an illusion. An illusion to be dis
pensed with.
,
"Five Senses, assert union of matter and
spirit.
Avenues of human error. Born of
belief not understanding. Knowledge of, un
safe, resulting in death. Man in a hopeless
condition were they the real medium.
"Flowers are a product of mind.
Seen,
touched, smelled in Mind only.
"Gethsemane, definition of.
Sweat
of
agony a benediction.
"Heat would be as painless as gas but for
belief.
"Human intellect opposed to Science.
"Human wilt an animal propensity, not
faculty of soul.
"Hygiene, ignorance of a blessing.
"lllusion calls ltself a man.
"Impossibility of Infinite Love being in
finite body.
"lufants do not require dally ablutions.
"intellect not dependent upon the brain.
"Mortal body a false concept of mortal
mind. Mortal man a dreamer. As matter, is
as senseless as a tree.
"Mortal thought evolves vertebrata, triculata, mollusca, radlata.
"Mother, definition of. Fear for child the
cause of disease.
"Nerves, belief bestows sensation upon
them. Not a source of pain and pleasure.
"Ossification a result of mortal mind.
Organic disease caused by mortal mind.
"Propagation is a refiection of forms of
mind. Not a power of matter.
"Senses. Their evidence sever to be ac
cepted."
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Poison Does Not Kill.
Some Seasons Why Inmates of Insane Asylums Must Be Regarded as More
Rational Beings Than Those Outside of

Them;

That Is, if Mrs.

Eddy's Doctrines Are Sound—She Makes a Leaf Grow
at Her Command—Various Effects
of Her Teachings.

VII.

pump, an emetic, or an antidote to poison is
successfully used?

"If a dose of poison is swallowed through mis
take, and the patient dies, even though physicians
S4id patient are expecting favorable results, does
Unless human reason is dethroned and cast
hrllef, you ask, cause this death? Even so, and
as directly as It poison had been intentionally aside, it must be apparent to any well bal
taken.
anced mind that Mrs. Eddy is either the vic
"In sueh cases a few persons believe that the tim of delusions or feigns to believe what
potion swallowed b> the patient to be harmless; she says. in one of her books she claims
but the vast majority ot mankind, though they
know nothing ot this particular case and this to have "raised the dying," and it is be
special person, believe the arsenic, the strychnine, lieved by her followers, so the writer was
or whatever the drug used, to be poisonous, for it informed by one of them, that in one case
has been set down as a poison by mortal mind. she restored the dead to life.
The consequence is that the result ls controlled
Mrs. Viola Gilbert, whose credibility and
by the majority of opinions outside, not by the
infinitesimal minority of opinions in th« sick high character 1s vouched for by various well
chamber."—(Mrs. Eddy in Science and Health, known clergymen of Greater New York, took
instructions under Mrs. Eddy for the pur
p. TO.)
pose of studying the woman more than the
Science, in which she had no faith. In a
If Mrs. Eddy's hallucinations, delusions and little book, entitled "Christian Science Ex
illusions are really forms of truth, the in
posed," Mrs. Gilbert says of her first lesson
mates of our numerous insane asylums are as under the founder of Christian Science:
rational as any outside of these institutions.
"She began her 'lesson' and soon asked me
Indeed, we must be considered more Irra
a question, but I did not know why, unless
tional than lunatics, from a Christian Science
it was to know just where to place me. I
point of view, for we believe that food is
asked to be excused, saying I was there to
necessary to mortal existence; that we see
listen. She excused me, and went on with her
wilh our eyes, hear with our ears, handle
extravagant assertions. Every other woman
with our hands; that fire will burn, water
present sat entranced.
allay thirst; that the undertaker is not the
"While she denied all matter, she said she
figment ot a dream: that death is a stern
reality. All of which Mrs. Eddy denies. And, had a little geranium plant she thought much
in common with her beliefs, numbers of tho of, because it was so responsive to her touch.
insane deny the evidence of the fiVb senses. She said that one day she was standing be
Some have no fear of fire; others, believing side it, admiring it, wheu it occurred to her
that food is not essential to the support of mind that she should give a command for a
life, partake of it only under compulsion, and leaf to grow out while she stood there; and
others still believe they are spirits as sub- she said: 'Now come forth' and one of the
most beautiful leaves on the plant started
st&nceless as any of Christian Science's mor
tal dreams. It la a common delusion ot the from a bare place and she watched it while
mentally unbalanced that they are suffering it developed, until there was a perfect produc
tion of her powers.
fiom the evil infiuence of persons miles dis
"Thus she held her 'class' two hours, dis
tant from them. Such unfortunates are not
allowed to roam at large, but here U- a cussing God and making the most extrava
She dwelt much upon Bible
woman who accumulates large wealth by gant assertions.
I reaching doctrines quite as irrational as sayings, like all of her followers, where they
many of the beliefs held by men and women can apply them, to hold their students, one
being the statement of Jesus to His disciples
confined ln our asylums.
What, for instance, can be more irrational that 'Greater things than this shall ye do.'
than the statement that if a person swallows She said we would soon eat chips, in the place
poison It is not the poison that kills—that of food.
death Is caused by "the vast majority of man
kind, though they know nothing of this par
ticular case and this special person, believe
the arsenic, the strychnine, or whatever the
drug used,- to be poisonous?"
It (seems almost superfluous to ask what be
comes of the effect of this alleged belief of
the
vast majority of mankind when a stomach
thevast
jm «»>

»

The foregoing may be regarded as (he
statement of a kartnless hallucination or
deception, but a more serious result of her
teachings is thus described by Mrs. Gilbert:
"One of her fiock, a young lady of physical I
beauty and fiue intellect, but. whoso life had
been immoral, came to me, and grouping I

my hand, exclaimed: *Oh. Mrs. Gilbert, I
have something to tell you. I am going to
raise the dead very soon. I can do as Christ
did, and you will then believe Mrs. Eddy's
Christian Science, I know."
"I said: 'Stop, my child! Look at your
self! Are you a regenerated woman? Have
you been raised from your own dead self?
What do you know of Christ? Sit down
by my side, and tell me whom and what
you are. Did you tell me you were going
to raise the dead out ot their literal
graves?"
" 'Yes/ she said, 'just as Jesus did Lazarus.'
. " 'How are you going to do this?'
*' "Why, just speak the word, as Jesus did,
and the dead will arise at my command.'
"I put my arms about her, in pity, and
said to her: 'Never say this to another.
I
am your friend, and can understand your
mental condition and the hypnotic infiuence
under which you are laboring. The black art
has had its effect on you, indeed.'
"Well,. Mrs. Gilbert, Mrs. Eddy says the
Bible declares we shall do greater things
than Jesus, and that we can raise the dead,
also drink deadly poison, and take up ser
pents and they will not hurt us."
"I replied: 'The Bible does say the time
will come when that can be done, but it will
be by those who are more God-like, and they
must be pure and spotless. Are you like
Jesus in character? Do you expect to do His
works, when you do not know one desire of
the fiesh you do not gratify? Do you think
by denying sin, as Mrs. Eddy tells you, that
the denying of a fact makes your character
as it should be, giving you the same power
that Jesus possessed?'
" 'But, Mrs. Gilbert, did not Jesus say we
would do these things?'
" 'Yes, but you and Mrs. Eddy would bet
ter first raise your own dead selves and come
forth into new life and beauty, before you
make public your intentions and make your
selves ridiculous.
For many years Mrs.
Eddy and her followers have been raising (?)
the dead, but I have yet to hear of one lit
eral resurrection from the grave. And, my
dear, what are you going to raise? There
is no matter. Is it a principle you mean?'
" 'I do not like to hear you speak to me
this way. I shall convince you that I can
do it.'
" 'Very well; God bless you and give you
light with the right understanding. Come
and tell me ahour. it when you do.'
"She departed, and I have not beard of auy
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resurrection, and that was about twelve
years ago."
Mrs. Eddy asserts that "the dead can be
raised when we rise above all Illusions," and
so It Is quite natural that other religious
megalomaniacs dominated by a similar hal
lucination, should, as a matter of fact, trifie
with deadly disease, until their victims are
beyond all earthly help. And that they have
done while gangrene, cancer, tuberculosis
and other fiesh destroying diseases have
steadily consumed the vitality of their
wretched dupes.
But there is a lighter side to Christian Sci
ence teachings to which "we may turn tem
porarily by way of relief from the considera
tion of things as forbidding as stark mad
ness: Recently a good woman of this city,
well known in local church circles, detailed
to the writer her experience while studying
Christian Science. My informant's story is
In part as follows:
"I had suffered from neuraigia and colds so
long that, one day, after hearing of some
wonderful cures by Brooklyn Christian Sci
entists, I determined to learn if there was
really any truth in Mrs. Eddy's doctrines.
Church people told me of some of these
cures, and, while they said they could not un
derstand many of the things taught by the
Christian Science Healers, I thought perhaps
I might.
"Well, I called upon a Healer one day when
T had a cold. She told me that nothing was
the matter with me; that I was laboring un
der a jlse belief. Then she told me to keep
quiet and mentally declare to myself: 'Now,
I have not got a cold. I have not got a cold.
A cold la simply a delusion.' While I was
doing this she was treating me mentally; that
Is, she was saying to herself, so she said af
terward: 'God is good. There is no disease.'
After ten minutes of this sort of treatment I
left, and her last words were: 'Don't take any
atdlcins under any circumstances. You have

no cold. You have a belief in something that
does not exist.' "
"Did the cold disappear?"
"I sneezed all the way home," said my in
formant. "I remained in the house all day
next day and then the cold disappeared."

The Professor closed the piano with a bang,
rcse and bowed low, as he said:
" 'Go home and a doctor see. I myself will
see one, for asf you baf not a col' zen I am
what you call ze crazy man.' "

"When I saw the Healer again I purchased
some of Mrs. Eddy's books and studied them.
They generally gave me a headache, for
there were so many contradictions in them,
and so many unintelligible statements. One
day upon attending a class in Greene ave
nue, I said to the Healer that I had an
awful cold. Three or four of the women
in the cla3s broke out in a regular chorus,
'Don't any that; don't say that," and the
Healer smiled at me in a superior sort of
way as she said: 'You cannot have a cold, for
there is no such thing." Just then I gave
three awful sneezes—couldn't help it—and all
of the class looked as if I had insulted each
member personally.
"It would be too long a story to repeat
similar experiences, and I will tell of but
one more. I had a terrible cold one day,
when it was my day to take a lesson in sing
ing at the Conservatory of Music, in New
York. I was quite hoarse when I called upon
the Healer that morning to be cured of my
cold. She gave me a silent treatment and
told me to go to my lesson—that I would
have no trouble in singing. I tried to be
lieve her and went over to New York.
"As soon as I tried to sing, Professor Maoli
looked up and said: 'You cannot slug to-day.
Go home and get rid of your cold.' 'Oh, I
haven't any cold,' I said.
The Professor
looked at me in amazement.
"'You haf no col?' he exclaimed, opening
his eyes wide.
" 'No, I have no cold,' I replied.
" 'Then why you not sing?' said he.
"I made one heroic effort; it was useless.

One of my informant's teachers of Chris
tian Science died of Bright's disease. Other
members of the class have since died of vari
ous diseases. One believer in the Science
was cured ot her belief by the death of her
daughter. This daughter, the mother of a.
2 weeks' old babe, was ill in bed, when a
Healer called to treat her. The first thing
the Scientist did was to throw open all the
windows, remarking as she did:
"What you want is more of God's pure,
free air."
After the Healer departed the sick woman
had a chill and inside of a week died of
pneumonia. My informant concluded the nar
ration of her experiences as follows:
"One night my husband accompanied rue
to a meeting addressed by a male au
thority on Christian Science. In the course
of bis remarks he held out his hand and
said: 'You call that a hand. It is not: It
has uo substance. We shall see the time
under Christian Science teachings when a
believer can lay what you call a hand on
an anvil and hit it with a sledge hammer
without causing the least of that false sensa
tion which you call pain.' That settled my
husband's case, for he had hurt his hand
with a hammer that very day. As for my
self, I abandoned Christian Science after
hearing a lecturer say when these doctrines
were thoroughly understood it would not be
necessary for man and woman to enter Into
the marriage state; that there was a higher
state than the marriage state, in which the
forms of mind, what we call mortals, would
be produced. I threw all of my books into
the fire that night."

f

In Conflict With Our Laws.
"Obedience to the Laws of Health Does Not Check Sickness" or the Spread of
Disease, So Mrs. Eddy Teaches—A Monstrous Doctrine Which, if Gen
erally Accepted, Would Lead to the Abolition of Health
Boards, Quarantines and All Laws Dealing With Un
sanitary Conditions—Plagues Invited.
VIII.
"Every law of matter or the body, supposed to
Govern man, is rendered null and void by the law
of God. In lgnorance of our God-given rig'ntH
w« submit to unjust decrees and the bias of educa
tion enforces this slavery.
•'The laws of mortal belief are destroyed by the
understanding that Soul ls lmmortal, and that
Mortal mind cannot leglslalate the times, periods
and types of diseases wherewith men die. Oort
legislates, but God is not the author of Barbarous
Codes.
"Expose the Error which would lmpose penalties
for transgressions of the physical laws of healthsupposed laws of matter, lacking divine authority
and having only human approval for their sanction.
If half the attention given to Hygiene were given
to the study of Christian Science, and lts elevation
of thought, this alone would usher in the millen
nium."—[Prom Mrs. Sddy's condemnation of health
laws In "Science and Health," pp. 375, S80. 881.]
One of the gravest charges brought against
Christian Science is the accusation that it
fiouts at our health laws, encourages public
dlscreditureof them, declares that foul air and
filth are not breeders of dlaease, and thus be
comes a menace to the health of communities.
The charge seems to have a firm foundation
in fact, and there does not appear to be any
escape from the conclusion after one reads
the extract from Mrs. Eddy's text book, which
heads this letter. The charge is not far
fetched. If Mrs. Eddy were a resident of a
well governed city and, being brought before
a magistrate on the charge of maintaining a
nuisance in violation of health laws had no
defense except the declaration that "every
law of matter or the body, supposed to gov
ern man is rendered null and void by the law
of God"; and If she were to insist further that
"Error alone imposes penalties for transgres
sions of the physical laws of health—supposed
laws of matter," the punishment in her case
would undoubtedly be carried to the full ex
tent of our laws.
That my readers may more thoroughly
measure Mrs. Eddy's contempt tor our health
laws, and estimate more fully the danger to
communities which lies in her doctrines, at
tention 1» directed to additional extracts
from her text book. They should prove of
special interest to the publio at a time like
the present when every day's paper has some
thing to say about outbreaks of contagious
diseases, and the unremitting efforts of health
officials to prevent the spreading of small
pox.
Here are some of Mrs. Eddy's most
dangerous dogmatic utterances:
"Obedience to the so called physical laws
of health has not checked sickness." p. 59.
"When the condition is present which
you say induces disease, whether it be air,
exercise, heredity, contagion or accident,
then perform your office as porter shutting
out these unhealthy thoughts and tears.
Exclude from mortal mind the offending
beliefs and the body cannot suffer there
from." p. 391.
That Is to say, the "Healer" need not
consider foul and vitiated air, unsanitary
surroundings, or disease breeding filth, as
"

&».

hindrances to the recovery of a patient;
all that is required under such pestilent
conditions is to exclude the recognition
of their existence from the mind! Mrs.
Eddy adds:
"A hint may be taken from the emigrant
whose filth does not affect his happiness,
inasmuch as mind and body rest upon
the same basis." p. 382.
"Bathing and rubbing to alter the se
cretions or to remove unhealthy exhala
tions from the cuticle, receive a useful
rebuke from Christian Science." p. 381.
What is the meaning of this term Hygiene,
against which Christian Science declaims?
Mrs. Eddy seems to think that it has
something to do in the way of administering
drugs and connects it with efforts to cure
disease. Some of her followers entertain the
same opinion; and if one of these were
asked to explain what he or she understood
Hygiene to mean the answer would doubtless
be somewhat after the fashion of a reply the
writer has in mind:
"Oh, it's something that deals with medi
cines and'drugB. It's too dry to study. Chris
tian Science ls far superior."
One lexicographer defines Hygiene as fol
lows: "That department of sanitary science
which treats of thi preservation of health,
especially of households and communities; a
system of principles or rules designed for the
promotion of health."
A more comprehensive definition of the
term and description of the functions of
Hygiene is furnished by William A. Guy,
F. R. S., and the first professor appointed to
fill the Cbair of Hygiene in Kings College,
London, over thirty years ago. lu his initial
lecture at the institution named, Professor
Guy said, among other things of great in
terest :
"The aim of Sanitary Science Is to PRE
VENT disease, preserve health and prolong
life—to maintain the whole people in the
highest efficiency for the labors of peace or
the struggles of war."
Speaking of the scope of Hygiene the pro
fessor declared:
"It has to do with persons of every rank,
of both sexes, of every age. It takes cog
nizance of the places and houses in which
they live; of their occupations and modes of
life; of the food they eat.thewater they drink,
the air they breathe; It follows the child to
the school, the laborer and artisan into the
field, the mine, the factory, the workshop;
sailor in his ship, the soldier in his barrack;
the sick man into the hospital; the pauper
into the workhouse; tho lunatic to the asy
lum; the thief to the prison. It is with the
sources whence it is derived. To physiology
and medicine it is indebted to what lt knows
and it accompanies the emigrant to his new
home beyond the seas. To all of these it
makes application of a knowledge remarka
ble for its amount, and the great variety of

sources whence it is derived. To physiology
and medicine it is indebted for what it knows
of health and disease; it levies large contri
butions upon chemistry, geology and meteorol-ogy; it co-operates with the architect and
the engineer; its work commends Itself to the
moralist and the divine."
AVe may agree with Mrs. Eddy in some of
her strictures upon the dosing of the sick
with drugs that cannot heal and sometimes
kill— in the medical fraternity also there is a'
strong and growing conservatism in the prac
tice of administering powerful medicines—
but Mrs. Eddy, in condemning Hygiene, In
encouraging violations of sanitary laws, parts
company with all rational opponents of the
evils of unskilled Medicine. For Hygiene
does not do its work with pills and powders
and potions. While Sanitary Science anl
Medicine are both enemies of disease, the dif
ference between them is very distinct, and
Professor Guy describes this difference inter
estingly as follows:
"Both are pre-eminently sciences of obser
vation, with much in common, and many
points of contact; both make disease their
study, but in different ways. With the physi
cian the question is:
"What will cure an ague or mitigate a
fever?'
"With the health officer: What will prevent
them?
"If the physician takes cognizance of pre
vention, It is only to advise the patient and
his household what precautions they should
adopt; but the care of the officer of health
extends to the whole district or community
threatened by the disease. The physician
may advise a patient to abandon some un
healthy occupation, damp dwelling, or undrained district; the officer of health would
render the occupation healthy or drain the
district dry. Medicine studies climate in or
der to learn how lt may suit a case of asth
ma or consumption; Hygiene inquires what
effect it is likely to have on a fieet or an
army.
"lu a word, while Cure or Palliation is the
aim of Medicine, the object of Hygiene is
Prevention; while the one studies the good
of the unit, the other looks to the welfare
of the mass."
The criminality and absolute recklessness
of any teaching that lt ls Error which im
poses penalties for the violation of laws of
health, and that unsanitary conditions have
nothing to do with the promotion of disease
or the retardment of recovery from disease,
may appear too plain to require demonstra
tion. Yet Mrs. Eddy numbers her follow
ers by the thousands, arnpng them many well
meaning and reputable people, who subscribe
to her doctrines without realizing what enor
mities this woman's perversions of Scrip
ture, her gilded sentimentalities and pseudoscientific statements conceal.
That the atrocious character of these teach
ings may be made clear to those who hava
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been charmed by the rhapsodies of Christian
Science, and are unconscious of the evil
things they mask, let us contemplate a condi
tion which the general acceptance of Mrs.
Eddy's doctrines would create:
Let us suppose that Congress has given
eonclUsive evidence of its agreement with
Christian Science's estimate of Sanitary Sci
ence, as expressed in Mrs. Eddy's positive
declaration that "obedience to the so-called
laws of physical health has not checked sick
ness," and that disease is neither created,
promoted nor affected in the least by what
the medical world calls unsanitary condi
tions. Congress has repealed all of the na
tional health laws, and the various states of
the Union have followed the example set
tbem at Washington.
All of the Quarantine Commissions have
been legislated out of office, and with them
the health boards of every state in the Union.
The emigrant afflicted with smallpox, yellow
fever, or any infectious or contagious disease
la no longer detained in a hospital upon his
arrival here, but is free to go where his
fancy calls him. lu the Philippines, Hawaii
and San Francisco there are no longer health
officers, or restraints upon those suffering
from typhus or bubonic plague. Even the
leprous Chinaman is free to visit our shores
and travel from city to city. Vaccination has
been abandoned.
Legislative bodies and
Christian Science, the latter having sup
planted Medicine and Hygiene, have, in a
perfunctory way. commended cleanliness to
the people of the country, coupled with the
qualification that unclean habits or surround
ings do not affect the health of individuals
or communities. And. since there are no laws
to enforce cleanliness, any man, woman or
child may be as filthy as unrestrained inclina
tion wills. As for the animals of the brute
species— if 1hey could speak they would be
likely to declare that the Paradise of the Wal
lowing Hog had been established.
Tbe creation of these conditions does not
mean that the teachers of and refined believ
ers in Christian Science are to be less
cleanly in their habits than at present, nor
that people of naturally clean habits will
have less regard for the virtues of water and
soap than they manifest in these days. But,
unfortunately for those who may continue to
believe that "cleanliness is next to godli
ness," they will still be obliged to live in
communities where members of the habitual
ly unclean may choose to exist in those
abominable conditions which have been char
acterized as life amid Scythian filth. And
so the health of the clean will be constantly
menaced by the habits of the unclean when
sanitary laws are abolished. The picture is
not overdrawn, for it is merely a reproduction
of conditions existent in various parts of the
civilized world before Sanitary Science made
its appearance to challenge the progress of
disease, and eventually to incur the condem
nation of a so-called Christian Science.
When the laws of physical health are wiped
out and the principles of Hygiene are relo
cated to oblivion, our architects will no
longer be concerned over legal requirements
that workshop, school room or tenement
house, shall be so constructed as to afford
the occupants of such buildings any specified
supply of pure air. Che old form of sweat
shops may be expected to reappear, for
Christian Science takes no account of fetid
sir. It will be useless to protest against the
foul air of the school room.
The city's
water supply may become polluted, and there
will bo no law to punish the dcfiler of
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streams emptying into our reservoirs. Along
the banks of these streams the farmer may
erect his barns and outhouses with impunity.
Many of our public streets will probably be
kept clean by private enterprise, but as even
now, despite all our stringent health laws,
the sanitary officials find it extremely diffi
cult to keep some streets free from accumu
lations of garbage and filth, it will not re
quire a great strain upon the imagination to
portray the disgusting conditions which
these thoroughfares will surely present, if
sanitary laws are repealed.
Is it not clearly apparent to any intelligent
mind that if Sanitary officials, backed though
they be by laws which provide for fines and
imprisonment, are unable to do more than
barely hold their own in daily contests with
disease, dirt, foul air and pollution of the
water supply, the withdrawal of these offic
ials from such a contest would be followed
by the triumph of the most dangerous forces
In all our communities? And then the
Plague !

The fioors, often of clay, were strewed .with
rushes, or ln the case of such grand structures
as the palace at Greenwich with hay, and we
learn from a letter of Erasmus that in the days
of Cardinal Wolsey, though fresh rushes we™
supplied from time to time, there would remain,
sometimes for twenty years together, a substra
tum of the moet nauseating description.
"It appears from earlier accounts that this
loathsome mess was at length turned out Into
tho narrow streets to be consumed by dogs, catspigs and poultry, or imperfectly washed away by
tho rain. That this is no exaggerated statement
we .may infer from the improvements made and
regulations issued after the Fire. Tho atrret*
were widened and leveled for the more free flow of
waters, the, 'Fellowship of Carnvm' were to cleanse
the streeta from soil, filth and dirt and persona
were forbidden to lay in the streets any de»d
animals, offal or noisome thing, or to feed kine.
goats, hogs or poultry in the streets, or to cast
any carrion putrid fiesh, rotten vegetables or rub
bish lnto the ditches or sewers, grates or gullets."
These precautions against the maintenance
of pestilence breeding conditions were not
taken until after the Plague had carried off
thousands by death, and the city had been
purified by fire. Tbe Plague swept over all
England and in many instances nearly de
stroyed entire parishes, especially those com
munities in which uncleanliness abounded.
Professor Guy tells us that in the hamlet of
Eyam, 150 miles from London, out of a popu
lation of 350 souls 267 died:
"Toward the end of June the Plague began
to rage even more fearfully. There were so
many deaths that the passing bell was no
longer rung, the churchyard was no longer
used for interment and the church door was
closed. The rector read prayers and preached
from an arch in an ivy mantled rock in a se
cluded dingle, to his people seated on the
grass or some distance from each other."

It will not suffice for Christian Scientists
to assert that the Founder of Christian
Science and her disciples would be as quick
aa any other body of men and women in me
land to decry such conditions as have been
outlined. For these conditions would inevi
tably ensue if Mrs. Eddy's doctrines were
generally accepted as truths. If she really
means what she so plainly asserts, then from
her point of view Hygiene is as worthless
as Medicine is declared to be. She is teach
ing disregard for the laws of Sanitary Science.
and her teaching cannot bear other than evil
fruit.
Present disregard of health laws by the
unclean would be sufficient in itself to jus
tify the forecast of what would certainly
occur if there were no sanitary laws, and
turning back to the pages of history we
In London the most appalling scenes were
find much in the past to reinforce the con
witnessed for days and weeks. To those who
clusions drawn concerning a future under a nay subscribe to the Christian Science doc
Christian Science regime.
trine that violation of the laws of health
does not cause disease, that compliance with
The records of all the centuries abound In of disease, I commend for thoughtful consid
references to plagues— Lo epidemics of dis
eration the following picture of the terrible
eases which devastated nations, yet for the them does not check or prevent the spread
purposes of this letter it is not necessary to consequences which followed long continued
refer specifically to more than one of these violations of the simplest principles of Hy
great destroyers of human life. We must giene. The picture is drawn by Professor
believe that in the seventeenth century Guy:
there were classes of wealth and culture in
"in some cases carcases lay waiting for
England which held themselves as superior burial, in others persons in their last agonies.
to the denizens of the slums as any of the In one room might be heard dying groans, in
people of our day hold themselves above another the ravings of delirium, and near at
those who exist in poverty and miserable hand relations and friends bewailing their
surroundings. Yet in 1665 the Plague broke loss and their own dismal prospects. Some
out in London and showed itself to be no of the infected ran about staggering like
respecter of class. That was a time when drunken men, and fell down dead in the
Sanitary Science was a mere babe, an ideal streets, or they lay there comatose and half
time, from a Christian Science view, for dead; some lay vomiting as if they had taken
the population of London lived in absolute poison; and others fell dead in the market in
defiance of the laws of health. They had the act of buying provisions. The plague
no vexatious health board to enforce sani
stared no order, age or sex. The divine was
tary laws. Professor Guy, in one of his lect
taken in the very exercise of bis priestly
ures printed in "Public Health." furnishes office, aud the physician while administering
the following description of the unclean con
his own antidote; and though the soldiers
ditions prevailing in London when it was retreated and encamped outside of the city,
visited by the Plague which caused over the contagion followed and vanquished them.
80,000 deaths:
Many in their old age, others in their prime,
"Now let us lnquire what sort of a city this
was that the Plague haunted and the great Are most women, and still more children, per
consumed. It consisted, as we learn on good au ished, and it was not uncommon to see an
thority, of narrow, crooked streets, many of them inheritance pass successively to three or four
unpav.'d, with drains all above the gTonmi. and heirs in as many days. There were not sex
sewers much neglected, with a very lnsufficient tons enough to bury the dead, the bells
supply of water. The houses were of wood, lofty, ceased tolling, the burying places were full,
dark, ill planned, each story overhanging the one
below: at the same time that enormous signboards so that the dead were thrown into large pits,
swuiiff across the street. In this way effectual dug in waste ground, in heaps of 30 to 40
provision was made ngainst the intrusion of the together, aud those who attended the funerals
two great purifiers, fresh air and sunlight. The of their friends one evening were often car-,
inside of the house was in keeping with tho out. ricd the next day to their own long home."!;

Crime Is Error, and Error Unreal.
Points of

Resemblance Between Neo-Flatonisrn and Mrs. Eddy's Doctrines.

Another Woman Who Claimed a "Divine Revelation" and Had Thou
sands of Followers—Although the Founder of This New "Science"
Warns Against Sinning, She Teaches Dogmas Which
Nullify Her Religious Instructions.
Crime Is a Dream!

IX.
"Error ls unreal because Untrue—that whilh
seemeth to be and is not. If Error were true. it*
Truth would be Error."— "Science and Health."
p. 45«.
"That 19 to say: Lies are unreal because untvur.
— that which soemeth to be and is not. If Lies
were true their Truth would be Lies; or. a White
Tilackbird is unreal because untruly a Blackbird.
lr White Blackbirds were really Blackbirds their
reality would be Vnreal."—From notes of a stu
dent of Christian Science.
The careful reader of these letters cannot
have failed to note the fact that the writer
has frankly conceded that numbers of be
lievers in Christian Science are pure-minded,
reputable and well meaning men and women.
lt has been assumed that they are believers
because they have not read all that Mrs.
Kddy teaches, and have failed to delve be
neath the surface of her platitudes. No as
sault has been made upon the morals of
these followers of Mrs. Eddy either directly
or by innuendo, and the criticisms of the
writer have been directed solely against
doctrines and dangerous teachings and con
fessed hostility to our laws. This statement
is for the enlightenment of those who have
not read the previous letters of the series
and for the reason that an effort has been
made by a hired advocate of Christian Science
to create sympathy for Mrs. Eddy's disciples,
and arouse prejudice against the writer, by
the misstatement that the morals of "prob
ably a million men and women whose lives
are pure," have been attacked. My letters
must stand as a complete refutal of this
charge as made by Wlllard S. Mattox. an
ex-reporter of the New York Journal, a young
man whose excited utterances would not have
been deemed worthy of any notice were it
rot that he writes as the chairman or press
agent of the Christian Scientist publication
committee of New York.
Plainly it would be a waste of time for
eny unbeliever in Christian Science to en
gage in a controversy with one of its per
sonally interested champions who is no more
than "a mortal dream," as Mrs. Eddy de
clares of mortal mau; and no good could
eome of arguing with a Scientist who at the
outset must insist as a true believer in
his Science, that we are obliged to reject
any evidence offered by our five senses—that
"mortal body and material man are delu
sions"—that "man is not matter, made up
of brains. Mood, bones and other material
elements"—that "mortal existence has no
entity." For disputation with one enter
taining such beliefs would be as useless as
any attempt to reason with a passing cloud.
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And so the writer will not enter into con
troversy with Mr. Mattox over any ques
tion as to whether Christian Science is right
or wrong in its teachings. The only perti
nent question raised by his statement is as
to whether this "Apostle" (as he calls him
self) of Mrs. Eddy's school has told the
truth or not. A plain presentment of the
facts in the case will obviate any need for
controversy.
Air. Mattox says:
" 'Mul' would have your rea-ders believe that
Mrs. Eddy teaches that man ls a dream. • • •
Referring to 'Mul's' perversion of the Christian
Science statement regarding the unreality of ma
terial existence, Mrs. Eddy does not say that man
1s a dream."
Now read what Mrs. Eddy has to Bay for
herself in her text book, "Science and
Health," then you will be able for yourself
to properly characterize the denial made by
the Apostle who professes to be thoroughly
informed as to all that the Founder of Chris
tian Science teaches:
"Mortal existence is a dream, it has no real
entity."— p. 140.
"Now I ask. Is there any more reality in the
waking dream of mortal existence than in the
sleeping dream? There cannot be, since what
ever appears to be a mortal mind or body is a
mortal dream."— p. 146.
"The mortality of man is a mere myth, for man
ls immortal."—p. 526.
"All is mind: there is no matter."—p. 461.
"Matter is a finite illusion."—p. 453.
As to the assertion that Christian Scien
tists have been unfairly charged with hostil
ity to health laws, the reproduction of the
following extract from the sworn testimony
of a Christian Healer taken before Surrogate
Fitzgerald of New York, furnishes an answer
to my critic. The witness testified that she
had learned to be a Healer after a two weeks'
course under Mrs. Stetson, the latter, by the
way, being one of Mr. Mattox's associates in
Christian Science.
"Have you ever treated contagious dlseasei?"
the witnes.1 was asked.
*"Yes."
"Did you make a report of such cases to the.
Department of Health?"
"No."
"What cnntaKlous diseases have you treated?"
"Diphtheria and measles."
"How many of each?"
"One case of diphtheria and three or four of
measles."
"How about the diphtheria case?"
"That was by the "absent treatment.* I re
ceived a letter telling me about the case.'*
"How did you treat the measles?"
"The parents of the children notified mo that
they were ill and I treated them."
"Have you ever reported such cases to the. De
partment of Health?"
-No."
,

"Why?"
"It was not necessary."
"Did you ever have a physician helpinr trsat
them?"
"No, never."
"It's a custom of the church not to report suok
cases?"
"yes."
Here the writer parts company with Mr.
Mattox, and, leaving him to his dreams,
turns again to the consideration of Mrs.
Eddy and her peculiar doctrines.
Some of Mrs. Eddy's Scientific propositions
appear to have had their origin in NeoPlatonism as expounded by Euclid of Megara,
a Greek philosopher, who was a disciple of
Socrates.
We are told that the fundamental
principle of Euclid's philosophy was a com
bination of the Eleatic conception of Being—
the One and All, and the Socratic conception
of the Good; that Being is immaterial and
unchangeable, and is Identical with the Good
which is the same as God, as Reason, and
(following the Socratic doctrine) as Wisdom,
and which alone truly exists.
Three of the fundamental propositions of
Christian Science as advanced by Mrs. Eddy
read in this wise:
"1. God is All.
"2. God is Good. Good is Mind.
"3. God, Spirit, being all, nothing is
matter."
Another point of resemblance between
Christian Science and Euclid's doctrines is
indicated in Professor Adolf Harnack's refer
ence to the early days of Neo-Platonism:
"Never before had real science and pure
knowledge been so undervalued and despised
by the leaders of culture as they were by the
Neo-Platonlsts."
Writipg of the doctrines of Neo-Platonism
as expounded by Plotinus, one of its ablest
advocates. Professor Harnack says, as one
who might be writing of Christian Science:
'.'The primal Being is, as opposed to the
many, the One; as opposed to the finite, the
Infinite, to the unlimited. It is the source
of all life, and, therefore, absolute causality,
and the only real existence. It is, moreover,
the Good, in so far as all finite things have
their purpose in it, and ought to fiow back
to it One cannot attach moral attributes to
the original Being, because this would imply
limitations.
"Neo-Platonlsra may be described as a spe
cies of dynamic Pantheism. Directly or in
directly, everything is brought forth by the
One.
"The Original Being first of all throws out
the nous, which is the perfect image of the
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One and the autotype of all existing things.
It is at once being and thought, ideal world
and idea. The image and product of the mo
tionless nous is the soul, which, according to
Platonism. is like the non-immaterial."
"The highest state of the soul is reached
through contemplation of the primeval Being
the One; or, in other words, through an
ecstatic approach to it. The last stage is
reached when in the highest tension and con
centration, beholding in silence and utter
forgetfuiness of all things the soul is able, as
It were, to lose itself. Porphyry tells us that
on four occasions during the six years of
their intercourse Plotinus obtained to this
ecstatic union with God."
Mrs. Eddy has apparently had experiences
similar to those of the Greek philosopher—
that is to say, her writings suggest such
personal experiences. And as Plotinus taught
■o Mrs. Eddy teaches:
"In Science, Mind is one—including noumona and phenomena, God and His thoughts.
"Man. The infinite idea" (nous) "of in
finite Spirit; the full representation of
Mind."
The mysticism of Neo-Platonism pervades
nearly all of the pages of "Science and
Health"—not being understandable to the un
trained minds of multitudes of her followers,
it is regarded as being very profound. Stu
dents of Oriental religions say that while
Christian Science seem to have a basis of
doctrine in the teachings of Socrates, Plato
and Plotinus, it has also a fiavor of Babism,
the believers of which are numerous in Persia
and Syria. Babism was founded in 1843 by
Seyd Mohammed All of Shiraz, who took the
name of Bab, the meaning of which it Gate.
He taught that no one could know God save
through him. One of his cardinal doctrines
was contained in the declaration that all
beings are emanations from the Deity, in
whom all will be re-absorbed.

for the printing of the "Sacred Writings of safe to permit any one to try and con
vince the men under his Jurisdiction
Joanna Southcott."
that "obedience to the so-called laws o!
physical health has not checked sickness.
Christianity, Judaism, Mohammedanism. Bathing and rubbing the skin to alter the
Buddhism, Confucianism, Shintoism and secretions or to remove unhealthy exhala
every religion known to man differs from tions from the cuticle receive a useful re
Christian Science in that they al recognize buke from Christian Science; every law o!
the five mortal senses, man's mortal en matter or the body, supposed to govern mar.
tity; that pain hurts, diseases kill and bodily is rendered null and void by the law ol
death comes to all. They recognize that evil God."
is existent In the world in tangible forms, and
neither in religion nor philosophy is the evi
The Sheriff might have found sufficient Jusdence of the senses discredited in their iden tification for refusing the request of the
tification of the thief, the adulterer, the mur Christian Science teacher in moral as well as
derer or criminal of other types. And in all hygienic reasons. He might have well re
lands, even among semi-civilized peoples, re
fused to grant the desired privilege upon the
spect for laws is commended.
grounds of morality had he refiected upon the
Christian Science alone lays down a code of character of the doctrines taught by Christian
morals in which the sins specified in the Ten
Science. For he had to do no more than im
Commandments are condemned, but in con
agine a well dressed and apparently reputable
nection with the dogma that all sins are illu member of society addressing the prisoner!
sions, not really existent.
somewhat after this fashion:
Now, while it is quite true that the great
"Theft, arson, murder, rape, all forms o!
majority of Christian Science followers are
what mortal man and human law call crimes,
a3 upright in their lives as devout Christians,
are really bad dreams, illusions which will
Buddhists, or any of the moralists, some must
disappear so soou as you come to realize thai
naturally be as prone to error as religionists
they uro real illusions. Evil cannot exist—it
of other schools in which man or woman has
not the excuse for sin presented in the dogma does not exist, as a matter of fact, for God is
Good and God is All-in-AIl. You are no more
—sin is an illusion; it does not exist. To
real yourselves than so many dreams. You
those who choose to avail themselves of this
dogma, sin is not likely to cause any com are here because you think, and some
of the illusions which we call officers
punctions of conscience.
Of what avail is it for Mrs. Eddy to com of the law think, you have committed
mend abstinence from sin to vicious minds, crimes or misdemeanors. Your supposed
weak minds, or those who are ever hunting crimes are as unreal as dreams. Sin is a
for an excuse for the commission of evil bad dream, but as soon as you decide to
deeds, when she says, in "Science and dteam better dreams, then you will not sin.
Some of the ministers who have talked to you
Health," page 298:
"The Chrlatlanly Scientific real !■ the have said that Jesus Christ died to make
atonement upon the Cross for your sins; that
sensuous unreal."
He suffered great agonies. You must under
"What seems real to material sense is unreal
in science. The physical senses and science have stand that there is really no such thing as
ever been antagonistic, and they will so continue, pain; it is an illusion of that dream we call
till the. testimony of the physical senses yields mortal mind. You have been told that you
have spirit and soul in your supposed-to-be
entirely to Christian Science.
"Realize that the evidence of the senses is mortal bodies. That is untrue; there is no
not' to be accepted in the case of sickness any soul or spirit in man You cannot kill a man,
Mrs. Eddy claims that the principles of more than it is in the case of sin."
Establish these beliefs firmly in the minds for there is no such thing as physical death."
Christian Science came to her by Divine
Revelation, and this recalls another claim if the vicious and those who are wavering
All of these things and others of a kindred
to a revelation from God which was made between good and bad. and how can the re
by an Englishwoman whose followers were sult be other than evil? All of Mrs. Eddy's character a Christian Scientist might sa>
numbered by the tens of thousands. Joanna warnings against sin are negatived in the to these prisoners, knowing that they have
Southcott was born in Devonshire, about minds of those seeking excuse for sinning— all been said practically in other words
Can an;
1750, and was for a considerable time a do rendered null and void by her continued and taught by Mrs. Eddy.
mestic servant. She was originally a Meth iteration of the dogma that sin is merely an one doubt the effect that such teachings
odist, but becoming persuaded that she pos illusion; it is simply the bad dream of a would have upon the minds of the brutally
sessed supernatural powers, wrote and dic dreamer who possesses no more of mortal Ignorant? But you say the Scientist would
not talk in that strain. Why not? He would
tated prophecies in rhyme and announced entity than the dream he is dreaming.
For the evidence of the senses is not to be doing no more than Mrs. Eddy has done
herself as the woman spoken of in the
Apocalypse, affirming when beyond the age be accepted in the case of Sin any more in addressing a million people through the
of 60 that she would be delivered of Shlloh than it is in the case of Sickneo3, so she de medium of her book, "Science and Health.''
And if there were among his hearers some
on the 19 th of November, 1814. For some clares!
one more intelligent than his fellows to
time previous to this she was attended by
her followers by night and day; but Shiloh
A few days ago a Christian Science teach inquire if Christian Science really taught
failed to appear, and it was given out that er requested the sheriff to grant him permis the abhorrent doctrines attributed to it, an
she was in a trance. She died of dropsy on sion to visit the Brooklyn jail and preach honest answer would be in the affirmative.
And so while we may not expect the
the 29th of the same month. Her followers Mrs. Eddy's doctrines to the inmates of that
•re said to have numbered over 100,000, and institution. The sheriff courteously declined pure minded, reputable followers o' Christian
so late as 1860 they were not extinct. Her to grant the request, although Christians, Science to be corrupted by these doctrines,
publications, which number over sixty, are Roman Catholics and other religionists are it is to the vicious, the weak of mind
all equally incoherent in thought and gram permitted to address the prisoners on stated and purpose, the men and women tempted
mar. One of her books is entitled "Strange days. The official had no objection to make by adversity and misfortune, as well as the
Effects of Faith." A Mrs. Essam was so upon religious grounds to the request, but, libidinous and the depraved, we turn appre
profoundly Impressed by Joanna's writings as his position is o»ie of great responsibility, hensively to note the results of teaching
that she left large sums of money to pay he doubtless realized that it would be un which breathe the spirit of madness.
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Mind and Not Matter Infects.
Mrs. Eddy Teaches That Diseases Are Not Contagious or Infectious by Bodily
Contact, and if This Were Believed by Persons Afflicted With
Smallpox, They Might Infect a Whole Community—The
Stern Lesson of Epidemics—One Family's .
Sad Experience.
Royal College of Physicians, London; Pro
•*?ource of contagion: We weep because others fessor of Medicine in Johns Hopkins Univer
weep. w« yawn because they yawn, and we have sity, Physician-in-Chief to Johns Hopkins
smallpox because others have ll: but mortal mind,
not matter, contains and carries the infection."— University, professor at McOill University,
Montreal; Professor of Clinical Medicine,
Mr*. Eddy's "Science and Health." p. 47.
University of Pennsylvania. Speaking of one
At a time like the present when the news memorable outhreak of smallpox which may
papers are dally recording outhreaks of be considered as a crushing commentary upon
smallpox, diphtheria and scarlet fever in the Mrs. Eddy's vast ignorance in the matter of
various states of the Union, the public may contagion, Ossler says:
naturally be expected to become interested
"The disease
oulders here and there
in all intelligent statements concerning the in different localities, and when conditions
origin of these dread diseases, in measures are favorable becomes epidemic. Perhaps
taken with u view to preventing the spread the most remarkable instance in modern
of contagious and infectious diseases, and in times of the rapid exteuslon of the disease
those remedies declared to be most effective. occurred iu Montreal in 1885. Smallpox
Incidentally lt may be remarked that were had been prevalent in that city between 1860
it not for the confidence reposed by the pub and 1875, when it died out, in part owing
lic in the methods of modern medicine, in to the exhaustiou of suitable material, and
health law3 and the enforcement of sanitary ir. part owing to the introduction of animal
measures, many communities would doubt- vaccination. The health repcrt shows that
lees be in a state of nanio to-day. But the this city was free from the disease until
public has come to know that those diseases 1885. During these years vaccination, to
which were veritable scourges of armies, na which many of the French Canadians are
vies, cities and towns, less than a century opposed, was much neglected, so that a large
ago, are now controllable, and their dangers unprotected population grew up in the city.
minimized by isolation and masterful medi On February 28 a Pullman car conductor,
cal treatment which has largely reduced the who had traveled from Chicago, where the
old percentage of death rates. Nevertheless, disease had been slightly prevalent, was ad
in the presence of these almost generaly ac mitted to the Httel Dieu, the civic smallpox
cepted
facts
Christian Science, without hospital being at the time closed. Isolation
any accurate knowledge of physiology, pa was not carried out, and on the first of
thology, anatomy or bacteriology, steps to the April a servant in the hospital died of small
front to proclaim that diseases are not com
pox. Following her decease, with a negli
municated by infection or contagion; that gence absolutely criminal, the authorities
obedience to sanitary laws do<>s not check of the hospital dismissed all patients pre
the spread of diseases— in other words, that senting no symptoms of contagion, who coul 1
persons affiicted wit1 smallpox, diphtheria go home. The disease spread like fire in
and scarlet fever might walk up and down our dry grass, and within nine months there
streets. into crowded department stores, died in the city, of smallpox, 3,164 persons."
churches or scheol rooms, without dissemi
Christian Science teaches that consumption
nating contagion or infection provided peo
ple would believe that there is no such thing is not infectious or contagious; that "infiam
as disease. And these dangerous doctrines mation, tubercles, hemorrhage and decompo
are taught by hundreds of the disciples of sition are belief, images of mortal thoughts
the founder of Christian Science. For Mrs. superimposed upon the body of man; that they
Eddy rsserts in her characteristically posi should be treated as error and put out of
tive way that mortal mind not matter is the thought. Then these ills will disappear.
source of contagion and infection.
So it * • • Discard all notions about lungs,
must follow as a matter of course that even tubercles, inherited consumption or dlseasj
a few victims of smallpox, diphtheria or scar arising from any circumstance, and you will
let fever might work an incaiculable amount find that mortal mind, when instructed by
of injury to the health of any community Truth, yields to divine power which steers the
were they to take Mrs. Eddy at her word. body 1nto health." Pp. 422-423, "Science and
Health."
We are to discard the idea of "disease aris
In the light of Mrs. Eddy's teachings con
cerning smallpox it may be well for those ing from any circumstance." That is to say,
who are disposed to place confidence in discard all laws framed for the prevention of
them to read the following brief extract the spread of disease. Speaking Tor Medicine,
from Ossler's "Principles and Practice of Ossler says:
Medicine," the author being a recognized
"Patients with advanced pulmonary tuber
authority in the medical world and bearing culosis throw off in the expectoration counta number of titles, such as Fellow of the I less millions of the bacilli dally. Some idea

of the extraordinary numbers may be gainst
from the studies of N'utall. From a patient
in my ward, with moderately advanced dis
ease, the amount of whose expectoration was
from 70 to 130 cubic centimeters dally, he es
timated by his method that there were In six
teen counts, between January 10 and March
1, from one and a half to four and a third
billions of bacilli thrown off in the twentyfour hours.
"These figures emphasize the danger as
sociated with phthisical sputa, unless most
carefully dealt with. When expectorated and
allowed to dry, the sputum rapidly becomes
dust, and is distributed far and wide. The
observations made by Cornet under Koch's
supervision are in this connection most in
structive. He collected the dust from the
walls and bedsteads of various localities,
and determined its virulence or innocuousoess by inoculation into susceptible animals.
Material was gathered from twenty-one
wards of seven hospitals, three asylums, two
prisons, from the surroundings of sixty-two
phthisical patients in private practice, and
from twenty-nine other localities in which
tuberculosis patients were only transient
visitors.
"Of one hundred and eighteen dust sam
ples frcm hospital wards or the rooms of
phthisical patients, forty were infective and
produced tuberculosis. Virulent bacilli were
obtained from the dust of the walls of fif
teen out of twenty-one medical wards.
"The more perfect the prophylaxis and
hygienic arrangements of an asylum or in
stitution the lower the mortality from tuber
culosis."
It has been conclusively shown that tuber
culosis can be communicated in milk. Ernest,
a German medical authority, tells of a case
in which a farmer, having discovered that one
of his cows was affected with tuberculosis,
withdrew the milk of that cow from sals
and fed lt to his pigs without boiling it. The
pigs became inrected with tuberculosis.
There .re no such organisms as bacilli tn
Christian Science, consequently its disciples
do not believe that water can become a trans
mitter of disease. Referring to the origin of
a typhoid fever epidemic, Ossler says:
"Infection of water is unquestionably the
most common mode of conveyance. Many
epidemics have been shown to originate in
the contamination of a well or spring. A
very striking one occurred at Plymouth, Pa.,
in 1885, which was investigated by Shakes
peare. The town, with a population of 8,000,
was in part supplied with drinking water
from a reservoir fed from a mountain stream.
During January. February and March, in a
cottage by the side of and at a distance of
from 60 to 80 feet from this stream, a man
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was 111 with typhoid fever. The attendants
were in the habit at night of throwing out
the evacuations on the ground toward the
stream. During these months the ground
was frozen and covered with snow. In the
latter part of March and early in April there
was considerable rainfall and u thaw, in
which a large part of the three months' ac
cumulation of discharges was washed into
the brook, not 60 feet distant. At the very
time of this thaw the patient had numerous
and copious discharges. About the 10th of
April cases of typhoid fever broke out in
the town, appearing for the time at the rate
of 50 a day. In all about 1,200 people were
affected. An immense majority of all -the
cases were in the part of the town which
received water from the infected reservoir."
Christian Science bases its main claim to
popular approval upon alleged cures effected
among various persons afflicted with all sorts
of diseases. Yet these cures, real or sup
positious, cannot be accepted by the unbiased
mind as evidence warranting any belief that
they were caused by a supernatural or re
ligious power, or that they in the least justi
fy credence in the irrational doctrines pro
claimed by Mrs. Baker-Eddy. For, if appar
ently well established claims to the curing
of human ills were to be regarded as proofs
of the exercise of a divine force in healing,
then Patent Medicine might easily present
itself bs a Divine Science, found a new school
of theology, tack new moral doctrines on to
its cure-alls quite as absurd as those formu
lated by Mrs. Eddy, and confidently rely
upon human credulity for a larger degree
•I success than has aiready crowned its ef
forts. This must be conceded when we have
examined the so-called statistics of cures
submitted respectively by Patent Medicine
and Christian Science The exhibit presented
by the former unorganized school of healing
is far more lmpressive and convincing than
anything to be found in the disjointed and at
times incoherent records of Christian Science
cures. Any wholesale drug store will furnish
at short notice overwhelming evidence, in
printed form, substantiating this statement.
Patent Medicine is ever ready to back its
claims with prodigious lists of cures effected,
likewise volumes of explicit testimony de
scribing the nature of diseases cured, und this
reinforced by names, addresses and frequently
with affidavits. If these records of Patent
Medicine may be considered authentic (and
they are really entitled to as much of cre
dence as the records of Christian Science),
then lt has cured more cases of disease than
•Jaere are followers of Mrs. Eddy and its
.stork of healing entirely eclipses all that has
Been done in the name of her "Science." If
the testimony of persons claiming to have
been cured of human ills is to be believed,
"Lydia Pinkham" towers head and shoulders
above the founder of Christian Science as a
"Healer," and even the modest Mrs. Winslow, of Soothing Syrup fame, must be saluted
us a greater benefactor of humanity than Mrs.
la which a farmer having discovered that one
Eddy. So It is that when Patent Medicine
and Christian Science submit their respective
claims and evidence to an impartial com
mittee, the palm of superiority must be
awarded to the former, although the jury may
not believe in either.
As the seai-cher after truth studies the
pages of "Science and Health," its absurd
ities will at first amuse him. But amuse
ment will give way to a sense of disgust,
irritation or indignation as he reads further
of dogmas utterly in confiict with reason,
hostile to sanitary laws framed in the pub
lic interest, reads of new canons of morals
in which immoralities, crimes of every de

of regard for the survivors of the family.
My notes read as follows:
"This family, consisting of Mr. and Mrs. X.
and seven children, all adults, were alive ten
years ago, and all but one perfectly well. Mrs.
X. Sad nervous prostration, was cured W a well
known Healer or Chicago, and persuaded all tlio
family to adopt the Christian Science belief.
"1. The oldest daughter, Mrs. A., became a
Healer.
"3. The second daughter, Mrs. B., became sl
Healer, famous all over the country for her 'ab
sent treatment.'
"Mrs. A. became insane on the subject of
Christian Science and was taken to Boston, treat
ed by the prominent 'Healers' there, returned
home, became violent and was committed to an
insane asylum, after examination before a jury.
Sho has been in the asylum three years and her
case is considered hopeless.
"Mrs. B. so brooded over this, and the death
of her own grown daughter, that for two years
she has been on tbe verge of melancholia and
is constantly watched.
"3. Tbe third daughter, Mlbs C, developed a.
tumor, refused to have It removed, suffered a
year and died.
"4. The son of Mrs. X., having pneumonia, be
came frightened, called a physician, was cured
and gave up Christian Science.
"The chief difficulty in conveying the teach
"5. The father of the family, Mr. X., dropped
ings of Christian Science accurately to human
thought lies in this, that, like all other dead of heart disease.
.'ti. The youngest daughter had acute appendi
language, English is inadequate to the ex
citis, was removed to a hospital by her own
pression of spiritual conceptions and propo
wish, after Christian Science failed to help her,
sitions through the use of material terms," was operated on, cured, and gave up 'Science.'
"7. The mother, Mrs. X.. lingered in great
p. 295, "Science and Health."
pain for months, died without a doctor, and the
To one who has read Mrs. Eddy's writings family. in order to obtain a burial permit, were
carefully, there is nothing surprising in the obliged to have an autopsy performed. Over leu
statement that the study of Christian Science gall stones were found In her body. Of the whole
family only two are alive."
is said to have led to the unbalancement of
weak minds, and Mrs. Eddy herself has real
Is there any cause for wonder when the
ized the necessity of meeting this charge.
mind becomes distraught after vain attempts
In her book "Miscellaneous Writings," on to understand that which Mrs. Eddy admits
page 48, she frames a question and answers cannot be made understandable through the
it as follows:
medium of the English or any other lan
gree and all that we hold most sacred as well
as those things generally held most vile by
civilized eoeieiifs, are characterized as being
no more real than dreams. And when such
a reader haa read this book from cover te
cover, he will have experienced much the
same sort of sensations as one who has
spent hours in conversation with the inmates
of a madhouse.
How could the result be otherwise in the
face of the fact that at the very outset of
this book, and on every page thereafter, the
author insists that human reason and mortal
senses are to be abandoned as a requisite to
the understanding of what she writes? "He
who enters here must leave reason behind!"
would be an appropriate legend for inscrip
tion on the title page of this book of "Sci
ence," and the admonition is given to the
Agnostic of no faith as well as to the Chris
tian who takes much on faith.
Mrs. Eddy, herself, seems to realize that
her teachings are not understandable in part,
for she says plaintively:

"Was ever a person made insane by study
ing metaphysics?" (Christian Science).
"Such an occurrence would be impossible,
for the proper study of mind-healing would
cure the insane. That persons have gone
away from the Massachusetts Metaphysical
College 'made insane by Mrs. Eddy's teach
ings, like a hundred other stories, is a base
less fabrication offered solely to injure her
or her school. The enemy is trying to make
capital ou: of the following case: A young
lady entered the college class who, I quick
ly saw, hud a tendency to monomania, and
requested her to withdraw before its close.'
We are credibly informed that, before en
tering the college, this young lady had mani
fested some mental unsoundness, and have
no doubt she could have been restored by
Christian Science treatment.
"Her friends
employed a homeopathlst' (name not given),
'who had the skill (sic) and honor to state
that Mrs. Eddy's teachings had not produced
insanity.' This is the only case that could
be distorted into the claim of insanity ever
having occurred in a class of Mrs. Eddy's;
while acknowledged and notable cases of in
sanity have been cured in her class."
Naturally the question will be asked: If
notable cases of insanity had been cured in
Mrs. Eddy's class, why did she not cure the
unfortunate young woman having "a ten
dency to monomania"? No better opportu
nity to demonstrate the "Truth" of her Sci
ence could have been offered, and a cure
effected under such circumstances would un
doubtedly have inspired a greater degree of
confidence in her teachings.

guage? How, for instance, can the rational
mind become other than irrational when it
accepts the following declaration as a truth?
"Under Providence there can be no acci
dent, since there is no room for imperfection
in perfection."—p. 421, "Science and Health."
The disciple. of this nonsense having been
convinced that there are no accidents, is next
bewildered with instructions as to how to
act when accidents happen:
"When an accident happens, you think or
exclaim, 'I am hurt!' Your thought is more
powerful than yo.ir words, more powerful
than the accident itself, to make the injury
real. Now, reverse the process. Declare you
are not hurt, and understand the reason why,
and you will find the ensuing good effects to
be in exact proportion to your disbelief in
physics, and your fidelity to God, as all which
the Scriptures have declared Him to be." p.
396.
Lying under a trolley car, with perhaps a
leg or an arm severed from your body, the
life blood gushing from a severed artery, you
are to declare you are not hurt, "and under
stand the reason why!" As the mind reels
and staggerfi under these instructions, Mrs.
Eddy offers a final admonition, on page 470:
"Suppose an accident happens to the eye,
another to the ear, and so on until every cor
poreal sense is quenched.
"What is man's remedy?
"To die, that he may retain these senses,"
* • • "Really, man never dies. The be-

lief that he dies will not establish his Scien
tific' harmony. Death is not the result of
Truth, but of Error,, and one error will not
correct another."
"Error is unreal, because untrue." p. 456.
At this point the writer submits the brief
One must die as & result of compliance with
story of one family's experience as Christian
Mrs. Eddy's instructions. Christian Science
Scientists. The facts are furnished by a wit
is not to be comprehended in mortal life,
ness of high repute, the names of those con
and its believers do not get their senses until
cerned being withheld from publication out after death has claimed them.

/

A Maundering Science.
The Physiological Declaration That Eyes Do Not See and Ears Do Not Hear of
Themselves Alone the Basis of One of Mrs. Eddy's Teachings
That One Can Become Blind or Deaf at Will,
and That She Can Bead Without the Use of Eyes.
XI.
•The mind supposed to exist in matter, or be
neath a skull bone. ls a myth, a misconceived
aenae and false statement, as to man and mind.
We shall all learn that sin and mortality are with
out any actual origin or rightful existence, when
.we put off the false sense for the true, and see
that they have neither principle nor permanency.
They are native nothingness, out of which error
would simulate creation, through a man formed
r.i.im dust instead of Deity."—Mrs. Eddy's
•'Science and Health." p. 1"«.
"Therefore the mind supposed to exist in Mrs.
Kddy is myth or misconceived sense, and she is
itot a mortal being, simply an lllusion, a dream—
aomewhat in the nature of a nightmare. The only
real thing ls her book—price JO.— From the notes
of a. student of Christian Scien.-e.
The Founder of Christian Science says
"Spiritualism is erroneous/' and (hat "every
conscientious teacher of the Science of Mindhealing knows that hypnotism is error"—
that anything used by Medicine is an illu
sion, and consequently anesthetics are simply
"nothingness." Thus Mrs. Eddy makes it
Impossible to demonstrate that mortals are
not susceptible to pain, or, as she asserts,
that "pain has no partnership with matter."
Now, if (his woman were able to produce but
a single follower whose belief iu he-r doctrine
concerning pain would not succumb to the
mere prick of a pin the carnal minded might
pay a little more respect to her teachings
than they do. But a pin is really all that
is required to destroy one of the fundamental
dogmas of her science, and it is not neces
sary to ask for the production of any disciple
able to manifest indifference or pleasure
while sitting upon a red hot stove or a hor
net's nest. Nevertheless, Mrs. Eddy repeat
edly asserts that there is no such thing as
pain. Strange as it may seem to her fol
lowers she bases this statement upon what
she has mis-learned from Physiology, a
science which she insists exalts matter and
dethrones mind.

Prom a truth of Physiology Mrs. Eddy ap
propriates a half truth, and upon it builds a
structure of untruth. She- says, as one giving
utterance to profound wisdom:
"Nerves are not the source of pain or
pleasure."
The little that she has accurately learned
regarding the functions of the nerves was
learned from the science which she condemns.
For lt is Physiology which has come to know
by patient observation, experiment and study,
some of the purposes served by the nerves.
When she says we do not see alone with our
eyes, or hear with our ears, or experience the
sense of touch with our hands, that is true,
and the fact known to every high school boy
is put forward as something divinely revealed

to Mrs. Eddy. But even the illiterate know t ion as if coming from the surface where the
that the lifeless body does not see with its stimulus is applied, it is really only devel
eyes or hear with its ears, because that which oped in the centers in the brain. Thus we say
is called life, spirit, or soul, has departed; we feel with our hands, see with our eyes,
that life, which used all the nerves of the etc., whereas these are only the parts from
body as avenues for energy or for the trans which the nerve impulses, giving rise to the
mission of sensations, ceases to dominate specific energy, pass to the feeling, hearing
them when death claims, the mortal body. or seeing regions of our cerebral cortex."
Here is a specimen of the way in which she
In other words. Physiology says there is
juggles with a half truth and ignorantly pre in every human being a sensorium—a seat
sents an untruth:
of sensation—the nervous center to which
"How does Mrs. Eddy know that she has impressions from the external world must
read and studied correctly, if one must deny
be conveyed before they can be perceived—
the evidences of the senses? She had to use
the place where external impressions are
her eyes to read?" So the founder of Chris
localized and transformed into sensations
tian Science frames a question upon page 58
prior to being refiected to other parts of
of "Miscellaneous Writings."
the organism.
She answers herself in this amazing way:
"Jesus said: 'Having eyes ye see not.' 1
read the inspired page through a higher than j Yeo says further. in disclosure of physio
mortal sense. As matter, the eye cannot logical facts unknown to or willfully ignored
see: and as mortal mind, It is a belief that by the unscientific founder of Christian Sci
sees. I may read the Scriptures through a ence:
"The sensations produced in our nerve
belief of eyesight; but I must spiritually un
centers as the result of the afferent impulses
derstand them to interpret their Science."
As mere matter the eye alone cannot see, coming from our special sense organs give
for if the fact were otherwise the dead phys rise to a form of knowledge called percep
ical body would see. But if Mrs. Eddy's con tion. Each perception helps us to make up
clusions are sound one could read without our knowledge of the outer world and our
any eyes— those whom the carnal minded call selves.
"Without this power of perception w«
blind could read independently of eyes and
nerves, through "a higher than mortal could have no notion of our own existence,
sense"—through simple belief. That is evi and no ideas of our surroundings.
"In fitot, we ahould be cut off from
dently her deep conviction, for on page 90
all sources of knowledge, and be Idiots
of her text book she says:
"Destruction of the auditory nerve and by deprivation of all Intelligence from
paralysis of the optic nerve are not needed without."
Christian Science says in its blind ignor
to ensure deafness and blindness, for if
mortal mind says. 'I am deaf and blind,' it ance, without accurate knowledge of anat
omy or physiology, that the nerves are illu
will be so without an injured nerve."
That is. obviously, to say— the blind can sions, that there is no life in them, or along
see through mere belief and those who see them, and really no life at all ln the mortal
and hear can become blind and deaf from body. Physiology, on the other hand, iden
tifies all of the main nerves, discovers their
no other cause- than belief!
uses by exhaustive experimentation, and for
every conclusion it arrives at is able to pre
Here is a brief presentation of the facts sent a mass o. facts not disputable from a
from which Mrs. Eddy has formulated her scientific point of view. Physiology does not
unscientific conclusions in regard to Mind dethrone the Mind and exalt matter; it
and Sight. Writing of the nerves which serve recognizes certain relations of each to the
the five senses, Dr. George F. Veo, F. R. C. other.
S. and Professor of Physiology in Kings Col
lege, London, declares, after an exhaustive
Mrs. Eddy's Science Is extremely discord
description of the nerve system of man:
ant at times, and she writes either as one
"The capability of the nerve centers con- who has no memory or believes that her read
uected with the nerves ,of special sense to ers have lost theirs. To illustrate: On page
give rise to a special sensation is called 72 of "Miscellaneous Writings" she asks the
their specific energy. And the special infiu question:
ence, light, sound, etc., which alone suffices
"Does Christian Science set aside the law
to excite the special peripheral terminal, of transmission, pre-natal desires, and good
and which the given terminal alone can con or bad infiuences on the unborn child?"
vert into a nerve stimulus, may be called its
And the question is answered as follows:
specific or adequate stimulus.
"Science never averts law, but supports It.
"Although we habitually think of the sensa- All actual causation must interpret OmaiflO
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tence, the all-knowing Mind. Law brings
out Truth, not error. Whatever is humanly
conceived is a departure from Divine law;
hence its mythical origin and certain end.
According to the Scriptures Paul declares as
tutely, 'for of Him, and through Him, and to
Him, are all things.' Man is incapable of
originating; nothing can be formed apart
from God, Good, the all-knowing Mind.
"What seems to be of human origin is the
counterfeit of the Divine—even human con
cepts, mortal shadows fiitting across the dial
of time."
"Whatever is real is right and eternal;
hence the lmmutable and just law of Science,
that God is good only, and can transmit to
man and the universe nothing evil, or unlike
Himself. For the innocent babe to be born
a lifelong sufferer because of his parents' sins
or mistakes were sore Injustice.
"According to the beliefs of the fiesh both
good and bad traits of the parents are trans
mitted to their helpless offspring, and God is
supposed to impart to man this fatal power.
It is cause for rejoicing that this belief is as
false as it is remorseless."
In the foregoing quotation Mrs. Eddy say3
as plainly as she is able that it is a cause
for rejoicing that neither the good nor bad
traits of parents can be transmitted by them
to their offspring, that the taints of sin,
meaning disease among other things, cannot
be transmitted.
But in her text book, the
one which is read in Christian Science church
services, Mrs. Eddy bemoans the fate of chil
dren who inherit evils that may make them
loathsome wrecks:
"The offspring of heavenly-minded parents
must inherit more intellect, better bal
anced minds and sounder constitutions.
I' some fortuitous circumstance places
spiritual children in the arms of gross
parents, these beautiful children
often
early droop and die, like tropical fiowers born
amid Alpine snows. If perchance they live to
become parents in their turn they may re
produce in their own helpless little ones the
grosser traits of their ancestors. What hope
of happiness, what noble ambition can inspire
the child who inherits propensities that must
be cither overcome or reduce him to a loath
some wreck?" p. 271.
Here and there in various sections of the
country. Christian Scientists have been
charged with being responsible for the
deaths of patients. Unlike regular physi
cians, they do not report deaths—either the
coroner la left to make an autopsy upon the
body of their victim, or some obliging Chris
tian Scientist, who has in some way secured
• doctor's diploma, is called in to cover up
the contributory cause of death by a cer
tificate. Speaking of the latter practice,
Assistant Corporation Counsel Steinert of
New York was reported as saying recentlj :
"Prom what I have been able to learn of
pr. P
, I judge he Is peculiarly valuable

to the Christian Scientists. Being a regu
larly licensed physician, his certificates have
been accepted by the Health Department. Itis very simple, when an unlicensed Christian
Science healer sees that a patient is about
to die, to call in a man like Dr. P
at the
last moment, so that when death occurs he
can give a certificate as the attending phy
sician an* stop all inquiry. The relatives of
the victim are generally of the same faith,
which makes complaint and investigation less
probable. If we should begin a prosecution
on any otfier ground than failure to report
a case of contagious disease, the cry of re
ligious persecution would be raised."
W. A. Purrington delivered an ad
dress before the Church Congress, held at
Providence, R. I., on November 13, 1900, and
In the course of his remarks as reported by
Thomas Whittaker, publisher to the Albany
Law Journal, said:
"The graver question now comes: Are Eddyites, whose patients die in consequence of
their treatment, guilty of manslaughter? I
answer, unhesitatingly, 'Yes.' Where, as ln
Nebraska, the business of Eddyism 13 re
garded as unlicensed medical practice and
a misdemeanor, the patient's death con
structively renders the attending Scientist
guilty o' felony. And even where the New
York and Rhode Island rule obtains, the pa
tient's death constitutes manslaughter when
ever it can be shown to have resulted di
rectly from the foolhardy presumption, neg
lect and reckless exclusion of agents and
methods that could demonstrably have saved
life. This, I think, may Le safely asserted
under the authority of Pierce's case, in
Massachusetts (138 Mass. 165). The difficulty
in prosecuting such cases lies mere in es
tablishing the proximate cause of death than
in applying the principle.
"Illustration may make the point clearer:
Mr. Carol Norton, one of Mrs. Eddy's lec
turers in partibus, came to my office some
time ago to exhibit what he called medical
proof of the cure by Christian Science of 'in
curable cancer' and other diseases baffiing
human skill. His proofs had no more evi
dential value than like certificates that ac
company every quack nostrum in the market.
One of them was his own statement that
he had personally restored a dead child to
life. I asked him whether, if a child were
bleeding from a severed artery and a surgeon
with proper appliances, were procurable, he
would dare to exclude the surgeon's aid
and try to check the gush of arterial blood
by Mrs. Eddy's methods. After some eva
sion he said that he 'believed the proper
application of mind power would do the same
work, if not better than any other method.'
I quote his precise words as he wrote them
out subsequently. I said to him that if, un
der such circumstances, he should turn away
a surgeon, and the child should die, he
would be guilty of manslaughter. if not of
murder, and that is still my opinion.
"In passing, I may say that—on behalf of

a client who knew that Mr. Norton was com
ing to convince me that cancer could be
cured—I offered that distinguished Christian
Scientist $5,000 to effect a cure in a specific
case. He declined to undertake it, on the
ground that he was leaving the city. I sug
gested that absent treatment would do. But,
although he had just told me of a case of
typhoid in Paris cured by a healer In New
York, he still declined the fee, which cer
tainly seems large enough to have set tha
infallible principle In motion."

Mr. Purrington directs attention to one of
Mrs. Eddy's notable self-contradictions, evi
dently made for the purpose of guarding
against punishment for malpractice. As has
been shown at length in these letters, the
founder of Christian Science teaches most
positively in "Science and Health" that Hy
giene, Medicine, Physiology, Anatomy and
Manipulation are to be ignored by all of her
followers, but finding It necessary to turn a
sharp corner, she does so without regard to
anything previously formulated by her in
the line of instructions to healers. Mr. Pur
rington says of Mrs. Eddy's reversal of
thought:
"Yet, notwithstanding this specific teach
ing Mrs. Eddy, having realized that in this
class of cases (obstetrics) lt is comparatively
easy to trace the death of mother or child to
malpractice, has ordained by the thirty-third
article of the bylaws in her Church Manual
that her teachers of obstetrlCs shall not only
be loyal Christian Scientists, but 'shall also
have taken the degree of M. D. and be duly
qualified to practice obstetrics and shall have
a diploma authorized by the state,' and that
students shall prepare papers 'giving in de
tail the physical and mental treatment
requisite for the scientific and safe delivery
of tho mother.'
"In short, she teaches in her text-book
that there is no pain, no physical suffering,
no death, and that all medical knowledge
is distinctly harmful, and yet in her Church
Manual she requires her teachers. in a spe
cial branch, to hold medical diplomas. Could
she more plainly say to her pupils: Confine
your practice to cases of nervous and men
tal disorders, where, causes being obscure,
success may be claimed and failure attrib
uted to wrong thought; but avoid surgery,
where your Ignorance will be demonstrable,
and have, at least, a midwife's knowledge of
obstetrics—lest you be sued civilly for mal
practice or criminally for manslaughter.
"It is only just to say that Mrs. Eddy'*
practice is in accord with this part of her
teaching. She says there is no pain, and no
disease, and that she can 'restore decaying
bones to healthy condition' (pp. 16, 359), yet
she had her teeth extracted by Dr. Fletcher,
of 77 North Main street, Concord, N. H., un
der the so-called 'painless method' by local
anaesthesia and she now wears artificial den
tures made by him."

The Christian Science Mecca.
'Mul" Visits Mrs. Eddy's Home Church, in Concord, and Meets the Mystic oa
Her Daily Drive—The Lord's Prayer With Strange Amendments.
Followers Who Kegard the "Mother" as One More Than
Mortal, Yet She Has a Sharp Eye to the
Sale of Souvenir Spoons.

XII.
"I should blush to write of 'Science and Hfalth
with Key to the Scriptures' as I have were it of
human origin, and I. apart from God. its author,
But as I was only a scribe echoing the harmonics
of heaven in divine Metaphysics, I cannot bo
super-modest in my estimate of the Christian
Science text book. "—Mrs. Mary Baiter G. Eddy
in Boston Herald, Dec. 2, 1900.

Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy is alive, or at
least she was on Sunday, January 20, 1901,
when the writer saw her in Concord, N. H.
The occasional reports of ner death, and in
timations that the "Mother" is personated
by an elderly woman under the guardianship
of persons interested in the financial affairs
of Christian Science, are due in part to
probably malicious fabrications, and for the
remainder du*> to her oersistent avoidance
of intercourse with the common people. Since
1889, Mrs. Eddy has lived on the outskirts
of Concord, and but once during the last ten
years has she been seen at any public gath
ering, and on this occasion last year she
attended the New Hampshire State Fair, at
the request of the Governor. She was an
nounced as one of the attractions of the
fair, and on the day of her visit was driven
around the rare track and grounds that vis
itors might have an opportunity to say they
had gazed upor the face of one of the state's
curiosities, a woman who has written a book
which the unequivocally asserts was inspired
by the Supreme Being. That was a great
day in the history of the state and Mrs.
Eddy's appearance at the fair is pointed to
by some of the more enthusiastic of her
followers as conveying a sharp rebuke to the
pride of Protestant and Roman Catholic
bishop* who could not be induced to aid
the state show by making a show of them
selves.

l
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pensive sealskins, several wore eyeglasses,
although bad eyesight is un-Scientific, and
nearly all were well supplied with jewelry.
All in all they were a bright, intelligent lot
of people so far as appearance would indicate.
There were two pulpits instead of the one
usual to the evangelical churches, one was
for the First Reader, the other for Miss Tom
linson. The Bible and "Science
and
Health" were upon the first pulpit, and an
other of Mother Eddy's publications upon
the
woman reader's pulpit. Between the
two pulplts a large bunch of cut fiowers. The
services consisted largely of alternate read
ings from the Bible and "Science and
Health," neither of the Readers venturing
anything by way of explanation of or in com
ment upon the extracts read to the congrega
tion.
To one unaccustomed to these services the
most notable feature would doubtless be the
recital of the Lord's Prayer. That has been
pronounced by Christians of every creed and
denomination the only perfect prayer, and,
indeed, it has received similar tributes from
agnostics, who have judged it solely from
the standpoint of refined intellectuality.
But the Christian Scientist utters this
prayer with amendments framed by "Mother"
Eddy.

That is the only reason why the writer of
these lines has referred to the services of
this Concord Church, for the amendments to
the sublime prayer first given to His follow
ers by the Founder of Christianity seem
corroborative of the oft repeated statement
that the "Mother" of Christian Science is re
garded as one who is more than mortal.
"Our Father Which art in Heaven,"
intoned the First Reader, his congregation
repeating the words with bowed heads. Then
after a brief pause he continued:
"Our Father, MOTHER, God, all adorable,
harmonious in One."
Then with amendments to each sentence ot
the original prayer until the wordo:
"Thy kingdom come." This followed by the
"Mother's" addition:
"Thy kingdom IS come."
To what "Mother" were they praying?
And has the divine kingdom come with
"Mother" Eddy and Christian Science?

As a preliminary to an afternoon call at
"Mother" Eddy's home on Sunday last, the
writer, with a companion, attended the morn
ing services held in First Church of Christ,
Scientist, corner of State and School streets.
Concord, the Fev. Irving C. Tomlineon, C. S.
B., First Reader, and Miss Mary E. Tomlinson
Second Reader.
The building is a small
wooden structure, a monument to the
"Mother's" generosity. in the seats when the
When the services were at an end, and
services opened there were about seventy- after I had been introduced to the First
five well dressed men, women and children, Reader, the writer asked:
the gentler sex constituting nearly two-thirds
"Where can I get a copy of that prayer
•f the congregation.
Most of the women which you read from a book?"
wore as parts of their fashionable attire, ex
"In Science and Health, page 321," re-

sponded the Reader as one somewhat sur
prised.
The prayer, as he uttered it, is not in the
fifty-fourth edition of the book in question,
which lies before the writer. At the Chris
tian Science reading rooms, Boylston street,
Boston, the writer was informed that he
would find the prayer in the Church Manual,
but it is not there. The woman in attend
ance was asked if she could recall the first
two sentences of the prayer and she, too,
as lf surprised, replied with a faint show of
hesitation:
"Oh, yes. You will find It in 'Science and
Health.' It begins—Our Father which art in
Heaven—our Father, MOTHER, God, all ador
able, harmonious in One."
In the edition which the writer has con
sulted, the prayer on page 322 reads as fol
lows:
"Our Father which art in heaven,
"Our eternal supreme Being, all-harmonious,
"Hallowed be thy name.
"Forever glorious.
"Thy kingdom come!
"Ever present and omnipotent!
"Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.
"Thy supremacy appears as matter disappears.
"Give us this day our daily bread;
"Give us each day the living bread;
"And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our
debtors.
"And Truth will destroy the claims of error.
"And lead us not into temptation, but deliver
us from evil;
"Led by Spirit, mortals are freed from sick
ness, sin and death;
"For thine is the kingdom, and the power and
the glory forever. Amen.
"For Thou art all Substance, Life, Truth and
Love forever. So be it."

Undoubtedly, many of "Mother" Eddy's fol
lowers believe, since she left Boston to re
tire into seclusion, that she is the woman re
ferred to in the Apocalypse, her "Science and
Health" being the child indicated in the fol
lowing lines from Revelations:
"And there appeared a great wonder in heaven;
a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon
under her feet, and upon ner head a crown of
twelve stars; and she, being with child, cried,
travailing ln birih, and pained to be delivered.
And there appeared another wonder in heaven ;
and behold a great red dragon, having seven heads
and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his head ;
and his tall drew the third part of the stars of
heaven, and did cast them to the earth; and the
dragon stood before the woman which was ready
to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon
as lt was born. And she brought forth a man
child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of
iron; and her child was caught up unto God.
and to his throne; and the wamfn And into th»
wilderness, where she hath a ptosc (Irenared at
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God, that they should feed her there a thousand,
two hundred and three score days."
The title of "Mother" was first assumed by
her and in her Church Manual, Section 1, she
says:
"If a student of Christian Science shall
apply this title, either to herself or others,
except as the term for kinship according to
the fiesh, it shall be regarded by the Church
as an indication of disrespect for their Pastor
Emeritus, and unfitness to be a member of
the Mother Church."

That the members of "the" First Church
of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, as well as
those of the Concord and other churches re
gard her as one who is of more than common
clay is evidenced by the fact that in their
house of worship there is "the Mother's
Room," an inclosure containing a chair upon
which she once sat which is an object of rev
erential attention. The "Mother's" bouse at
Concord is visited by scores of piigrims from
•11 parts of the country, but thousands have
entered with bated breath the "Mother's
Room" in the Mother Church, Boston. A visi
tor at the Boston Caaba thus describes what
he saw:
"We lately stood at the threshold of the
Holy of Holies of the Mother Church, and
with a crowd of worshipers patiently waited
for admittance to the hallowed precincts of
the Mother's Room. Ovct the doorway was
a sign informing us that but four persons
at a time would be admitted, that they
would be permitted to remain five minutes
only, and would please retire from the
Mother's Room at the ringing of a bell.
Entering with four of the faithful, we looked
with profane eyes upon the consecrated fur
nishings. A show woman in attendance mo
notonously announced the character of the
different appointments. Set in a recess of
the wall and illumined with electric lights
was an oil painting which the show woman
seriously declared to be 'a life-like and real
istic picture of the chair In which the Mother
sat when she composed her inspired work.'
It was a picture of an old-fashioned country
hair cloth rocking chair, and an exceed
ingly common place looking table, with a pile
of manuscript, an ink bottle and pen con
spicuously upon lt. On the fioor were sheets
of manuscript.
" 'The mantelpiece Is of pure onyx,' contin
ued the show woman, 'and the beehive upon
the window sill is made from one solid stone.
The rug is made of 100 breasts of eiderdown
ducks, and the toilet room you see in the
corner is of the latest design, with goldplated drain-pipes.
The painted windows
are from the Mother's poem, "Christ and
Christmas," and that case contains complete
copies of all the Mother's books.'
"The chair upon which the sacred person
of the Mother had reposed and the table were
protected from sacrilegious touch by a broad
band of satin ribbon. My companions ex
pressed their admiration in subdued and rev
erent tones, and at the tinkling of the bell
we reverently tiptoed out of the room to ad
mit another delegation of the patient waiters
•t the door."
"Wherever the writer > has made inquiries
among Christian Scientists he has found
that she is regarded with awe and reverence;
that It is believed she has cured all man
ner of diseases and even raised the dead.
She, herself, has publicly claimed to have
"raised the dying." The Scriptures tell us
that Christ blasted a fig tree with a word.
"Mother" Eddy has declared that she made
ft bud appear and develop into a full grown

leaf at her command, and in Boston, the nexed clipping from the New York Sun of
writer was informed by one who knows her, 1900:
that he had seen a letter in which she said
she had made an apple tree blossom in
more: suits against mrs. ,edby.
winter. Positively asserting, as she does,
"I should blush to write of 'Science and Action Against the Christian Science
Health with Key to the Scriptures' as I have,
Leader Began In Concord, X. H.
were it of human origin, and I, apart from
God, its author," it is perfectly natural that
Concord, N. H., October 8—In addition to the
some of her followers should have her in seven suits for libel entered in the Suffolk County
mind while praying to "Our Father, Mother, Superior Court in Boston, by Mrs. Josephine Cur
tis Woodbury of that city against Mrs. Mary
God."
Baker Eddy, the Christian Scientist, suit has also
But even the most devoted of Mrs. Eddy's
been brought in the United States Circuit Court,
disciples will, without doubt, excuse the New Hampshire District, at Concord, where Mrs.
writer's inability to regard her as being Eddy resides. In seeking to attach Mrs. Eddy's
property, in accordance with the usual legal cus
other than shrewdly mortal from a com
mercial point of view, when he states that tom in such cases, Mrs, Woodbury's attorney
the following clipping from '.'The Christian learned that Mrs. Eddy had transferred all her
property ln New Hampshire to one Calvin A.
Science Journal," page 742, date, February, Frye, who is said to be her secretary. The at
1899, was among other things, called to his torney, however, attached the property which
attention before he drove out to the stood in Mr. Frye's name, alleging that the trans
fer, which was made on April 4, 1898, is not legal.
"Mother's" residence.
Attached to the deed of transfer is the following
on a slip of paper, signed by Mrs. Eddy:
"The purpose of this conveyance is to transfer
: CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOUVENIR SPOONS.
the title of individual estate to said Frye to hold
for the objects and purposes outlined ln a cer
i On each of these most beautiful spoons is a
tain deed of trust to said Frye. executed by me,
• motto in bas-relief that every person on
of even date herewith. For the same purpose,
: earth needs to hold in thought. Mother reand to hold during his life. I convey to him ail
: quests that Christian Scientists shall not ask
the personal property in said premises. lncluding
: to be informed what this motto ls, but each
my jewels."
; Scientist shall purchase at least one spoon,
Mrs. Eddy drives out every afternoon when the
; and those who can afford it, one dozen
weather will permit, and Mr. Frye adds other
duties to thos- of secretary, wearing a green
: spoons, that their families may read this :
livery anil sitting on the box beside the coachman.
: motto at every meal, and their guests be
He appears to be about GO years old. The estate,
: made partakers of its simple truth.
which 1» called "Pleasant View," is a little way
MART BAKER G. EDDT.
out of the city proper. There are several acres
of land and with the buildings thereon it is es
; The above named spoons are sold by the .
timated to be worth about $35,iK)0.
• Christian Science Souvenir Company, Con- :
: cord, N. H., and will soon be on sale also
Despite all discouragements the writer de
: at the Christian Science Reading Rooms
termined to call at Mrs. Eddy's residence
throughout the country.
and without disguise or resort to trickery
arrange, if possible, for an interview with
the woman or her secretary. The mercury
had fallen as low as IS degrees below zero
At the Scientist Church in Concord the in the morning, and, although the tempera
writer was assured that any effort to secure ture was considerably higher in the after
an interview with the "Mother" except by noon, still it was intensely cold—the kind
appointment would be futile; that her secre
of weather which keeps most elderly people
tary would have to be communicated with indoors and therefore likely to anchor Mrs.
before any appointment would be made, if Eddy at home. We had proceeded at a lively
at all. In another quarter the writer was pace over the crisp snow for about ten min
informed that the "Mother" would not see utes, when the driver said, as he nodded his
any representative of the press—that she head in the direction of a large closed coach
would not meet any but believers; that be
mounted upon runners and drawn by a
tween the "Mother" and the public her secre
spanking team:
tary stood like a Cerberus. My informant
"Here comes Mrs. Eddy's carriage now.
said further:
She's out for her daily drive."
"Why, it is not long ago that United
On the box "of the approaching vehicle sat
States Marshal Nute of Concord tried to two men, heavily muffled in furs, and as the
serve some papers on her. He was met at team passed we caught a brief sight of the
the outer door by a servant, who asked him solitary occupant of the interior, a white
to state his business. She retired but locked haired, white faced, pleasant looking, unmisthe inner door, so that the marshal could not takedly old lady—Mrs. Eddy. We continued
enter. When the girl returned she said the on our way until we reached the Mother's
Mother would not see any one except by mansion, a handsome wooden structure, of
appointment. The marshal said he repre
very much the same design as one sees at
sented the United States government and he
Long Branch. In front of the house a stone
was not in the habit of making appointments
arch, bearing the name Eddy, and below the
on behalf of the government. But the girl
carved inscription. "Pleasant View."
Tho
wouldn't let him in, and Mrs. Eddy practi
writer entered, rang the bell, and, to the
cally defied the government. The marshal
spinster looking woman
who appeared,
would not break in because Mrs. Eddy is re
stated his desire to meet Mrs. Eddy or Secre
garded as an acquisition to the city, occa
sionally gives money to public enterprises tary Frye by appointment; then left his card
and attracts visitors to the city. So he and the name of his hotel.
Returning, we met the Eddy outfit upon one
marched away and made his report to the
court. In most places she would have been of the thoroughfares of Concord. The com
adjudged guilty of contempt and haled up panion of the Mother's driver, a gray haired,
resolute looking man, with a prominent nose,
before a judge, but nothing was done. Con
cord sentiment would have been outraged by sharp eyes and gray mustache, was identified
her punishment. She brings money to the as Secretary Frye. Both teams slowed up as
city and spends money there. That explains they came nearer and then we had a good
view of the occupant of the coach, a much
public sentiment in her case."
As a supplement to the foregoing informa older looking woman than her "authorized"
photographs represent her to be. She gavt
tion, the writer was furnished with the an
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us a glance indicative of curiosity, as she
tilted to one side, the little opened parasol
.which she held over her white head—a child's
parasol, doing service inside of a closed
coach with the mercury hovering about the
zero mark.
"She always carries that parasol in the
coach no matter what sort of weather we
have," remarked my driver.
Having learned a great deal of interest
concerning Mrs. Eddy's career in Boston and
Lynn, which has not been printed, and bear
ing in mind the recent published statement
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of a critic of these letters to the effect that Eagle," and Mrs. Eddy: and it this cannot be
the Founder of Christian Science had been done, will you meet the writer to answer certain
greatly maligned, the writer determined to printed statements concerning Mr*. Eddy and
afford the "Mother" and Secretary Frye a Christian Science?
As it ls claimed by Christian Scientists that
chance to meet these alleged misrepresenta
tions.
And so by special messenger he Mrs. Eddy and her doctrines have been grossly
dispatched a note, of which the following is misrepresented. I present to you an opportunity
to correct any misrepresentations made. Rsa copy, to Pleasant View—the envelope be
ing jointly addressed to Mrs. Eddy and Mr. lyIng upon your courtesy for an answer, I am
Frye, and bearing the writer's full name:
Yours respectfully.
Eagle Hotel.
Concord. N". H„ January M, 1901.
Inside of an hour's time a written answer
Calvin Frye. Esq. :
Dear sir—Can you arrange a meeting between was delivered which must be reserved, for
tho writer, a representative oC the "Brooklyn another letter.

Mrs. Eddy in Seclusion.
The "Mother" and Secretary Frye Decline to Correct Alleged Misrepresenta
tions—Photographs Intended to Keep Up the Delusion That She Is Still
Young Looking—A Picture Which Is a More Faithful Repre
sentation of the Woman Than the Idealized "Authorred"

Photographs—Lillian

Russell a

Convert to Christian Science.
Frye of an opportunity to say anything they
Mr. Muldoon, Dear Sir—In reply to your kind
XIII.
note of even date I beg to say it ls not convenient
"Man is neither young nor old. He has neither desired:
for me to grant an interview.
birth nor death. Ho is not a beast, a Vegetable or
Mrs. P. J. Leonard and Mrs. E. B. HuhlIn of
a Migratory Mind. He does not pass from the
IJUra.nid Ptrlp.x
Brooklyn and Mrs. Laura Latbrop and Mrs. A. E.
mortal to tho Immortal, from evil to Good, or
Stetson are well lnformed an practical workers in
from Good to evil." p. 140, "Science and Health."
C. S. and are fully ably to onswer inquiries on
"Never record ages. Minute chronological data
this subject.
are no part of the vast Forever. Time tables of
Respectfully,
birth and death are so many conspiracies against
C. A. FRTE.
manhood and womanhood. We shall continue to
be always beautiful and grand, wherever mortal
"
"None of the persons named by SecretarT
mind so decrees." p. 142, "Science and Health."
$'
Frye can make adequate ' answers to the
questions which the writer desired to put
to Mrs. Eddy, and the sturdy servitor. who,
In presenting to "Mother" Eddy and her
having held intimate confidential relation*
Secretary, Mr. Frye, at their Concord home,
with her for several years, now holds all
an opportunity to correct alleged misrepre
that was formerly her property. None of
sentations of her teachings and alleged un
the women named is qualified to answer
truthful statements concerning herself, the
questions which tho writer would put to the
writer thus made full answer to a two"Mother" concerning her life and teachings
rolumn communication to the Eagle, penned
in Lynn. Mass., and Portland, Me., thirtyby the press agent of the New York Scientists,
five years o- so ago; nor would it be possible
who began his letter as follows:
for them to accurately answer questions
concerning matters known only to Mrs. Eddy,
"To the Editor of the Brooklyn Eagle: At
Mr. Frye and certain residents of Boston,
several points in his series of articles on
Christian Science 'Mul' has made it plain that
Cambridge and Lynn.
ho does not wish to have his statements
How, for instance, could Mrs. Stetson be
answered, and there has been a careful at
reasonably expected to make adequate answer
tempt to prevent any reply on the part of
to the following sworn charge? A charge
Christian Scientists.
Nevertheless, a strict
made against Mrs. Eddy in a libel suit
sense of justice demands a correction of many
brought against her by a former Christian
false charges. Perversion of the truths of
Scientist, the extract submitted having been
Christian Science and a purposely confused
clipped from the New York Sun of October
presentation of its elemental teachings is
4, 1900:
not in consonance with the Christianity which
"And the plaintiff further says that the defend
ant claims that while the sick may be healed
is upheld so zealously by 'Mul.' "
and the dead restored to life through the alleged
Believers in Christian Science who read the
trcth discovered, as she claims, by her, and set
foregoing, on the day it was printed, Janu
forth in her book, she also claims that sickness.
ary 8, doubtless felt that the writer had
-..mi' r.-.m and death may be caused by mental
effort: that a human being may cause the sick
done "Mother" Eddy a great injustice, and
ness,
suffering and death of another human be
that she would weicome an opportunity to
ing
by mental effort exerted and put forth, al
make plain to all wherein she had been
though the person or persons so exerting and
wronged.
They may have pictured to them
putting forth said mental effort axe separated l>y
selves the Founder of Christian Science
miles of space from the person or persons, so
sought to be rendered sick, to be made to suffer
righteously indignant or grieving in com
or to bo killed.
pany with her devoted Secretary over an
"And the plaintiff further says, that the defend
alleged "careful attempt to prevent any
ant has tried to exertiso and claims to have ex
reply" to statements made in this series of
ercised both of these alleged powers, has ln su'-h
letters.
manner tried to heal, and claims to have honied
Here is the reply which came to the
the sick, and tried to restore and claims to bava
restored the dead to life; and has by soma al
writer's proffer to Mrs. Eddy and Secretary
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■e at mental powers, and from motives of
rctritratloo and revenge, tried to cause sickness,
and tried to kill people unfriendly or antagonistic
to her, or by her so believed so to be, and has
tried to induce and has induced others to try to
employ said alleged power both fox the good and
the bad purposes, and from the motives above
stated."
Mrs. Stetson said to the writer some
months ago that she would not talk for pub
lication; to-day she is probably less inclined
to get into print, now that the name of her
church has become involved in a contested
will case, the maker of the will in question
having first given J5.000 to the church, and
then bequeathed to lt the bulk of an estate
rained at $100,000.

age she had preserved the appearance of one Florida for the Fountain of Perpetual Youth,
in middle lite.
and since then the quest has been continued
through centuries, Science ltself joining in
Mrs. Eddy U a well preserved but neverthe the search. Professor Virchow of Berlin,
less an old looking woman, so old that powder Professor Mechnikoff of Paris, Dr. Brownand paint, even if they were to be liberally Scquard and others eminent in the medical

One of the reasons assigned for Mrs.
Eddy's seclusion, her refusal to meet any
representatives of the press except women
who are believers in Christian Science, ii
the evident desire to maintain the illusion
among her followers that she is still young
looking, • despite her old age. She says mor
tals can remain "always beautiful and
grand" if they will observe the truths of
Christian Science teachings, and so naturally
feels it incumbent upon her to preserve so
far as possible the appearance of one un
marked by time. Mrs. Eddy has copyrighted
an "authorized" photograph, which is to be
found in every Christian Science home. The
picture, which seems to be the photograph
of a crayon drawing, represents her as a
whits haired woman, with plump cheeks, a
brow unmarked by wrinkles, eyes free from
"crow's feet"—the face of a healthy woman
of 40, instead of the nearly four score yeans
she has lived.
Still another "authorized" picture has been
■ant out to the leading newspapers of the
country to be used for obituary purposes.
That picture, copyrighted in 1899 by the Na
tional Press Bureau, is herewith reproduced:

AN UNATJTHORIZED PHOTOGRAPH WHICH IS NOT OFFERED FOR SALE.

Ospyrlght, 1S99, National Press Bureau, New York.
Rev. Mary Baker G. Eddy.

If Mrs. Eddy were to die to-morrow coun
terparts of this picture would be printed in
every state of the Union and great numbers
of people would thus receive a false lmpres
sion of her appearance, and many, without
doubt, would credit the fiction that in her old .

used, could not conceal all the ravages time
has made.
The latest "authorized" photograph of
Mrs. Eddy is an idealized picture of
the white haired old woman seen by
the writer twice during his stay in
Concord. The woman that he saw is
more faithfully depicted in a photograph
which he is informed was taken before Chris
tian Science financiers came to the conclusion
that a handsome revenue could be derived
from the sale of an idealized picture. Copies
of this picture are not for sale. A copy was
presented to the writer by a first class amateur
photographer, who said the original was in
the possession of a Christian Scientist. The
original photograph was taken in Concord
and convincing proof of the fact is in the
pozsesslon of the writer. This unauthorized
copy is reproduced.
It is said in Concord with some pride
that a number of actresses have be
come Chrlstain Scientists during the last
year, for one reason because they believe
faith in Mrs. Eddy's teachings will preserve
to them those charms of face and figure so
essential to the maintenance of their pop
ularity. Men may smile at this statement,
yet they will be charitable in their criticisms
of these women when they stop to refiect
that the secret of renewing youth has long
been pursued by both sexes. Prnce de Leon
and his adventurous followers crossed the
ocean 389 years ago to search in the wilds of

world, at times believed they were near to
the eagerly sought for discovery.
The writer, however, as a result of his ex
tended investigations, is of the opinion that
the elixir of life will not be found at Con
cord or in Christian Science. And so far
as he is able to speak from observation the
experienced actress may more surely rely
upon those aids to the perpetuation of beauty
so common to the dressing room of the stage
than upon Christian Science.

Despite her teachings that mind can prevent
decay, Mrs. Eddy herself has found it neces
sary to wear store teeth, but she insists that
it did not cause her any pain to make room
for them. From a copy of the People and Pat
riot of Concord, containing a long statement
from the "Mother," and copies of which were
piled up in the Christian Science Hall of that
city for free distribution, last Sunday, the
writer culled the following explanation made
by Mrs. E. in relation to one of her visits
to a local dentist:
•Ihe otor, told by the Rev. Dr. Whitaker and
others, to the effect that Mrs. Mary Baker O.
Eddy called at my office in Concord. N. H., in
great pain, and had a carious tooth extracted, re
questing me to use a local anesthetic before ex
tracting the tooth. is incorrect. Mrs. Eddy did
uall at my office and had a troublesome tooth
extracted. But it was not a carious tooth, neither
^as she in pain at the time. She did requ'-r
m*» to extract the tooth, allowing me to use my
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own painless method for extracting teeth, which nonsense, instcad of using some reason and good
I had recommended.
sense and going to a dentist. I would reply,
"I snail take no further notice of inquiries on "Let me give Christian Science as fair a trial
this subject.
as I would any other method first."
"(Signed)
JOHN M. FLETCHER,
The nealIng seemed very slow, and for about
''Concord. N. H.. November 22. 1800."
two months I labored faithfully. The result was,
indeed, glorious, as I found the cavity in the
To this description of one of her experi
ences with the dentist, Mrs. Eddy adds the tooth growing up, and all pain ceased, neither heat
nor cold disturbed, the tooth filled, not wltn a
following:
foreign substance, but the genuine, white and
"Bishop Berkeley and I agree that all is perfect. My friends were eager to examine it,
Mind. Then, consistently with this premise, because they could 'not believe without seeing,
the conclusion is, that if I employ a dental but they were satisfied and error stood dumb
before Truth.
Burgeon, and he believes that the extraction
of a tooth is made easier by some applica
In conclusion Carrls says with charming
tion or means which he employs, and I ob
ject to the employment of this means, I have candor and in a delightfully Christian Sci
turned the dentist's mental protest against entific way:
"I wish here to state that I am learning
myself; he thinks I must suffer because his
method is interfered with. Therefore, his that the entire mortal dream is a deep
mental force weighs against a painless opera 'Dream Cavity ot Nothingness,' and that
tion, whereas it should be put into the same day by day, this same Christ-love had been
filling the sense of lack with its own Tru»
scale as mine, thus producing a painless op
Substance, living and imperishable, and thi
eration as a logical result."
Divine Dentist is still supplying with the un
failing reality."
Who can doubt such convincing testimony?
If actresses who regard fine sets of sound
Do we not all know that Nature abhors a
teeth as necessary adjuncts to a pleasing
vacuum— or, rather, a Cavity of painful Noth
stage presence, yet lack the courage to have
ingness?
"troublesome" teeth replaced by painless op
It is but fair to some of the actresses who
erations producing logical results, there is
have become Christian Scientists to say that
another Christian Science way of securing
loftier motives than a mere desire to pre
sound molars. The other way is pointed out
serve their charms inviolate as the years
in Mrs. Eddy's Christian Science Journal, by
roll on have led them to the feet of "Mother"
Carrie L. Newman (address unknown), who
Eddy. Theodore F. Seward of New York
■ays on page 758, Volume XVI:
says:
I had suffered intensely from a tooth in which
"Christian Science provides a spiritual
the nerve was exposed, and there was a good
sized cavity apparent to all who examined it, home for a class of people that the churches
and all urged me to visit a dentist without delay, have not only neglected, but practically os
as uiceration waa inevitable otherwise. But I tracized, namely, actors and actresses. Tho
was so afraid of the dental chair, having had dramatic instinct is one of the fundamental
previous experience therein, that I continued to
elements of hu^ian nature. As we all know,
suffer, night and day.
During this time a friend loaned me a copy of its first expression was religious— in the
"Bclenco and Health," which I eagerly devoured, miracle plays and pcs§lon plays. Christian
finding it contained the true Word. I had been Science bridges the gulf which the churches
reading that paragraph about the lungs, etc..
have created between themselves and the
wherein I gleaned a thought that there were
no cavities therein, and the senta neemea to members of the theatrical profession. Scores
quietly unfold that these statements must surely of actors are now coming into the Christian
relate to cavities of any name or nature, and Science Church, and it is the uniform testi
why not apply It to my own case of the tooth. mony of theatrical managers that these act
Though as yet uninstructed ln the ways and
methods of ad doing, I fully believed those words ors are not only transformed themselves, but
ln "Science and Health" were absolute Truth, their infiuence upon their associates is most
and that I could obey implicitly and bring forth beneficent. A single Christian Scientist in a
a favorable result. No shadow of doubt crossed troupe will gradually change tho character
my mind, and I went to work from that moment ot the whole company, and substitute har
to reallie the truth of those statements.
mony for friction and discord."
Often while taking my meals Z would get some
thing hot, cold or sweet in the tooth, and jump
up screaming out with the pain; but the return
Mrs. Eddy's assertion that she wrote
of tbosi loved words would atlll and ciulet it
all, so tenderly, but all around the table would "Science and Health" under divine inspira
some the comments about my trusting to that tion, is vouched for as a truth by Lillian Rus-
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sell, the well known actress. Miss Russell
is said to be a firm believer in Christian
Science, and a frequent attendant at Mrs.
Stetson's Scientist Church. That sometimes
editorially religious publication, the Evening
Journal, quotes Miss Russell as saying:
"Several years ago physician after physi
cian told me I must leave the stage, tem
porarily at least. I had been troubled with
bronchitis for a long time, and it had be
come chronic. I went to a healer, and sho
healed me in a few days, so that I went on
singing without interruption. Since that I
have healed myself. Christian Science saved
my voice and my health and kept me on tho
stage. It has lifted me out of troubles—yes,
I have troubles in a way. It lifts one above
them. One loses all fear and all hate.
If
you understand Christian Science you can't
think that anything that any one does is
mean, and you can't do a mean thing your
self. You are happy because you understand
that the world is full of happiness. It is
full of love, too", and there is no room for
anything that is petty or low. Yourself and
your own interests grow smaller and smaller,
and others and their welfare grow larger
and larger. You are thinking so much about
how you can help others that you have no
time to think about yourself.
Christian
Scientists do more than they realize.
Mrs.
Eddy wrote her books under inspiration."

Christian Science certainly presents mora
attractions to actresses like Miss Russell,
who have so often been the victims of mis
placed confidence, than are presented to them
by the cold Roman Catholic or Protestant
orthodox churches. . To illustrate, when the
warm, confiding heart of an actress has been
trified with by— well, say three or four un
worthy husbands—after it has become neces
sary for unappreciated and confiding woman
to appeal to the courts for divorce from
husbands who do not love, or never
tHd truly love, it must indeed be rest
ful for such a saddened heart to seek
solace
in
Mrs. Eddy's teachings. For
one of the "Mother's" three husbands ran
away with a married woman, and the Founder
of Christian Science secured a divorce. Writ
ing of thi3 unhappy incident, it must be to
the comfort of others similarly affiicted—tha
"Mother" says in "Introspection and Retro
spection," p. 27:
"It is well to know, dear reader, that this
bit of material history is but the record of
Dreams, NOT of Real Existence, and Mm
Dream has no place in CiirisUau Sclenco."

The Heart of Eddylsm.
Repellent Boctrines Advanced "by Mrs. Eddy, Which Her Bef^T) ->.rs Will Not
Publicly Explain, Discuss or Excuse—Her Peculiar Views Concern
ing Marriage—Prediction That to Mortals Will Come Time
When Wedlock Will Not Be Necessary to the
Preservation of

Tfow ean I believe that there Is no such thing
MM matter, when I weigh over 200 pounds, and
•any this weight about dally?"
An«wer—"By learning that matter ls but mani
fest mortal mind. You entertain an adipose be
lief of yourself as substance: whereas substance
means more than matter. • • * In sleep, a
sense of the body accompanies thought with less
lmpediment than when awake, which is THE
TRUER SENSE OF BEI>JG."-Mrs. Eddy. in
"Miscellaneous Writings,"' page 47.
"That Is to say, the opium smoking Chinaman.
sleeping in his dirty bunk, has a truer sense ot
being than Mrs. Eddy wide awake.' —From the
motes of a student of Christian Science.

Moralit

aud generation by the abolishment of mar
riage, although she eaya:
"Yet this is possible in Science."

How possible? Why do Mrs. Eddy and her
disciples shrink from the query? lf the pres
ervation ot morality after the abolishment of
marriage is really possible at this period in
Christian Science, who has demonstrated the
alleged fact? Aud has there been experi
mentation along this line? Where in true
Science or the teachings of the Founder ot
Christianity it may well be asked, is there
any warrant for the proclamation of so mons
trous a doctrine? The Scriptures do not sup
port her contention, but in "Science and
In the mass of Christian Science litera
Health" she suggestively quotes the follow
ture and the reports of addresses delivered ing from one of Professor Agassiz's works:
by its advocates, the writer has failed to
"Tho propagation of'tho species without the
find any systematic defense of such of her male element, by butterfiy, bee and moth, is &
discovery corroborative of tho Scteneo of Mind,
doctrines as are most repellent.
For in
stance, you cannot find any of the ex- because it shows that the origin and continuance
ot
these insects rests on Principle APART FROM
judges, press agents or officially authorized
MATKRIAL. CONDlTIONS."
defenders of Christian Science explaining
To the butterfiies and moths of Christian
why "it administers a useful rebuke" to
Science that quotation may furnish an ade
those who bathe "to alter secretions or re
quate explanation of Mrs. Eddy's peculiar
move unhealthy exhalation from the skin";
views concerning marriage and propaga
and one will look in vain for public indorse
tion, yet, on the other hand, will certainly
ments of the assertion that sanitary laws
fail to satisfy the great masses of mankind.
do not cheek disease. Nor has there arisen
Surely, the new discovery concerning mar
any open defender of Mrs. Eddy's positive
riage and generation, if it be a discov
declaration that under Christian Science it
ery, oushl
to be
fully
explained to
is possible to abolish marriage and maintain
all those outside of (he pale of the
morality and generation.
These psuedoFor if really
Scientlsts are all silent when asked what Christian Science church.
Mrs. Eddy means when she says on page 286 a discover)', it is the greatest of all the
centuries. It is safe to say, however, that
at her "Miscellaneous Writings":
oxen and chains cannot draw Mrs. Eddy's
"Until time matures human growth, mar
riage and progeny will continue unprohibited advocates to a public discussion of this sub
ject. Her cures and her religious views are
in Christian Science."
the only things they will talk about on public
No response has been made to the inquiry platforms, or write about in the public
as to whether Mrs. Eddy would have us
prints. Why? Is it because the utterances
interpret the foregoing quotation from her
under consideration in this letter are inde
writings as meaning that to mortal life a
fensible, or might be regarded by right
time will come when Christian Science will
thinking people as abhorrent?
prohibit marriage and progeny.
It is true
that the "Mother" declares she looks to
future generations "for ability to comply
Why is Mrs. Eddy voiceless when impor
with absolute Science, when marriage shall
be found to be man's oneness with God—the tuned to explain the following declaration
verity of eternal love," but the non-believer made by her on page 28!l of "Miscellaneous
in Christian Science is not told how the verity Writings":
"Human nature has bestowed upon a wife
of eternal love will make the marriage cere
the right to become a mother; but if the wife
mony unnecessary. The woman is understand
able only when she admits that "to abolish esteems not this privilege, by mutual conmarriage at THIS period and maintain seni, exalted and increased affections, she
morality and generation would put ingenuity may win a higher."
Is this "higher" right exercised in France,
to ludicrous shifts," but neither Mrs. Eddy
■or any of her disciples have dared to tell where statesmen have become alarmed over
the public how they would preserve morality the decrease in the birth rate, aud is tho

exercise of this right discernible in the sta
tistics of certain New England State*; The
Christian Scientist is dumb when these quer
ies are propounded publicly.
Mrs. Eddy's disciples are ever ready . to>
quote her religious platitudes, her indorse
ments of all the virtues, her admonitions to
lives ot rectitude, yet they will not publicly
discuss or explain other teachings, which,
carried out to the last analysis, would make
wreck of all the good she professes to de
sire. The repellent things of Eddylsm are
kept behind the scenes except when occa
sionally dragged into sunlight by investi
gators. Christian Science, in the person of
Mrs. Eddy, proclaims that celibacy is "nearer
right" than marriage, yet the "Mother." the
highest and most spiritually pure of all her
cult, so her disciples say—well, she, while
journeying through this vale of tears has
had three or four lawful husbands.: Here
precept and practice are violently at vari
ance, yet this might be accounted for by an
explanation of the mysterious "higher right*'
so occultly commended to humanity , by one
who claims to have been divinely inspired.
But that altitudinous right is a Christian
Science secret.

That Christian Science has made headway
among men and women religiously inclined
is quite likely due to the fact that they have
been impressed by what Mrs. Eddy has taken
from the Scriptures to support her claims.
For when quoting Holy Writ she seems to be
swathed in piety and breathing the spirit of
holiness. She says it would be sacrilegious
to call her or think of her "as a Christ," but
in three pictures which appear in "Christ
and Christmas," her
"hopelesely original
poem" (her own words), the Mother Is seem
ingly presented as an equal of the Founder
of Christianity. One picture
represents
Christ raising the dead from a modern coffin.
A second picture represents Mrs. Eddy rais
ing the sick from a bed, a halo over her
head, a shining
star in the background.
Another picture represents Christ seated, one
hand clasping the hand of a barefooted,
lightly draped woman, typifying Christian
Science. Each of these figures has a halo
such as always appear in the pictures, of
Christ. Aud it ie noticeable that the artist
in presenting his pictures of Christ has de
lineated in each a striking resemblance to
the face of Mrs. Eddy's younger days. It is
a disagreeable duty to call attention to these
facts. From the mouth up to the crown of
the head, the hair of which a .woman would

CHRISTIAN
say bad been primped, as Mra. Eddy's hair,
lb always shown in her pictures—the face
of Christ in the Mother's illustrated poem
"trongly resembles that of the woman's face.

.While Mrs. Eddy professes to be shocked
at the thought that any one should regard her
*a "a Christ," It Is of interest to note that
she complacently, and with evident self-satis
faction, leaves to her followers wide latitude
in forming opinions as to how she may be
regarded. In her book, "Pulpit and Press,"
pases 108 and 109, the "Mother" says:
"What I am it is for God to declare in His
infinite mercy. • « • Whoever in any age
expresses most of the spirit of Truth and
Love, the Principle of God's idea has most
of the spirit of Christ, of that Mind which
wa» In Christ Jesus. If Christian Scientists
find in my writings, teachings and example a
greater degree of this spirit than in others,
they can justly declare it,"
In "Science and Health," page 8, Mrs. Eddy
defines God as being Truth, Love, Mind, Prin
ciple, Life, Spirit, Soul. So, if there is in her
a greater degree of Truth, Love, Mind, than
In others, her followers may approximate her
status spiritually.
Believing all that she
says, regarding her as the highest type of
woman since the days of the Mother of
Christ, Mrs. Eddy's followers might naturally
regard her as the equal of Mary. And it Is
asserted by one o her former associates for
years in Christian Science, that Mrs. Eddy
has taught that she was the equal of Christ.

The following extract from Mrs. Josephine
Curtis Woodbury's sworn declaration, filed in
the Suffolk County Superior Court, Boston,
Mass., in her suit against Mrs. Eddy for the
iecovery of $150,000 damages, contains some
of the allegations to which the defendant has
not made adequate answer, so far as the
writer can learn:
"VI. That the defendant further claims
and teaches in her said book and in her
other writings and teachings that she, the
defendant, is the equal of Jesus Christ;
that she la possessed of all the powers
said to have been possessed by Jesus
Christ; and in her own person and to
this age is, and ought to be considered.
what Jesus Christ was to his age; that
she is the feminine manifestation of the
qualities, attributes and powers of divin
ity; that she has completed the alleged
incomplete mission and work of Jesus
Christ by discovering his principle for
healing and treating disease, which she
alleges to have been omitted from the
teachings of. Jesus Christ as transmitted
to the world of to-day, and that she has
had and now has the power to heal the
sick, raise the dead, cleanse the leper and
cast out devils;
"And that defendant has discovered and
teaches what she alleges to be a fact, that
masculinity as such, is not an essential
. factor to- the process of human reproduc
tion, which may and will occur through
and be caused by mental effort—that is to
say, that human generation Is independent
of sex and may, and ultimately will, be
caused by mind alone."
i

In a previous letter the writer stated that
whenever a critic of Christian Science points
to declarations made by Mrs. Eddy in appar
ent vlolect confiict with the teachings of
Christianity, or views of morality entertained
by. common consent among civilized peoples,
.sat "Mother's" advocates rush to the front
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with quotations from her books all indica
tive of an apparent profound respect for
morality, human law and religion. She does
make these professions liberally, and seem
ingly with great Christian devoutness. But
it is not with those utterances that the
thoughtful investigator, endeavoring to reach
the heart of Christian Science doctrines, will
disaent. Those doctrines of Mrs. Eddy which
are subversive of all the good she preaches
are the' things which most naturally arouse
the interest of the investigator, but these
things neither the "Mother" nor her author
ized advocates can be induced to explain,
or discuss, or even excuse. Therefore con
troversy with a Christian Scientist is prof
itless to one who would know the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth con
cerning Mrs. Eddy's teachings.
The New York press agent of the Chris
tian Scientist cult, a young "Apostle" whose
professional duties impose upon him the task
of replying to public criticisms of Mrs. Eddy's
teachinge, has. in various communications
dealing superficially and inexactly with
"Mul's" letters, shown the futility of any at
tempt to bring the Mother's defenders to a
consideration of the most offensive of her
doctrines. He has illustrated the truth of
the statement that these Scientists will dis
cuss everything but those utterances which
would shock the moral sense of even a Mo
hammedan, let alone a moralist pure and
simple. Further, he has illustrated the elas
ticity of Christian Science truth.

God" or a provident Father. The press agent
and the clergyman can now settle the matter
between them.

Recently the press agent met the writer
and during the conversation which ensued
asked when this series of letters would
cease.
"Why do you ask?"
"Well, I am on the publication committee
and am expected to answer your letters. You
are making a great deal of work for me,"
the agent responded.
"Do you believe that I am not a mortal
entity—that such views as I may entertainthat the combined wisdom of the world to
which I bow—that alt who refuse to accept
Christian Science are mere dreams, illu
sions?" the writer asked.
"Y—yes," said the agent.
"Then, why should a dream like myself
disturb you? You cannot have a controversy
with a dream."
"Well," said the agent, with a shake of the
head, "in this case, the dream is too pain
fully real."
"We cannot have a controversy," said the
writer, "but I feel quite sure that all the
falsity of the Neo-Platonlsm of Christian
Science, its ontology, its doctrines that pain
is non-existent and simply an illusion, could
be demonstrated by the mere prick of a pin
upon your person."
"Well," said the agent, smilingly, "I must
confess that I have not attained that higher
belief which renders me insensibje to
the illusion of pain."
"Do you know of even one Christian
This press agent began his series of letters
Scientist who has attained that higher state
by declaring that the writer of this column
had made careful attempts to prevent any of mind— even Mrs. Eddy?"
"No, but the trouble with you is that you
reply to his statements concerning Mrs. Eddy,
don't understand us.
We expect some day
then the press agent calmly ignored all the
to arrive at that state."
serious utterances made in criticism of the
"Not here."
"Mother's" teachings. The writer visited
Mrs. Eddy's home in the suburbs of Concord,
New Hampshire, and in writing afforded the
The annexed letter concerning Christian
woman and her secretary an opportunity to Science press agent methods ls highly In
reply fully to all 'that had been written in structive as well as entertaining:
relation to them. The proffer was declined, To the Editor of the Brooklyn Eagle:
presumably for prudential reasons. lu one
In the reply (?) of Mr. Wlllard S. Mattox to
of the letters descriptive of his visit to Con
"Mul" in yesterday's Eagle, that gentleman seems
cord the writer gave to his readers a new to be sreatiy perturbed by the want of "exactness"
version of the Lord's Prayer, as heard in the shown by "Mul" in his articlea on Christian Sci
Scientist church of that city—the prayer ence, but it seems to the writer that Mr. Mattox
himself has fallen into the same net. For in
amended by "Mother" Eddy—"Our Father stance, he says that "Mrs. Eddy has not chang. d
which art in Heaven—Our Father, Mother- the .Lord's Prayer, but has only given her spiritual
sense of it." To those unregenerate "mortal
God, all harmonious and adorable."
The press agent, in a long communication minds" not "in selenc?" lt ls a matter of profound
satisfaction to be assured that such is the case,
which ignored every grave statement made but will Mr. Mattox kindly demonstrate greater
by the writer, asserted that no such prayer exactness by indicating which "spiritual sense"
was offered, because he knew the minister he refers ro; whether it ba the one found in tho
named "nevei uttered" the words ascribed to 1894 or the 1897 edition of "Science and Health"—
there belmc a most radical divergence between the
him; further, because "they are not to be two "spiritual interpretations" found in these edi
found in Mrs. Eddy's writings." To substan tions. "Mul's" articles, on account of being so
tiate his charge of falsehood (he press agent roplous in their excerpts from Mrs. Eddy's writ
inclosed a letter from the Scientist clergyman, ings, have suggested to the writer several in
which, strangely enough, proved the truth of quiries, prominent among which are the follow/tik:

"Mul's" statement, and at the same time
convicted the agent and clergyman of bold
misstatement. The clergyman in question is
quoted by the press agent as admitting that
he did pray to "Our Father, Mother, God,"
and adding:
"The writer ("Mul") lntimates that Christian
Fclentlsts, in their prayers, refer to Mrs. Eddy
when they say, "Our Father-Mother Uod.' Had he
studied the prayer in the text book, 'Science and
Henlth,' to which he was referred by the writer
of this article, he would have seen that the mem
bers of this denomination refer to God as a loving
Mother as well as a provident Father."
The writer did consult "Science and
Health," the 54th edition, and reproduced in
his letter the amended Lord's Prayer in full.
There Is not a word in it about a "Mother-

It we ar» to accept Mrs. Eddy's dictum that the
five physical senses are so many "ilea," what
credence can be placed ln the reported cures of
Christian Scientists?
In the "Unity of Good" (p. 60, under the head
ing. "What Say you of Woman?" Mrs. Eddy de
clares that "man is the generic term for all hu
manity. Woman is the highest species of man/*
Is this (to be exact) to be considered as an in
spiration or a revelation?
If the exorcisms of Christian Science are allpowerful ln cases of extremest physical exigency,
even to bringing the dead to We, how does it hap
pen that we oftlmes see Scientists wearing eye
glasses, and reading only recently of a promi
nent adherent being a practicing dentist?
If Christian Science is of the divine origin
claimed for it by Mrs. Eddy, why is every book
written by her copyrighted. la it due W a I
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to piessne the purity of her writings or to a says further in a charming Christian Solence
manifestation of the commercial lnstinct?
way :
Has Mrs. Eddy at any time taught the prin
"You would not employ a shoemaker to
ciple of parthenogenesis, as Mrs. Josephine ('. write a treatise on astronomy simply be
"Woodbury in the Arena, May, 1899, claims she has
cause he had read an astronomy through, or
done?
Again, referring to the "Unity of Good" (p. 10), an electrical engineer to write an article on
under the heading, "Is anything real of which the farming because he had read a farmer's al
physical senses are cognizant?" the answer is manac. A person who writes on Christian
given: "EverythInK is as real as you make it
and no more so. What you see, hear, feel, is a Science should be one who has studied it."
Here we must all agree with Mr. Williams,
mode of consciousness and can have no other
reality than the sense you entertain of lt." Act and it is to be hoped that he will agree
ing upon that theory could I purchase at any with the contention of the writer that neither
Christian Science reading room a copy of "Sci shoemaker, butcher and broker nor candle
ence and Health" (price $S), and tender therefor stick maker, or ev«n a resident of Paterson,
a silver half dollar with the assertion that ln
my thought the silver piece was equal in value N. J., none of whom has studied anatomy,
to a gold five dollar piece. Would my thought physiology or hygiene, and is not able to
name a disease when he confronts it, should
be honored ln such a contingency?

be permitted to trifie with life and health,
merely because he has read Mrs. Eddy's
P. J. Williams, a Christian Scientist of books.
Paterson, N. J., writes to the Eagle to say
that some of the statements appearing in
Mr. Williams of Paterson, N. J., may be
these letters "arev as unlike the truth as day more familiar with the teachings of the
is to night."
Founder of Christianity than the writer. At
That ls one reason why the writer has re all events, my critic says:
produced these statements from Mrs. Eddy's
"The truth about Christian Science is that
published writings, always giving the num they use Christ's promises, as set forth in
ber of the page from which they were taken, the New Testament, for their guidance."
for fear that otherwise they might be re
Here and there the writer has ran across
garded as wild fabrications. Mr. Williams Christian Science utterances which would

seem to indicate to the inexperienced layman
a misuse of Christ's promises. But let that
go, Mr. Williams probably knows more of
Scripture than the writer. Doubtless tha
gentleman from New Jersey will easily prove
able to reconcile what seems to be a conflict
of teaching between the Founder of Christ
ianity and the Founder and Discoverer of
Christian Science. lu the ninth chapter of
Mark we are told that Christ cast out a devil
after his disciples had failed, and the man
affiicted fell "as one who was dead."
"27. Then Jesus took him by the hand and
lifted him up and he arose.
"28. And when he was come into the house
his disciples asked him privately, 'Why could
we not cast him out.'
"29. And He said unto them: 'This kind
can come by nothing but by prayer and fast
ing.' "
Mrs. Eddy in her index to "Science and
Health" says:
"Fasting, a senseless belief," p. 116.
On the page named the "Mother" de
clares:
"The belief that either fasting or feast
ing makes men better morally or physically,
is ono of the fruits of the Tree of Knowledge,
concerning which God said, 'Thou shalt not
eat of It.' "

Man Without Mind or Soul.
Mother Eddy's "Divine Inspiration" Impeached by Her Own Test'meny, r. Pic
ture and a Former Close Associate—She Tells Her Believers Thst
Neither Mind, Intelligence, Soul Nor Spirit Are in the
Mortal Body—How a Worp.in May Become
Mother to a Star.
XV.
Herald of Boston December 2, 1900, in which
"The ldea that mind ls within th? cranium 1s she said among other things:
a false conception of Intelligence." P. 181, "Sci
"What I wrote had a strange coincidence
ence and Health."
or relationship with the light of revelation
"Mind la not an entity within the cranium,
and solar, light. I could not write those
with power of sinning now and forever." P. 257.
notes after sunset; all thoughts in the line
"Mind never enters the finite.
Intelligence
of scriptural interpretation would leave mo
never passes into non-intelligence or matter."
P. 231.
until the rising of the sun; then the in
"Therefore 'Science and Health' was written by
fiux of Divine Interpretation would pour
a woman who is devoid of lntelligence and indeed
in upon my spiritual sense as glowingly as
of Mind." From the notes of a student of Mrs.
the sunlight on the material senses. It
Eddy's "Science."

In The Mother Church of the Christian
Science cult, on Falmouth street, Boston.
there is a large stained glass window. in
which is set a many colored picture of Mrs.
Eddy, who is portrayed as writing her text
book under Divine Inspiration. The woman
is represented as seated at a plain table, a
burning candle and a clock with tho hands *i
12, indicating a nocturnal hour, whils through
a window streams a strange light casting a
halo about her head. This picture is indis
putably the result of an effort to impress
upon the minds of those who attend "The
Mother Church" that the founder of Christian
Science received her divine inspirations in
the dark hours of the night. Forgetting this
picture, as might be expected of one who ls
an old woman, 80 years old if not more, Mrs.
Eddy wrote a letter printed in the Sunday

was not myself, but the Divine power of
Truth and Love, infinitely above me which
dictated 'Science and Health With Kev to
the Scriptures.' I have been learning the
higher meaning of this book since writing
it."
It would l.e too severe a test to human en
durance to i iview in detail all that Mrs. Eddy
claims to have written "after the rising of
the sun" under the infiux of divine inspira
tion. Yet it cannot be otherwise than in
structive to consider a few of the things
which she asserts are in complete accord with
Christianity. Her amendment of the Lord's
Prayer—that generally accepted perfect peti
tion, her uncanny interpretation of the
Scriptures, the declaration that "all" pain
is simply a mortal delusion, as was that of
the Crucifixion, her assertion that sin is
no more than a dream, seem to the aver
age churchman to be in direct confiict with

the teachings of Christianity, but she ad
vances other views which are probably of
more interest to non-churchmen. To illus
trate: Mrs. Eddy, under the infiux of solsrity
and revelation, declares that man has neither
mind, intelligence, soul nor spirit.
So it follows as a natural consequence of
the acceptance of the Mother's doctrines that
one cannot be a thorough Christian Scientist
until be admits that he is devoid of Intelli
gence, mind, soul, spirit. When that admis
sion is made and that belief is fully held, the
problems of Christian Science become easy
of solution. That Mrs. Eddy has so many
followers as she undoubtedly has, or any at
all, would seem to substantiate in a measure
the statement that there are men and women
utterly devoid of lutelligence if not of Mind.
Listen to what this woman has to say of life,
soul, intelligence, spirit, mind. The quota
tions are from "Science and Health":
"Life or spirit is not within a cranium,
or in matter" (p. 196).
"Some time it will be learned that mind
constructs the body and with its own
materials. Hence, no breakage or disloca
tion can really occur. You say that acci
dents, injuries and disease kill man. But
this is not true. The life of the body is
mind" (p. 401).
"Mortal body and material man are de-
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body cannot believe. The believer and be
luBions which spiritual understanding and
lief are one, and are mortal mind" (p. 471).
science destroy" (p. 198).
"Life never structural, organic, or lim
"Soul is greater than body. If it were
ited" (205). No part of matter (453), Not
once within the body it would be smaller.
at the mercy of a bullet (303). Not con
and, therefore, could not be spirit" (p. 11(0.
tingent on bodily conditions. Not in the
"Evil has no reality. It is neither per
body" (from index, p. 617).
son, place nor thing, but is simply a belief,
"Life, Truth and Love constitute the tri
an illusion of material sense" (p. 237).
une God or triply divine Principle. They
" Spiritualism, therefore, presupposes
represent a trinity in unity—three in one—
Spirit to be capable of dwelling in finite
they are same in essencp, although multi
forms—a theory contrary to Christian
form in office: God the Father; Jesus the
Science" (p. 237).
type of Sonship; Divine Science, or the
"Soul is the creative, governing, infinite
Holy Comforter" (p. 227).
Principle, OUTSIDE of finite form, which
Christian Science is the Holy Comforter!
forms only refiect" (p. 237).
"Spirit, Soul is not confined in man, and
Is never in matter" (p. 451).
Mrs. Eddy's doctrines, if believable, would
"So body is but the bumble servant of
the restful Mind, though it seems other be far more comforting than the old Greek
wise to finite sense; but we shall never un philosopher's belief that his soul was drag
derstand this while we admit that soul is ging a corpse about. For if there is neither

MRS. EDDY UNDER "INSPIRATION."
Sketched from Stained Glass Window in the Scientist Mother Church, Boston.
In the body, or mind in the matter," etc.
(p. 13).
"The mind supposed to exist in matter,
or beneath a skull bone, is a myth, a mis
conceived sense and false statement as to
man and mind" (p. '177).
"Our theories make the same mistake re
garding Soul and body that Ptolemy made
as to the solar system. They insist that
soul is in body and therefore tributary to
matter" (p. 16).
"Because Soul is immortal, Soul cannot
•in, for sin is not the verity of Being"
(p. 452).
"Soul is the Substance, Life, Intelligence
of man; but Soul is not in matter and can
never be refiected in anything inferior to
itself" (p. 461).
"Question—You speak of belief. Who or
what is it that believes?"
"Answer—Spirit understands, and thus
precludes the need of believing. Matter
cannot believe, but Mind understands. The
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life, soul, spirit, mind, intelligence in one's
body—if it is driven hither and thither to
sin or to good deeds by forces entirely outside
of it, then man is not a free moral agent,
the slave body cannot be morally responsible
for any crimes it may commit. Of course,
the inevitable results of Mrs. Eddy's teach
ings concerning soul, spirit, mind, intelli
gence, were these monstrous teachings to win
the general adherence of humanity, would
make sad wrecks of Christianity, religions
and morality. That her doctrines should re
ceive the support of those who profess to
be Christians or moralists seems incredible.
Some of Mrs. Eddy's formerly devoted fol
lowers and associates do not now believe
that she was divinely inspired, and they have
broken away from her dominion.
Harsh
things have been said of these deserters by
Christian Scientists, but the fact remains
that so long as they implicitly obeyed Mrs.
Eddy they were regarded as olllars of Chrla-
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tlan Science. The writer, therefore, simply
deals with the fact that there have been
desertions from the Eddy camp, and sub
mits in brief some of the reasons given for
renouncing allegiance to the "Mother."
The Rev. Frank E. Mason of the Church
of individual Dominion, Brooklyn, was as
sociated in Boston with Mrs. Eddy for sev
eral years in Christian Science work. lu a
letter addressed to the writer, Mr. Mason
says:
"As a matter of history, I severed my as
sociations with the Christian Scientists up
ward of e'leven years ago, in 1889.
"I seceded from them because I was no
longer in sympathy with their views.
I
candidly told them their healing wag mes
merism, and they rebelled against my views,
and l started upon an independent basis as
an independent thinker. They sought my
retirement from my Brooklyn pulpit, but
my people remained loyal to me, and from
that time up to the present moment they
have not refrained from persecuting me. I
have struggled here in this city for ten
years to educate people to think for them
selves independent of Pope, priest or paator."
Mrs. Josephine Curtis Woodbury of Boston
was a few years ago a bright star in Chris
tian Science circles, and knew Mr3. Eddy
well; indeed it is said that Mrs. Woodbury
knows more about the personal life of the
"Mother" than any w< n an living with the
exception of the Rev. Mrs. Stetson. One of
Mrs. Woodbury's publications devoted to
the glorification of Christian Science is the
best written book, from a purely literary
standpoint, that the writers of this weird
cult have produced. That is due to the fact
that she is a well educated woman. Mrs.
Eddy is said to have become j a'ous of Mrs.
Woodbury's popularity, accomplishments and
independence, but whatever the real reason
may have been for the act the "Mother" ex
communicated Mrs. Woodbury one day. Then
the excommunicated claimed that her eyes
had been opened, that the spell cast over
her by Christian Science had been broken,
and with a caustic pen she began to expose
some of the absurdities of Mrs. Eddy's
claims to intimate relationship with Deity.
The "Mother" replied with a pulpit sermon
containing an alleged assault on the char
acter of "the Babylonish woman."
Mrs.
Woodbury promptly brought heavy damage
suits for slander against the "Mother," and
the commercial men who are on her church
and publication staff. The plaintiff has been
trying for over a year to get the sacred per
son of the "Mother" before a Boston court,
and was so wicked as to file attachments
against property in Concord, N. H., which
Mrs. Eddy has transferred to her secretary,
the veneiaDle but still sturdy Calvin A. Five.
Mrs. Woodbury has announced that she is
prepared to defend her character in court,
and has practically challenged assault from
all Christian Scientists, But they all ran
to cover.
In May, 1899, Mrs. Woodbury wrote a
long paper devoted to the exposure of Eddyism under the title "The Book and the Wom
an," which was printed in the Boston Arena.
She hoped that paper would bring Mrs. Eddy
to court, but the challenge seems to have
been declined. lu the contribution referred
to Mrs. Woodbury said among other sharp
things concerning Mrs. Eddy's teachings:
"The counter suggestion to all thlt charla
tanry must come from those who ttiiderstand
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the reel inwardness of the system; from those
who have been long in the tolls, like Victor
Hugo's hero within the all -encircling and ab
sorbing tentacles of the octopus. The writer
bas emerged from the toils after many years
of close association with the bead of the new
church."
Mrs. Woodbury said further: "Phineas
Parkhurst Qulmby, from whom Mrs. Eddy
learned all she knows of the theory and prac
tice of metaphysical healing, was born in
Lebanon, N. H., February 16, 1802, but spent
the larger part of his life in Belfast, Me.,
where he was well known both for his suc
cessful healing and for iiis personal good
ness. His interest in the power of mind
began in 1838 and his early methods involved
mesmerism, clairvoyance and scriptural laying-on of hands; but a few years later he
gave up the practice of mesmerism and be
gan to heal diseases by the silent mental
method, declaring 'Truth' to be the great
healer; yet not deriving his theory or prac
tice from the Bible, though rejoicing in
scriptural indorsement. In 1859, Dr. Qulmby
moved to Portland. Let bim now speak for
himself. In a circular to the sick, which
he distributed while in Portland, he says:
"My- practice is unlike all medical practice.
• • • I give no medicines and make no outward
applications, but simply sit by the patient, tell
bim what he thinks ls his disease, and my ex
planation la the cure. •••HI succeed in cor
recting- hl» errors, 1 change the fiuids of his sys
tem, and establish the truth or health. THE
TRUTH IS THE CORE. This mode of treatment
applies to all cases."
"In October, 1862, when Dr. Qulmby had
been, four years In Portland, working what
were failed miracles of bodily healing, there
wan, one day, assisted up his stairs a woman,
who declared herself suffering with spinal
disease.
The new patient was poor; but
through the dorcor'a aid she found a board
ing place near by. Concerning this period we
have ample testimony from those who daily
saw Mrs. Eddy (then Mrs. Patterson), to the
effect that, though claiming to be so well at
the end of three weeks, as no longer to need
treatment, Mrs. Patterson still went regu
larly to Dr. Quimby's office to ask blm
questions concerning his methods. When in
her own room, she was busily engaged in
putting on paper, the points she drew from
aim; and these papers were afterward cor
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rected by him, it in "any way she misinter
preted bis ideas."

After submitting documentary proof, old
letters written by Mrs. Eddy, Dr. Qulmby and
others, in support of the assertion that the
"Mother" got her first Christian Science ideas
from the man who healed her, and did not
launch her book until after his death, Mrs.
Woodbury traced the mystic's career, and at
one point makes this interesting statement:
"in 1882 her husband, Dr. Eddy, died. The
physjcian who conducted the autopsy says
that the death was the result of distinctly
developed heart disease; but Mrs. Eddy de
clared that it was the effect of arsenical
poisoning, mentally administered.
At this
time Mrs. Eddy even urged the present writer
to represent to Wendell Phillips, an old
family friend, that Dr. Eddy had been men
tally killed by former students, now antago
nistic rivals, whom he had not seen for
months and years.
"This is only one instance of the large and
constant place in Mrs. Eddy's mind occupied
by the power to poison people through
thought vibration. The quality of mind which
discovers and invents is not necessarily ac
companied by the capacity for commercial
organization. This is exemplified in the case
of Dr. Quimby, whose humility seems to have
been equaled only by his native purity of
heart."
Commenting upon one of Mrs. Eddy's wild
est teachings, Mrs. WoodbUry said in the
Arena article:
"Mary Eddy has no use for people who
think. Each grim suggestion in her interest
must infect her crowd of believers, among
whom it spreads like wildfire.
Those who
differ from their teacher, through greater
light as to her motives and history, are pro
nounced devil possessed and capable of pro
ducing contagious horrors, till the very
thought terrifies the devout and they think
restraint or even injury to such a one
is service to God; especially lf the error can
be dealt with mentally, although the treat
ment involve gross bodily injury.
"In her latest pronunciamento Mrs.
Eddy decrees that one special gentleman shall

be her successor in the dictatorship, if she
changes not her mind. Why choose any suc
cessor if Christian Science heals death? Many
followers believe that Mrs. Eddy has de
clared that she will never see death, but tarry
till the Lord come to his own—in Principle,
not in Personality.
"Note Mrs. Eddy's remarkable deductions
from the discoveries of Professor Agassiz:
"The propagation of their species without the
male element, by butterfiy, bee and moth. ls a dis
covery corroborative of the Science of Mind, be
cause it shows that the origin and continuance of
these inflects rest on Principle, apart from material
conditions."* An egg never was the origin of a
man, and no se?d ever produced a plant. • • •
The belief that life can be ln matter, or soul in
body, and that man springs from dust or from an
egg. is the brief record of mortal error. • • •
The plant grows not because of seed or soil."—*p.
«2, "Science and Health," edition of 1886.
"To what diabolical conclusions do such
deductions lead? One may well hesitate to
touch this delicate topic in print, yet only
thus can the immoral possibilities and the
utter lack of divine inspiration in Christian
Science be shown."
''lu 'Science and Health,' edition of 1885,
we read the following:
"Should mortal mind adopt the appearing of a
star for its formula of creation, the advent of
mortal man would b? signaled by a star."
"The substance of certain instruction given
by Mrs. Eddy in private la as follows:
"lf Jesiw was divinely conceived by the
Holy Ghost, or Spirit, without a human father,
Mary not having known her husband—then
women may become mothers by a supreme
effort of their own minds, or through the
infiuence upon them of an Unholy (ihost. a
malign spirit. Women of unquestioned in
tegrity, who have been Mrs. Eddy's student's,
testify that she has so taught, and that by
this teaching families have been broken up;
that thus maidens have been terrified out of
their wits and stimulated into a frenzy re
sembling that of deluded French nuns, who
believed themselves brought into marital re
lations with the glorified Jesus, as veritably
the bridegroom of His church.
Whatever
her denials may be, such was Mrs. Eddy's
teaching while in her college; to which she
added the oracular declaration that it lay
within her power to dissolve such motherhood
by a wave of her celestial rod."

A Sacrifice to "Science."
The Pathetic Death of a Little Girl Afflicted With Diphtheria Who Was Treated .
by Two of Mrs. Eddy's Healers—Backed With Pain, Consumed With
.:• .Thirst, the Sufferer Was Finally Given a Piece of Ice at
Her Father's Request—Inadequate Punish
ment for a Cruel Offense.

XVI.
"The less mind there is manifested in matter,
the better. When the Unthinking lobster loses his
claw, it grows again. If the Science of Life
.were understood, it would be found that the senses
of Mind are never lost, and that matter has no sen
sation. Then the human limb would be replaced
as readily as the Lobster's claw—not with an ar
tificial limb, but with tho genuine one."— "Science
and Health," p. 473.
"That ls to say, the nearer one approaches to the
state of the Unthinking Lobster, the nearer to an
understanding of Christian Science—the Science
of Life. Therefore, the Unthinking Lobster, bar
ring Mrs. Eddy, is tho highest mortal type of Chris
tian Science understanding."—Prom the notes of
a student of Christian Science.

by a fear of consequences involved in infrac
tions of law, than by respect for law itself.

"Science and Health" is the supreme law
of Christian Science, and that alone, not any
thing which Mrs. Eddy may deem it neces
sary to say unofficially for politic reasons,
governs the Scientist. The writer will not
weary his readers with a re-statement of all
of Mrs. Eddy's teachings antagonistic to our
health laws, for previous letters abound with
the proof of her hostility to Hygienic meas
ures, and he will do no more than present
the following brief extracts from the "Moth
er's" text book:
"Hygiene, lgnorance of. a blessing, 881. I»
found ineffectual, 116. Less known about it, the
better, 3*7-388. Not conducive to Health. 58. Not
God' a plan, 36. Rebuked by Christian teaching.
3S1. Usurps the power of the mind, 60."—From
index to "Science and Health," pare 610.
"If half the attention given to Hygiene were
given to the study of Christian Science and lts
elevation of thought, this alone would usher in
the millennium. Bathing and rubbing, to alter
the secretions or remove unhealthy exhalations
from the cuticle, receives a useful rebuke from
Christian healing.
"He who ls lgnorant of what la termed Hy
gienic Law is more receptive of spiritual power
and faith in one God than the devotee of this
supoosed law who comes to teach him. Must
we not. then, call the so-called law of matter
A CANON MORE HONORED IN THE BREACH
THAN THE OBSERVANCE?"—"Science and
Health," page 381.

Recently tho press agent of the Christian
Scientist Publication Committee of New York,
in the course of a short but interesting con
versation with the writer, remarked that the
latter had wronged "Mother" Eddy in declar
ing that her "Science and Health" teaches
disregard for health laws and that Christian
Scientists violate these laws. As the writer
had backed his declarations on the point at
issue by numerous quotations from the
woman's text book, the number of every page
from which an extract was made being given,
that the reader might learn whether she had
been correctly quoted, this reply was made
to the Scientist:
"Show me a single sentence—show me any
thing in 'Science and Health" even intimating
that Mrs. Eddy teaches respect for health
laws or obedience to them, and I will repro
duce it."
A notable instance of violation of law and
"I feel quite sure that 'Science and Health' the punishment which followed the offense is
teaches obedience to the health laws, and furnished in the report of the trial in May,
I'll send you what she says on the subject," 1900, of Crecentia Arries and Emma Nichols,
said the press agent.
Christian Scientists of Milwaukee, published
The "Apostle," as the young man had by A. C. Umbreit and Thomas Mulholland, the
styled himself at a previous meeting, failed latter of the Evening Wisconsin. The facts
to make -good his promise. He could not of the case which led to the prosecution are
find what he sought in "Science and Health," briefiy as follows:
the only book in which Mrs. Eddy lays down
"Irma Grosenbach, about 11 years of age,
positive, inexorable rules for the guidance was sent home from a public school, March
and instruction of her followers—the book 20, 1900, on account of being sick. Arriving
which her ministers and Readers place by at home, she had frequent attacks of vomit
the side of the Bible on their pulpits or read ing, which continued until 4 o'clock the next
ing desks at all church services. But he did morning, when she died.
One of the de
find a few fragmentary references to health fendants was at the house when the little
laws, references made by Mrs. Eddy in girl came from school and immediately gave
letters devoted to other subjects— the an her a Christian Science treatment and re
nexed being a fair example of the remainder: peated such treatments until midnight; when
"I have always instructed students in tho little girl, becoming decidedly worse, the
Christian Science io be wise and discreet, second defendant was sent for, who, upon
conforming (WHERE CONSCIENCE IS NOT her arrival, also gave her a treatment, but
OFFENDED) to the usages of men."
the child died soon after. No other medical
Of course, such instructions must be re treatment was given. Two regular physicians
garded as very elastic, and prompted more 1 conducted a post mortem examination and
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the cause of death was established as diph
theria.
"Under these circumstances the case at
tracted wide attention, and the facta wers
reported to the State Board of Medical Ex
aminers, who, after an investigation, deter
mined to test the so-called 'medical law,'
and the prosecution was Instituted under
their direction, with the assistance of the
Health Department of the City of Milwau
kee. Assistant District Attorney A. 0. Um
breit appeared for the prosecution."
It appears from the testimony in this ease
that the father and mother of the unfor
tunate little girl who died under the care of
two "healers" were both Christian Scien
tists, the mother a confirmed believer. The
father, a fair specimen 'of others who yield
to the opinions of their wives in Christian
Science matters, and know only in a super
ficial way what Mrs. Eddy teaches, was asked:
"What is the fundamental idea of Chris
tian Science teaching?"
"I think you had better ask somebody else.
They teach all the good, love and harmony,
and they try to live it out and love it; that
is what I found about it. I like their teach
ings very much; It Impresses upon me," re
plied the father.
The wife, Mrs. Grossenbach, waei more glib
than ber husband; she knew all about Chris
tian Science, had studied "Science and Health"
carefully for five yeans, was a "practitioner"
and able to repeat a great deal of Mother
Eddy's unintelligible teachings.
She ad
mitted that she had paid the defendants' fees
for treating her children previous to the
death of Irma.
Some of the questions put
to and answered by Mrs. Grossenbach are
instructive:
"lu other words, disease is nothing but the
action of the mind upon the body, according
to their (C. S.) doctrine, is it not?" Mr.
Umbreit inquired.
"Yes, sir."
"And, therefore, they seek to cure disease—
this unnatural condition of the body—through
the mind, do they not?"
"Yes."
"Now, take the case of a small child, say
under 5 years of age—this child is taken ill
with some physical ailment—can Christian
Science healers cure—do they profess to cure
a case of that kind?"
"Yes, sir."
"What is their method in that case? How
do they cure or preteDd to cure a child—a
young child, who, as we say, has no mind of
its own?"
"Well, it is through the parents."
"Then they seek to reach, do they not,
the mind of the parent to make that parent
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believe or think that the child is not 111, and —treatment differing from that of giving
If they reach that stage of the parent mind, drugs as a medicine. He called attention doctors believe there is matter and material
mind. My friends on the other side say there
then the child is cured, is It not?"
to the admissions of the defendants that is no such thing as mortal mind, the very"Most all of the time."
they professed to be "healers," the instru real existence being Divine mind. By using;
ments of cures, and that they charged regu- that term they claim that their practice doe3
lar fees for servicea; and next pointed out the not come under the term of medical or heal
The prosecution had to rely largely upon main point of difference between the laws of lng treatment. But Mrs. Eddy says, page 17
the testimony of hostile witnesses—four the state and Christian Science laws:
of my edition of 'Science and Health':
Christian Scientists—who naturally had good
"Our laws are made by mortal minds. They
"The term Christian Science was introduced by
reasons for refraining from telling all that must be interpreted by mortal minds. They the author to designate the aclentlfic system of
metaphysical Healing."
they knew about the sufferings of their lit must be enforced by mortal minds."
"I quot! from page 40 of the same book: 'Di
tle victim. Yet enough was drawn from
vine Metaphysics is now reduc?d to a system in a
them to disclose the fact that the child must
form comprehensible by and adapted to the thought
have endured terrible suffering for twelve
Christian Scientists try to shield them of the age in which we live. This system enabled
dreadful hours. Her swollen throat was selves from penalties prescribed by mortal the learnor to demonstrate anew the divine princi
parched with thirst, and she had frequent laws behind the claim that their method of ple upon which Jesus' healing was based, and the
spells of vomiting. The healers simply healing is not medical treatment. Mr. Um sacred rules of its present application to the curs
looked on and gave her "mental treatment." breit attacked that defense along the fol of disease.' '
"A system for the cure of disease. That la
Finally, the father, more human than the lowing linee:
the keynote of the four hundred pages of
healers, asked that the child be given a bit
"What is meant by the term, 'medical
of ice, and the request was complied with, treatment' ? Counsel will argue that, and her book known as 'Science and Health,' and
although one of the defendants testified she such must be the theory of his defense unless yet they come to us and say that although
Mrs. Eddy does state that. she has a college
was giving the sufferer a "mental treat
I am sadly mistaken, these terms in the
ment" for thirst. Here is a picture of that statute must be taken in the ordinary sense incorporated for medical purposes that they
do not practice medicine; that they are not
deathbed scene given by the defendant Em
as they are understood by the ordinary peo
ma Nichols, in response to Mr. Umbrelt'a re ple—laymen, if you please. That Is true. I amenable to the law, which has been passed
quest to describe "the passing away of the old not see fit, and in fact I thought it un under the police power, given to the state,
to protect the public against unskillful prac
child":
necessary and perhaps even improper, to put titioners of medicine. They claim that they
"The breathing, It seemed to me, was un expert witnesses upon the stand to show by can seek to relieve and cure children who
natural—as I say, the thought came to me that them what is meant by 'medical treatment'; are dying of black diphtheria, and yet they
it was unusually long; it seemed very reg but your honor will remember the testimony are under no obligation to report this fact
ular, and there seemed to be a little sound of of Mr. Strohmeyer (a Christian Scientist). to the Health Department, nor to have the
her voice with her—It didn't seem like a I might quote you definitions from lexicog house fumigated to protect the public from
groan; nor like distress, and she had an im raphers, give you definitions from the Century an epidemic."
pulse to vomit, and so I went close to her Dictionary and from Webster; but, what did
and put a towel under her chin and lifted her Mr. Strohmeyer «ay. an unwilling witness, as
head, and I went aside of the bed that she far as this prosecution is concerned? He
"They don't practice medicine, they claim,
might vomit easier, and as I lifted her, she told you that medicine did not necessarily but yet this book of Mrs. Eddy's is brim full
didn't breathe again. That is. she breathed— mean drugs.
The original word, the Latin of different treatments for specific diseases.
made a motion, and as I laid her back she word, as he tells you, means to heal. That i Mr8, Ed<Jy tells her student how to act and
breathed one breath, and then she didn't take is to say, the verb meant to heal and the j aow to cure accidents. What she means by
the next; it was not particularly shorter than noun the healing art, and the adjective that, I suppose, is injury resulting from ac
the breath before, and for an instant I thought 'medical' meant healing.
Consequently, cidents. This treatment is set forth on page
that she was—I didn't know what to think, when you are talking of medical treatment, 421. On the same page she gives the Chris
but I kept waiting for her to breathe again, you mean a healing treatment. His defini tian Science treatment for malformations of
and Mrs. Grossenbach was standing near, and tion la correct and stands unlmpeached, com limbs. On page 47 she tells her students and
then she said to me, 'Why, the child is gone,' ing from a friend and a professor of Christian believers how to cure boils. On page 427 she
or something like that."
Science, and is likewise the definition of the tells them how to treat consumption. On
dictionary.
The statute to which I have al page 117 she tells them what to do in case
ready called your honor's attention, with of dyspepsia. On pages 375 and 378 she tells
Dr. C. J. Coffey, who obtained his diploma these definitions in view, would, therefore. how to cure fevers. On page 217 she elucifrom the University Medical College of New read as follows: 'And for a fee shall prescribe ^atcs tne method of Christian Science healing
York, and Dr. Dwight Mereness, who received drugs or other healing or surgical treatment in cases of leprosy. On page 374 her method
his diploma at the Long Island College Hos for the purpose of relieving and curing of curing palsy is explained. On page 422 the
pital, Brooklyn, and is a member of the Mil bruises, lhjurles, infirmities, diseases,' etc. Christian Science method for. curing scrofula
waukee Medical Society, Wisconsin State What does the word 'prescribe' mean? It is explained On page 441 she gives her cure
Medical Society, National Medical Society, means write before, point out, suggest. of the diseases of little children. I do not
American Medical Society, and is likewise an Therefore, where the phrase is used, 'to propose to say much more, if your honor
Instructor in anatomy at the Milwaukee prescribe other healing treatment,' it simply please, and I will seek to avoid saying any
Medical College, made a post mortem exam means the suggesting, pointing out and rec- thing, if possible, on the question of the
ination for the purpose of ascertaining the ommending of any treatment that will tend I metDod Christian Scientists employ for curcause of Irma Grossenbach's death.
They to heal the ailment from which you suffer. ins cnil(iren. but if your honor will read
testified positively that death was caused by And our statute says in effect that whoever j paSe *u of 'Science and Health' and study
for a fee shall prescribe, suggest or recom- i their method of curing little children afflictdiphtheria.
Section 1435f of the medical law of Wis mend drugs or other healing or surgical j ed witn diseases, >'ou cac answer the quesconsin declares: "Every person shall be re treatment for the cure of the various infirm- ! tlon y°urself whether you want to employ
garded as practising medicine within the itles that afflict humanity, shall be compelled that treatment in case your little daughter
meaning of this and the six preceding sec to have a license, and lf he prescribes such ls taken sick. But to continue to enumerate
tions who shall append the letters M. D. or, a treatment without having such a license he specific treatments for specific diseases, we
M. B. to his or her name, with intent to must respond to the consequences such as are find on page 412 her method of curing in
sanity. On ^age 414 we find the Christian
represent that he or she is a physician or provided for by law."
Science method r[ curing infiammations of
surgeon, or who shall, for a fee, prescribe
all kinds. On page 420 Mrs. Eddy sets out
drugs or other medical or surgical treat
ment for the cure or relief of any wound,
"Mrs. Eddy, Mr. Clarke, Mr. Strohmeyer their practice in regard to bone healing gen
fracture, bodily injury, infirmity or disease. and all the experts called on behalf of the erally. On page 374 their treatment of ma
Said section shall not apply to dentists in the Christian Scientists say that fear, a phenome laria is described. On page 375 the treatment
practice of their profession," etc.
non of the mind, is the cause of all disease. of colds generally is suggested. On page 385
In summing up for the prosecution, Mr. It is a disordered state of the mind that the method of curing brain diseases of all
Umbrelt held that the words "prescribing causes every ailment. By seeking to remove kinds by Christian Science is explained. Can
drugs or OTHER medical or surgical treat this disordered condition of the mind they cer can be cured by Christian Science If you
ment" indicated that the section did not attempt to cure disease. Material physi will follow the instruction given on page 389,
refer to drugs and medicines alone as we ; cians seek to remove the disordered condi and on the same page the treatment in cas*
ordinarily understand the terms, but that ' tion of the body and thus cure the disease. of smallpox is fully set forth.
the law applied to "other medical treatment" ' Where, I ask you, is the difference? The
"What is there left that they don't cure?

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CLAIMS-UN-SCIENTIFIC, UNCHRISTIAN.
Pernaps I have overlooked a few diseases
which may be found in the new edition. J
do uot find their method of curing appen
dicitis." '

that the child was growing worse was that
these attacks of vomiting became more fre
quent and perhaps more violent. Will you
tell me when the evidence shows that that
little child hadn't eaten a thing since break
fast except a little piece of an, orange, that
The prosecuting attorney, in dealing with these twenty or more attacks of vomiting
the proposition that the "healers" practiced were not painful?
medicine when treating their little victim,
reviewed the testimony to the effect that
"I will tell you what my conclusions are
after Irma had been "mentally treated" by
Mrs. Arrles for sixteen hfjurs the child's con as to these attacks of vomiting. Counsel.
dition grew worse. Then Miss Nichols was as I said before, put Mr. Grossenbach upon
sent for, and on the way to the house she the stand to deny the fact that he had told
.was lnformed as to the child's symptoms. "If the doctors that the child had been suffering
from suffocation. l will now give my own
the cause of all disease 1b the same, if mind
interpretation of this particular matter. I
Is all, lf lt makes no difference what the dis
am convinced that what they here denomi
ease ls—why was It necessary for Miss nate as attacks of vomiting were gaspings
Xichols to know the symptoms?
for breath. Breath the little girl so much
"The first thing that a doctor does when wanted. Not a thing was done for that little
he comes into a house is to ask, What are child except the offering of prayer. And
the symptoms? How does the patjent act? there for twelve long hours she was gasping
A.nd the reply will be that he hrfs had a for breath and given absolutely nothing ex
fever, hasn't been able to eat, has had chills cept a piece of Ice; and finally just before
and things of that kind, and with that the Almighty took pity upon that poor strug
knowledge in his possession the doctor starts gling and suffering child, Miss Nichols laid
out and diagnoses the case. On the way up aside her Christian Science methods and as
to Mr. Orossenbach's house. Miss Nichols sumed the character of a woman, a human
learned that this little girl had been vomit woman, and tried to relieve that child by
ing since noon, and when she comes into the lifting it up and changing its position, the
room and sees that poor little sufferer there last act of kindness that Irma Grossenbach
and notices the pain written all over her received in all this wide world of sin, er
face, the first thought that came to her was ror and pain. No struggle? My God, such
poison. I asked her why that thought came a scene can never be properly pictured, and
to her and she answered, because she knew I hope that I will never witness anything
of the fact that the child had been vomit like it in all my experience."
ing, and that was one of the physical mani
festations or signs that usually and fre
quently exist in cases of poisoning. She im
Judge N. B. Neelson in delivering the de
mediately began her peculiar treatment and cision of the court said that the undisputed
as the breath grew longer and deeper there testimony in the case under consideration
came to her the thought of death, and she showed that Irma Grosenbach was suffering
testified that shortly afterward the little girl
from diphtheria, a contagious disease, when
acted as though she was again compelled to
the defendants treated her; that they did not
vomit, and then what did this Christian Sci
ence healer do? Impelled by her humanity, know the nature of the disease, yet by their
the only thing she did to relieve that suf methods tried to cure her, and, further, in
fering child she Sid then. She says that commenting upon the testimony:
"Christian Science is, then, at the same
she took a towel and placed it under its lit
tle chin and held her in a more comfortable time a religious belief and a system for the
position. After that she laid the child down cure of diseases. As far as Christian Scien
and Irma Grossenbach was no more. She tists constitute a religious body they are en
likewise tells us that Mrs. Arries so told titled to be treated with perfect toleration,
her, and Mrs. Arries so testified herself after and to have entire freedom to hold and
ward, that shortly before she had given this teach their doctrine ; but when the professors
of these doctrines hold themselves as able to
little child a piece of ice in water.
"When I asked her why she did that she heal physical ailments, the question arises
said the father requested her to do so. For whether they render themselves amenable to
eighteen hours little Irma Grossenbach was the laws regulating the practice of medicine.
suffering there as she must have suffered,
"It is not for the Legislature to say how
and the only relief that she had was that either bodies or souls shall be treated. To
piece of ice, the lifting of her little head by enact pharmacopoeias into statutes or crys
these two ladies who came there to cure, and tallize theories, medical or religious, into
yet they tell us, why I don't know, that her the law; but it is entirely right and proper
passing away was peaceable, without pain. that no man shall enter upon the practice of
They themselves prove that from 12 o'clock treating the sick until he is of full age and
noon until 4:20 o'clock the next morning that has shown, upon examination, that he or she
little child had frequent attacks of vomiting has studied for a prescribed time and ac
and that the only reason that they knew quired competent knowledge of those
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branches of true science, familiarity with
which is, by universal consent, necessary to
equip one into whose hands life and health
are to be committed. The licensed medical
practitioner may act in any case upon any
theory of therapeutics commending itself to
his judgment; in short, the law aims to re
quire as the only prerequisite of medical li
cense satisfactory proof that the candidate is
of good character and average equipment
through study and training. Under existing
laws to heal the sick, or, to use equivalent
words, 'to practice medicine,' is not construed
by the courts as applying exclusively to the
administration of drugs and the use of in
struments, but may properly be construed to
mean the treatment in any manner of one
who is ill. As, for instance, a Christian
Science healer or practitioner, for a fee. Con
sequently I am constrained to hold that
Christian Scientists undertaking the cure of
the sick without having first secured a li
cense to practice medicine become subject
to the penalties of the law. This in no way
interferes with the religious belief of any
body."

"Under existing laws it is not a crime or
offense to purchase intoxicating liquors of
any person, but it is an offense to sell it
unless the seller has a license or permit so
to sell. One man may employ what plumber
he pleases, but the plumber must be duly
qualified, or it is an offense for him to per
form the work. Many other like instanced
might be ciied, but it is believed that these
are enough to show that it is the policy of
the law not to restrict the right to employ
whom one pleases, but for the public good
and health it requires that the one permit
ting himself to be employed must be pos
sessed of certain qualifications. The enact
ing of such laws 1c clearly within the police
powers of the state, and it is strictly within
the doctrines laid down in the so-called Mor
mon case in the Supreme Court of the United
States, where it is held that with man's re
lation to his Maker and the obligations he
may think they Impose, and the manner in
which an expression shall be made by him
of his belief, no interference can be per
mitted, provided always the laws of society,
designed to secure its health, peace and
prosperity are not interfered with. How
ever, free exercise of religion may be, it
must be subordinate to the laws of the land.
"I am of the opinion, and so find, that the
defendants, Crecentia Arries and Emma Nich
ols, in treating the said Irma Grossenbach,
as they did, came within the provisions of
the law forbidding persons not qualified to
practice medicine, and that they are guilty
in manner and form as charged in the com
plaint. The sentence of the court is that
each of said defendants pay a fine of $50 and
costs, or in lieu thereof stand committed to
the House of Correction of the City of Mil
waukee for the term of thirty days."

Mrs. Eddy-s Defenders.
On» of Them Sternly Rebukes Ignorance and Interprets a "Majestic" Truth of
Christian Science—Mrs. Stetson's Tribute to the "Mother" Somewhat
Impaired by a Charge Made Before Surrogate Fitzgerald.
Centuries Ago Chuang Tzu Declared Mortal Ex
istence a Literal Dream—A Delayed
"Divine Inspiration."

Science he betrays an utter lgnorance of his sub
XVII.
ject. He does not seem to have grasped the mean
It has been declared again and again, by ing of any thing contained in "Science and Health
various wise men, that the acme of human with Key to the Scriptures"—
It seems really too bad that he should be at
wisdom is in sight of man when he begins
so much trouble ln his frantic endeavors' to ex
to realize that at the most he knows very plain something of which he has not the least
little. One of these wise men has said that iiiiuerstandinrf. and which to him no doubt appears
"where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be "stale Hat and unprofitable." Did one who had
r.ever studied even the rudiments of Astronomy
wise." And Cowper says:
attempt to map out the heavens, and teach the
"Knowledge is proud that he has learned so much; laws or science of the stars, of bow much lmport
ance would his evidence be in the field of Nat
•'Wisdom la humble that he knows no more."
ural Science? Why does not your correspondent
After refiection upon these wise sayings, find out just what he is antagonizing, until he
the writer, with unruffied mind. is able to does, would it not be well for him to read Gama
liel's advice Acts V— thirty-eighth and thirty-ninth
meet with composure the charge of ignorance verses—and profit thereby, the words are these.—
brought against bim by one, who, judged by "if this counsel, or this work be of men; "it wl'l
the language he employs, is evidently the come to nought"—but if it be of God, ye cannot
representative of a high degree of Christian overthrow tt."
Of course agitating the subject of Christian
Science culture. The charge is formulated Science increases the number of its adherents
by "M. E. S.," a correspondent who says of Curiosity leads the outside world into the Science
churches, if they go once they are sure to repeat
the writer of these lines:
the visit, and they are finally led to investigate
"in all that he has written of what (he this beautiful and majestic truth—and that means
terms) Christian Science, he betrays an ut
I have found, what I most needed.
ter ignorance of his subject."
I am sure, Mr. Editor, you will consider it
To this the defendant would meekly reply only fair to give these few lines a little space
in
your paper—
M. E. S
in mitigation of his deplorable lack of Chris
tian Science knowledge, that in studying
Mother Eddy's doctrines he brought to the
Christian Scientists will doubtless regret
task some years of experience in investiga
tion, an humble degree of intelligence which that my critic has not only manifested pride
has hitherto euabled him to comprehend the and vanity iu his communication and dis
meaning of simple truths—say, for instance, played a degree of annoyance which Mother
the cardinal teachings of the Founder of Eddy teachea is reprehensible, for it is pos
Christianity and the philosophies of various sible that at least some of these Scientists
will recall those lines in Hudibras which de
schools—and an understanding of plain En
glish; that if he has failed to understand his clare:
subject It may be due. first, to the fact that
"The truest characters of ignorance
he has not been able, as the "Mother" in
Are vanity, pride and annoyance."
structs her followers, to divest himself of
mind. intelligence, reason, or to ignore the
evidence of the five senses; secondly, to the
The writer's letters dealing with Christian
fact that Mrs. Eddy admits that she cannot
Science claims were vrltten after prolonged
adequately explain her doctrines by a use
and exhaustive study of Mrs. Eddy's "in
of fhe English or any other language.
So
spired" copyrighted books. And although
much by way of apology. Here is my critic's
these letters have been assailed in various
letter:
degrees of Christian Science wrath, It has
doubtless been noted by my readers that not
one of these assailants has ventured to at
To Editor Brooklyn Eagle
tempt any explanation of the monstrous doc
I havo recently
observed several columns in your valuable and trines which were presented word for word
always liberal paper devoted to Christian Science
as they appear In the "Mother's" publica
Now while I am not a member of any Christian tions.
Science organization whatever, yet I have studied
Why is it that these defenders of Mr*.
Mrs Eddys writings with keen and ever increas
ing interest, for th:? past five years and have gairi-J Eddy's teachings do not offer explanations
somewhat of an understanding of liie truth* con
of her peculiar views concerning propagation
tained therein, and I confess that 1 have .\ et tu dis
—the "higher rights" of a childless mar
cover any thing in her works tfiHt approximates riage state—the declaration that mortal
ln the sliEhteat degree (in meaning) to what is
ascribed to them by your correspondent. ln all bodies ami foul sins arc literally drcame?
that he has written of what the terms) Christian For instance, why docs not M. E. S. come

manfully, or ethereally, t» the front and tetl
us if he believes that he Is really a dream or
a nightmare?
Since he has the Scripture
quoting habit, why does he not point out to
carnal minds packages in Holy Writ (If they
be there) furnishing justification for Mrs. E.'s
doctrines concerning birth, "and the positive
teaching that in man there is neither: soul,
mind, intelligence nor spirit. We who are
Ignorant humbly but earnestly desire an
answer. Yet, there are probably many of
my readers, at least those of a cynical <urn
of mind, who will rest content in the belief
that my wise critic revealed the heart of
Christian Science when he wrote of Its
"beautiful and majestic truth" (he forgot to
use a capital T):
"That means I have found what I most
needed."

But that does not enlighten those woe
would know what the Chrietian Scientist '
most needs. The unbeliever will be sure to
say, as he reads Mrs. Eddy's appeals to fol
lowers to buy her spoons, books, etc., that
the .thing most needed is money, and the
belief that Scientists are in pursuit of dol
lars is likely to be strengthened by read
ing to-day's reports of proceedings before
Surrogate Fitzgerald, the New York Sun re
port February 6, beginning as follows:
The dispute over the probate of the will of Misi
Helen C. Brush, commonly known about . the
County Court House as . the "Christian Science
case." was up again yesterday before Surrogate
Fitzgerald. Miss Brush died after she had been
surrounded for some time by a number of Christian
Science healers under the leadership of Mrs. Stet
son of the First Church of Christ, Scientist. She
died of consumption, and she left a Will under
which Mrs. Stetson's church takes most of her
large property. The will was prepared by a Chris
tian Science lawyer under the direction .of Mrs.
Stetson and was signed by Miss Brush in the pret
ence of Christian Science witnesses. It ls the
object of the relations of Miss Brush, who' are
trying to break the will, to prove that Miss Bru«h
was unduly infiuenced by the agents of , the
church in making the will, and that she was de
ceived by them into believing that the church
was doing many things for her that it had sot
done.

The Mrs. Stetson referred to in the forego
ing paragraph is the Scientist who, in writ
ing to the Eag!e. February 1. said of Mrs,
Eddy, among other glowing things:
"She has penetrated the mystery of exist
ence, has found a solution to the Scre.u.ce of
Being, and within the Holy of Holies has res.
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eelved the inspired message of Divine Love,
and given it to a -waiting world."
Oh, nil us with meekness to sit at her feet.
Who teaches the pathway to Love's blest retreat.
Who leads .Israel's anny in patha Jesus h*od,
The highway of holiness, leadtofc to c.od—
Hear gratitude voiceless and pi »yer without speech.
Which soar like the dove Ileav. 'sportalstrojeach.

Mrs. Eddy teaches that*
i>it*nc.;
(fiesh, blood, bones, life) isw 1 * /->.flPe1l'ss
as a dream; this is the niysl I 1 /"J astern
which Mrs. Stetson says *I.| | l»_""'r' has
penetrated. The student of <^h:n< .•• 'litera
ture will be apt to dispute th<> *\.ateruont
that Mrs. Eddy received an inspirsd message
relating to i this matter of mortal existence.
Her massage concerning the dream state of

CLAIMS-UN-SCIENTIFIC,
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life is not original with the Founder of
Christian Science. It was delivered to the
world in the fourth century before Christ
by Chuang Tzu, a famous Chinese philoso
pher. Herbert A. Giles. M.A., LL.D., gives
a history of Tzu's lite and teachings in his
very instructive and comprehensive "History
of Chinese Literature," D. Appleton & Co.,
publishers.
Tzu was a Taoist, aud he is
quoted as saying in a Christian Science way:
"Those who dream of the banquet wake
to lamentation and sorrow. Those who dream
of lamentation and sorrow7 wake to join the
hunt. While they dream they do not know
they dream. Some will interpret "the very
dream they are dreaming; and only when
awake do they know it was a dream. By and
by conies the Great Awakening, and then we
find out this life is really a great dream.
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Fools think they are awake now, and fiatter
themselves they know if they are really
princes or peasants. Confucius and you are
both dreams; and I who say you are dreams
—l am but a dream of myself.
"Once upon a time, I, Chuang Tzu, dreamt
I was a butterfiy, fiitting hither and thither,
to all intents and purposes a butterfiy, and
was unconscious of my individuality as a
man. Suddenly, I awaked, there I lay, my
self again. Now, I do not know whether I
was then a man dreaming I was a butterfiy, or
whether I am now a butterfiy dreaming I am
a man."
Butterfiies, moths or dreams some Chris
tian Scientists may believe themselves to bo,
but the thoughtful observer will prefer to
regard others of the cult as honey making
bees, ever at work filling their hives.

Law and Christian Science.
Massachusetts, New York and Other States Moving Against Mother
..

Eddy's

Unlicensed Healers—Reasons Why They Should Submit to Restric
tions Imposed Upon Doctors of Other Schools of Healing.
The Story of a Young School Teacher Who Re
nounced Christian Science After an
Interesting Experience.

XVIII.
There have recently been presented to the
legislatures of New York, .Massachusetts,
Indiana, Alabama and several other states,
bills amending the laws regulating the prac
tice of medicine, with a view to preventing
the
treatment of disease by persons who
are unacquainted with the rudiments of phy
siology, hygiene, anatomy and pathology.
These bills are intended to prohibit the treat
ment of disease by so-called physicians aud
"healers" who refuse to submit to examina
tion by duly constituted state medical ex
aminers, and practice without the license
which must be acquired by allopathic, home
opathic and eclectic practitioners.
These
bills do not try to prohibit "healers" frem
praying over patients or for them at a dis
tance from aick beds, but they do require
that Christian Science doctors and all others
who profess ability to cure disease, shall
possess certain
accurate knowledge con
cerning the human anatomy, the functions
of the various organs of the body, the symp
tom* of certain diseases which will enable
them to form an intelligent idea concerning
the nature of diseases which they claim can
be cured by Mother Eddy's metaphysical
methods. The penalties provided for allo
pathic, homeopathic and ecclectic physicians
because of violations of medical laws, penal
ties Imposed without regard for their relig
ious or other beliefs, are made to apply to
Christian Science doctors. These laws now
apply to the Hebrew and the Gentile, the'Roman Catholic, the Mormon, the Protestant,
the agnostic,
believers and unbelievers in
Christianity. And there does not seem to be
any valid reason why Christian Science doc
tors should be exempt from the operations
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of laws
disease.

which

bind

all other

healers of

Carol Norton, the foremost New York ad
vocate of Christian Science, issued a long
statement on February 10, in which he
claimed that the doctors of his cult author
ized to practice by the Metaphysical College
of Healing should be allowed to treat dis
ease without license or restraint, on purely
religious grounds. As Mrs. Eddy teaches
that poison does not kill, that obedience to
the laws of health do not check disease, that
any knowledge of Hygiene is worthless, that
disease is not infectious or contagious, the
necessity of placing restraints upon the
practice of "healers" entertaining these be
liefs must be apparent lo all rational people.
in his two column statement to the public
Mr. Norton flames a Question and answers
it as follows:
Q. Do Christian Scientists believe in
obeying the health laws of cities, towns and
villages, in reporting contagious diseases,
in submitting to vaccination, if the law in
sists, and in co-operating with all who
stand for good government, public health,
sanitary reform and a definite lessening of
the death rate?
A. Yes.
The foregoing assertion is made in the face
of evidence which refutes it completely. That
evidence has been submitted by the writer
of these lines in declarations made by Chris
tian Scientists in court and under oath, to
the effect that they do not report contagious
diseases to health authorities, and are not
taught by their text book, "Science and
Health," to make such reports. The writer
has shown by the testimony of Crecentia

Arrles and Emma Nichols, two Wisconsin
Science healers, uuder whose treatment an 11
year old child died of black diphtheria, that
they do not report contagious diseases.
in Mr. Norton's defense of Christian Sci
ence he presents the annexed question and
his answer:
Q. Are Christian Scientists unmindful of
the humanitarian work and devotion to
suffering humanity shown by all honest,
painstaking and active physicians, surgeons,
nurses and their helpers? Do Christian
Scientists consider that the medical practi
tioners who are advocating the present
amendments to the definition of the prac
tice of medicine in this state really com
prehend the scope of their proposition or
the unconstitutional and injurious nature
of that for which they are seeking?
A. Christian Scientists respect and honor
the unselfish, earnest and honest efforts of
all medical operators and practitioners
who labor for the alleviation of human suf
fering. They admire their devotion to their
profession, their studious habits and selfsacrificing experiments for the upbuilding
and progress of what they want to de
nominate a humanitarian profession.
Mrs. Eddy's teachings are not in accord
with Mr. Norton's professions of profound
respect for those who practice medicine. She
declares that the study of scientific medical
works should be discouraged, that lgnorance
of Hygiene is "a blessing;" that "the less
known about it the better;" that It is "not
conducive to Health," that it is "rebuked by
Christian teaching;" that anatomy, physi
ology and medicine are not worthy of re
spect, and on page after page of her text-
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book manifests her contempt for those who signing, and my father threatened that if I
resigned he would disown me. The question
practice medicine.
had simmered down to this: 'Parents or
Church—choose.' I asked my Christian Sci
Karla Z. Chudoba, a young teacher in ence guides what to do, and was told that
Grammar School No. 103, at One Hundred and Jesus was father and mother to me now,
Nineteenth street. New York, and formerly I had no other parents, I had but one to
a Christian Scientist, offers interesting tes whom I owed obedience, and that was God's
timony which furnishes a sharp commentary anointed, Mrs. Stetson. And so I refused to
upon the tribute paid to "Mother" Eddy's teach hygiene, and my father disowned me
healers by Mr. Norton in these words:
and my home life was broken up. But when
"They heal where medical methods fall; the advertising which came to Christian Sci
reform where other moral systems are of ence from this affair had ceased, I was di
no avail. They are friends to good govern
rected to withdraw my refusal to teach hy
ment, civil liberty, righteous law and the giene.
good works o' religion, both Christian and
" 'Circumstances alter cases,' I was told.
Jewish."
In a signed statement to the Evening
"The same happened in regard to my love
Journal, February 9, 1901, Miss Chuboda is
credited with making the following declara for art. I had for years cultivated my voice
—a deep contralto—which my teacher had en
tions:
"I had just graduated from the Normal couraged me -to believe would be a revelation
College in 1895 and was entering upon my some day "to the musical world in such parts
career as teacher, when I met Mrs. Augusta as, for instance. Carmen. At first my am
G. Stetson, first teacher of the First Church bition was crushed by Christian Scientists.
But afterward when it became apparent that
of Christ, Scientist.
"From the start her infiuence over me was it might become a source of income, it was
a hypnotic one. I cannot otherwise explain encouraged.
"The much vaunted charity I had by this
the things she made me do. I had long been
dabbling in philosophy and had acquired a time discovered was only a theory, pabulum
strong leaning toward ldealism as pro for beginners. To the enlightened, there was
pounded by Plato and the Kantian school, no such thing as sympathy, charity, affec
and so Mrs. Stetson had little trouble in tion. 'Be self-centered,' is the real teach
getting me to embrace Christian Science, ing. Egoism of the most hideous aspect is
which is idealism run wild. What captivated the true creed. Jesus is only a catchword
me especially was the high moral tone of the and no ties, human or divine, are held sacred
Christian Science teaching and preaching, when they come. in confiict with the interests
everything being charity, charity, charity. of the church.
"Mrs. Eddy, the founder of the sect. is re
Shortly after I was admitted to the inner
mysteries of the cult I learned that teaching garded as the reincarnation of Christ. Her
and preaching were one thing, practice word is absolute law.
"I was engaged to a very estimable young
another.
"An order had gone forth from the Board man. My heart was his.
But he was op
My love for
of Education that all teachers in public posed to Christian Science.
schools be compelled to instruct in hygiene him was accordingly 'treated' as if it had been
—the care and sanitary management of the a sickness. I was simply hypnotized to re
body. Hygiene is abhorrent to Christian Sci gard my intended with indifference, and while
ence, and I was ordered to rebel against the under this spell I broke off the engagement.
new rule. The Board of Education left me When I came to my senses It was too late.
the alternative of obeying the rule or re I He had left the country broken-hearted, I

was told, and I do not hesitate to say that
my heart, too, was well nigh broken.
"Marriage is not looked upon favorably
by Christian Science, and when it is pointed
out riiat Mrs. Eddy has been married four
time( the reply-is:
" jtih, she, ar the wayshower, must go
through all Olf experiences of the material
worhd * i "b/ others how to avoid them.'
t.'K t
hqroughly disgusted with the
h onto i
i /hypocrisy, the downright ly
ing 4'
itlan Science professions and
quit fe
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N. lR.-rjSlijee the publication of the above
letter^ij; a^ writer met and conversed with a
wideljr 'Known and highly esteemed resident of
Brooklyn* a retired merchant, who had this
to say, among other interesting things. In
narrating his experiences with Christian
Scientists:
"I was troubled with rheumatism some
time ago and a woman for whom I have deep
reapect urged me to call upon Mrs. Stetson,
saying that she would surely cure me. My
friend was so earnest and persistent that I
finally did call upon Mrs. Stetson.
She
treated me, but failed to effect a cure, al
though I paid her over $50. On one occasion,
Mrs. Stetson told me a wild story about a
young man wbo had been shot through the
heart.
Shn said a Christian Science healer
happened to be upon the scene of the shoot
ing and, seeing the body, 'healed' it and re
stored the man to life and health. I so4d
it was not possible for one to be shot through
the heart and live.
Mrs. Stetson repeated
that the man had been shot through the
heart, was positive of It, and was sure that
be had been healed by a Christian Science
'healer.' That story settled me. I had no
further use for Christian Science.
If you
will examine the files of the Eagle, say about
two years ago, you will find a letter from a
Brooklyn woman who was formerly a be
liever in Christian Science. Her experience
with a local healer cost her over $4,000, so
she said, and she wrote to the Eagle a long
letter, in which she denounced Christian
Science."

Replies to "M-s" Letters.
f That Is to Say, They Were Intended for Replies, Yet the Header Will Observe
That the Champions of Christian Science Have Failed to Consider
Specific Charges Brought Against Mother Eddy's Doc
trines Concerning Motherhood, Marriage, Celi
bacy, Spirit, Soul and Intelligence

XIX.
From time to time, while the letters deal
ing with "Christian Science Claims" were
appearing 'n the columns of the Brooklyn
Eagle, that paper was requested to print
communications from defenders of Mrs.
Eddy's doctrines, and in no instance was a
request denied. The communications in ques
tion wore written by Wlllard S. Mattox, Mrs.
Augusta E. Stetson, C. S. D„ and Carol Nor
ton, the ablest of Mother Eddy's New York
disciples. These defenses of Eddyism are
herewith reprinted, and the reader is invited
to compare them with the specific charges
brought against the "Mother's" doctrines and
the practices of her "Healers," that he may
see for himself if the charges are disproved
or even considered.
To the Editor of the Brooklyn Eagle:
lu "Mul's" sccount of his visit to Concord
there is less regard for exactness than was
to be found in bis earlier articles, where
imagination and personal opinion displaced
a fair and honest report of facts. "Mul's"
carelessness in setting down what be hears
leads blm into errors of statement. He tells
your readers that, in reciting the Lord's
Prayer, with its Spiritual interpretation, as
given by Mrs. Eddy in "Science and Health,"
the First Reader of the Christian Science
Church in Concord, N. H., made use of cer
tain words, which I know he never uttered.
They are not to be found in Mrs. Eddy's
writings. The same loose method of descrip
tion and quotation has been noted before,
and makes it impossible to consider "Mul"
a trustworthy reporter.
Mrs. Eddy does not speak of herself, nor
has she written of herself, as the woman
named in the twelfth chapter of the Apoca
lypse. Others may have done this, but the
varied opinions of men are not hers.
Mrs. Eddy has not changed the Lord's
Prayer, but has only given her spiritual sense
of It, as her text book declares. She never
applied the term "Mother God" to her
self, neither does she call herself Christ, nor
place herself other than at the feet of Christ,
learning the true way. This fact her books
•nd her life declare.
The following is an extract from "Mis-
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cellaneous Writings'* (published by Mrs.
Eddy in 1896), page 255:
"Man is not equal to his Maker.
That
which is formed is not Cause but effect.
• • * Man should be found not claiming
equality with but growing into the altitude
of Mind which was in Christ Jesus."
Also, on page 307:
"Christian Scientists should beware of un
seen snares, and adhere to the divine Prin
ciple and rules for demonstration. They, must
guard against the deification of finite person
ality. Every human thought must turn in
stinctively to the divine Mind as lts sole
center and intelligence." '
lu her book entitled "Pulpit and Press,"
on pages 108 and 109, Mrs. Eddy says: "A
dispatch is given me, calling for an interview
to answer, for myself, 'Am I the second
Christ?' Even the question shocks me. What
I am Is for God to declare in His infinite
mercy. As It is, I claim nothing more than
what I am, the discoverer and founder of
Christian Science, and the blessing It has
been to mankind which eternity enfolds.
"Christ is individual, and one with God,
in the sense of Divine Principle and its com
pound divine idea. There was. is and never
can be but one God, one Christ, one Jesus of
Nazareth. Whoever in any age expresses most
of the spirit of Truth and Love, the Principle
of God's Idea, has most of the spirit of Christ,
of that Mind which was in Christ Jesus. It
Christian Scientists find in my writings,
teachings and example a greater degree of
this spirit than in others, they can justly de
clare it. But to think or speak of me in any
manner as a Christ is sacrilegious. Such a
statement would not only be faUe, but the
absolute antlpode of Christian Science, and
would savor more of heathenism than of my
doctrines."
The thought of manufacturing "souvenir
spoons" did not originate with Mrs. Eddy.
She never knew it was contemplated till the
plan was projected. She never has received
one cent from the sale of said spoons, but has
purchased quite a number at full market
price and given them away to friends.
Mrs. Eddy did not know of the United
States marshal's call at Pleasant View until
two days afterward. The porter did not
know that he was an official, and respect
fully replied to him at the door by saying
that Mrs. Eddy did not receive calls except
by appointment. The officer did not tell the

porter who he was, or what his business
was. Mrs. Eddy herself corrected this false
report by the following card, taken from the
People and Patriot of Concord, N. H., No
vember 13. 1899:
A CORRECTION.
Editor People and Patriot:
Please correct in your next tisua of the Patriot
the following misstatement of Lawyer Peajbody,
in the United States Circuit Court, November
It, 1899, namely: "This morning- she (Mrs. Eddy)
defied an officer of that court who summoned
her to appear as a witness in a hearing."
The fact ls I never knew until this morning.
November 13, that an officer of that court had
appeared at my house to summons me as afore
said. To this statement every member of my
household ls ready to attest. Very respectfully.
MARY BAKER G. EDDT.
Pleasant View, November 18.
For years Mrs. Eddy opposed the idea of
Christian Scientists calling her Mother, but
the desire on their part seemed so spontane
ous that she afterward consented, and the
Church in Boston adopted the following by
law:
ARTICLE XXIII.
Relation of Members to Pastor Emeritus.
The Title of Mother-Section 1. In the year
eighteen hundred and ninety-five, loyal Christian
Scientists had given to the author of their text
book, the Founder of Christian Science, the indi
vidual, endearing term of Mother. Therefore, if
a student of Christian Science shall apply this
title, either to herself or to others, except as
the term for kinship according to the fiesh, lt
shall be regarded by the Church as an indication
of disrespect for thoir Pastor Emeritus and unfit
ness to be a member of the Mother Church.
Your critic has referred to the Rev. Irv
ing C. Tomlinson, First Reader of the Chris
tian Science Church in Concord, N. II., and
as he has misquoted him, I present here a
letter from Mr. Tomlinson, addressed by him
to the editor of the Eagle:
"My attention has been called to a recent
article in the Eagle on 'Christian Science'
and a visit to Concord, N. H., by one sign
ing himself 'Mul.' As a matter of justice,
I ask for space to reply to that portion of
the article which concerns the fair name of
the capital city of the Granite State and the
lofty character of one of Its eminent citi
zens.
"We are certain that a paper with the high
standing of the Brooklyn Eagle earnestly de
sires to understand and state the exact facts.
"The character of our city and the reputa
tion of her honored citizens axe to ui mat
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ters of grave concern, and not to be lightly
op Ignorantly trified with. To Christian Sci
entists their religion is sacred and at least
worthy ot fair treatment.
"This writer is correct in assuming that
the public sentiment of Concord is kindly
disposed toward its eminent citizen, Mrs.
Eddy, the discoverer and founder or Chris
tian Science. She has lived in our midst, as
he correctly reports, for nearly twelve years;
she has many friends in all churches and
is highly esteemed for her public spirit and
her manifold deeds of benevolence. in view
of these facts, nothing could be more unfair
tc Concord than to say, 'She brings money to
the city and spends money there. That ex
plains public sentiment in her case.' While
this is a confession of Mrs. Eddy's generosity,
it is a contemptible falsehood concerning this
city's public sentiment. Concord's good opin
ion is won by worth, not bribed by worldly
treasure.
"It is true, as this critic reports, that Mrs.
Eddy attended the New Hampshire State
Fair, the honored guest of its officials and
the Governor of the state. It is utterly false,
as he declares, that 'she was announced as
one of the attractions of the fair.' This is
as unjust to the officials as it is malicious
toward their guest. Mrs. Eddy's final decis
ion is won by worth, not bribed by worldly
day of the fair.
" 'Mul' wanders far afield from the path of
an honest chronicler when he utters this
curious medley: 'That was a great day in the
history of the state, and Mrs. Eddy's appear
ance at the fair is pointed to by some of the
more enthusiastic of her followers as con
veying a sharp rebuke to the pride of Prot
estant and Roman Catholic bishops who could
not be induced to aid the state show by
making a show of themselves.' It is safe to
say that no such fantastic and frivolous idea
was ever thought or uttered, except by this
highly Imaginative and unreliable writer.
"This writer, that he may create antago
nism to a worthy woman, erroneously refers
'to her persistent avoidance of intercourse
with the common people.' The facts are that
Mrs. Eddy's many duties and extremely busy
life compel her to forego social pleasures.
Is this unselfish devotion to a great move
ment a vice or a virtue? Had her critic de
sired, he could have interviewed many in
Concord who, though not of her church,
have had more or less frequent association
with her. To the stranger, his base charge
might have infiuence, but to
Mrs. Eddy's
neighbors it is only unrighteous judgment.
"The writer says 'that in their house of
worship there is the "Mother's room," an inclosure containing a chair upon which she
once sat, which is an object of reverential
attention.' This is news to me and would
be to the members of the Concord Church.
This room is simply Mrs. Eddy's reception
room and is so considered by those who are
Informed upon the subject.
"The writer intimates that Christian Sci
entists in their prayers refer to Mrs. Eddy
when they say, 'Our Father- Mother God.' Had
he
studied the prayer in the text book,
'Science and Health,' to which he was re
ferred by the writer of this article, he would
have seen that the members of this denomi
nation refer to God as a loving Mother as
well as a provident Father.
No Christian
Scientist ever thinks in the Lord's Prayer
of aught but God. To interpret the prayer
as this critic has done shows either total
Ignorance of the subject or intentional ridi
cule.
"It Is a critic's privilege to differ in mat

ters of opinion and to ably set forth his Jesus exercised and He taught to His
For a year I questioned, Shall l
differences, but is it a chronicler's right to Disciples.
misstate facts and misrepresent individuals? investigate this Christ Mind healing and
ascertain if it has a demonstrable Principle?
"lRVING C. TOMLINSON.
I wanted to understand the possibilities of
"Concord, N. H., January 2G, 1901."
man governed by God and to grasp the
W1LLARD S. MATTOX.
spiritual interpretation of the Bible
as
New York, January 29, 1901.
taught in her text book Science and Health
with key to the Scriptures.
I knew that
Since the publication of the foregoing the
one to whom the Truth had been revealed in
following letter was received by "Mul:"
that wonderful book must have been
In
Clerk's Office,
spired by God, and therefore I desired her
UNITED STATES COURTS
to elucidate its principles.
About this time
District of New Hampshire.
Mrs. Eddy invited me to one of her classes,
Burns P. Hodgman, Clerk.
which invitation I accepted.
Concord, X. H., Feb. 2, 1901.
A course of twelve lessons in the Massa
Frederick W. Peabody. Esq..
chusetts Metaphysical College awakened a
531 Trcmont Building,
spiritual sense, which enabled me to behold
Boston.
on every page of the Bible a luminous lesson
Dear Sir:
of God's aliness, and man's relation to a lov
Your favor of the 1st inst, is at hand. ing Father and Mother who is an ever pres
The following la a copy of the return endorsed ent principle or intelligence, an understand
upon the subpoena.
ing of whose laws never fails to deliver hu
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
manity from the bondage of sin and suffer
District of New Hampshire, as.
ing. I then put away false theories and
Concord, N. H.. November 11, 1899.
time-honored undemonstrable dogmas, and
began, through the teaching and example of
I, Frank n. Horner, Deputy V. S. Mar
shal, attempted service of the within Mrs. Eddy, to follow the Master and worship
subpoena upon Mary Baker G. Eddy, the Father in Spirit and in Truth. Since
then she has been constantly and untiringly
as w ltliln commanded, but was unable
calling mc higher by her holy walk and
to do so, being refused admission to
consecrated life. I recall the infinite patience
her presence, after having annonnced
and tender, forbearing love with which she
for what purpose I wished to see her,
met the many demands of my inexperience.
and the office which I held as Deputy
How she continually encouraged and quick
I'. S. Marshal.
ened my Immature efforts to prove the prom
3 ml. travel: Expenses In
ise of the Christ, "He that believeth on
lieu of, Team—$1.00
me, the works that I do shall he do also."
FRANK E. HORNER,
During every trial of my faith and under
Deputy U. S. Marshal.
standing, in every hour of need for higher
spiritual light to illumine the way, she has
Yours truly.
been a faithful Leader, Teacher and Mother.
(Signed)
BURNS P. HODGMAN.
This same watchful care is exercised by her
On February 2 the Eagle printed the follow toward all her students, and even those who
have turned away from her teachings and
ing letter written by Mrs. Stetson:
refused to walk with her in the straight and
narrow way which leads to health, happiness
LETTER ABOUT "MUL"
and holiness, must admit and recognize this
faithful, devoted sincerity of character. It
was only at the urgent request of her loving
Augusta E. Stetson Writes of Her Ac followers that she consented to the use of
the endearing title of "Mother" in address
quaintance With Mary Baker
ing her. She is, indeed, our Mother in Israel.
Eddy.
Her meek and unselfish life speaks in purity
of thought, in nobility of purpose, in high
To the Editor of the Brooklyn Eagle:
inspiration, in loyalty to God and in literal
lu an article writen by "Mul" in your issue adherence to the teachings and commands
of January 30, I notice an allusion made to of Jesus the Christ.
my acquaintance with the Rev. Mary Baker
Great liberality is one of her marked char
Eddy, "that doubtless I am as familiar with
acteristics. Her unswerving devotion to the
the home life and character as any one."
I
good of all mankind and wise leadershio of
am very glad of the opportunity to inform
the great movement of which she is the
the readers of your valuable paper that I have
founder engross her entire time and at
been closely associated with Mrs. Eddy as
tention, and thousands are arising to call
her student and an active worker in the
her blessed. In isolated grandeur she has
cause of Christian Science for nearly seven
held aloft the standard of Christian Science
teen years.
During this time I have known
all the members of her household and have in a material age; and with invincible cour
been constantly in communication with her age she has defended it against malice, scorn,
and with her family.
A year before I envy. lgnorance and misrepresentation. She
studied Christian Science with Mrs. Eddy I has penetrated the mystery of existence, has
was invited to listen to a parlor talk given found a solution to the Science of Being,
by her. The hostess, who invited me to meet and within the Holy of Holies has received
her, remarked that she was a most intel the inspired message of Divine Love and
ligent and cultured woman and a consecrated given it to a waiting world. The fieeting
follower of Jesus Christ.
After having centuries will cherish her in highest rever
listened to her for nn hour I had no doubt ence and gratitude as the earth, through her
cf this, for never had I heard such words ministry, is made to bud and blossom as the
fall from human lips, nor ever felt such rose.
The beauty of Spirit, expressed in her
spiritual uplifting from any speaker.
I was
partially awakened to the truth she voiced, countenance, the deep soulful eyes which at
that God was the loving Father and Mother of one moment fiash with the merriment of a
the universe, including man, and that Divine happy girl, and the next seem to penetrate
Mind governed all.
I there caught a glimpse beyond the visible and behold things unseen;
of the power of the Christ Mind and its ap her graceful, courtly movements, all remind
plication to sin and sickness, the power which her students that she is a notable example
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of how to grow young—or, in more scientific
parlance, she is a notable example of the
life giving, energizing power of a spiritual
life.
Oh, fill us with meekness to sit at her feet.
Who teaches the pathway to Love's blest retreat.
Who leads Israel's army in paths Jesus trod.
The highway of holiness, leading to GodHear gratitude voiceless and prayer without speech,
Which, soar like thedove Heaven's portals to reach.

AUGUSTA B. STETSON, C. S. D.
Xew York, February 1, 1901.
On February 10, the Eagle printed the an
nexed letter written by Carol Norton, the
heading reading in part as follows:

CAROL NORTON ANSWERS
CHR1STIAN SC1ENCE QUERIES.
Review of Scientists' Position in Rela
tion to Public Health and the
Practice of Medicine.
Carol Norton, a well known Christian
Scientist of New York City, has issued what
he calls a brief review of the Christian
Scientist's position in relation to the public
health, the practice of medicine and the
legal aspects of Christian Science practice:
"'Within the last ten days," he says, "there
have been two public hearings before the
public health committee of the Assembly of
Mew York Legislature on certain proposed
amendments to the general law relating to
the practice of medicine in New York State.
These amendments are reported to have been
framed by the legal committee of the New
York County Medical Society and may have
been denominated by some of the papers of
this city and state as "the anti-Christian
Science amendments" to the public health
laws of the state.
Q. Are Christian Scientists unmindful of
the humanitarian work and devotion to suf
fering humanity shown by all honest, palpstaking and active physicians, surgeons,
nurses and their helpers?
Do Christian
Scientists consider that the medlpal practi
tioners who are advocating the present
amendments to the definition of the practice
of medicine in this state really comprehend
the scope of their proposition or the uncon
stitutional and injurious nature of that for
which they are asking?
A. Christian Scientists respect and honor
the unselfish, earnest and honest efforts of
nil medical operators and practitioners who
labor for the alleviation of human suffering.
They admire their devotion to their profes
sion, their studious habits and self-sacrificing
experiments for the upbuilding and progress
of what they are wont to denominate a hu
manitarian profession. What is herein stated
is voiced in a spirit of loving kindness, sober
conviction, and is born of upward of eleven
years" experience and observation with sin
ful aijd sick humanity as a Christian Scien
tist. Too many physicians are embracing
Christian Science and too many physicians'
families rely wholly upon Christian Science
healing to allow the writer to have any other
than a friendly feeling toward the medical
profession, but these sentiments do not
change the fact that Christian Scientists have
learned through bitter experience that medi
cine is not a science.
Q. Is Christian Science at once a religious
belief or doctrine, and also a system of heal
ing or curing disease?
A. By Christian Scientists it is held to be
the scientifio understanding of the teachings
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of Jesus Christ. Healing sin or depravity, it
nominates Christian reformation, healing bod
ily disease, organic and functional, lt donominates Christian healing.
Q. Can it, as a religious belief or doctrine,
bo separated from its practice or demonstra
tion in bodily healing?
A. As religious belief it relates to the
moral, ethical and spiritual welfare of the
people. Its method of healing or curing evil
thoughts or habits is purely spiritual. As a
system of spiritual-mental healing, according
to the tenets of Jesus and biblical teaching,
its method of healing physical ills is spiritual
or mental, without drugs or material reme
dies. It ls. therefore, not medical practice,
a3 the courts, public custom, statue laws and
doctors define the practice of medicine.
Q. Does tho claim of religious freedom
which gives to every citizen the privilege to
enjoy "life, liberty and the pursuit of happi
ness" cover the general question? Do Chris
tian Scientists have an inherent, fundamental
right to heal and be healed without drugs,
by spiritual methods which are at once both
Christian and biblical?
A. Religious liberty bases the American
commonwealth. Religious liberty includes
the right to gain and preserve bodily health,
which of necessity must base the ownership
of "life, liberty and the pursuit of happi
ness." Therefore, under the normal and le
gitimate plea for religious liberty, Christian
Scientists have a right to practice or demon
strate their methods of healing, inasmuch as
those methods can be proven beneficial to the
public health and general good. They heal
where medical methods fail; reform where
other moral systems are of no avail; their
followers are friends to good government,
civil liberty, righteous law and the good
works of religion, both Christian and Jewish.
Q. Does tho decision of the Supreme Court
of the United States relating to the polyga
mous custom of living formerly set forth as a
religious right of the members of the Mormon
Church in any way affect the claim made by
Christian Scientists that religious liberty
gives them a right to practice and demon
strate their healing methods and professions
the healing of the sick through spiritual
means ?
A. Polygamy, as a religious tenet of the
Mormon Church was adjudged by public opin
ion, based on the Mosaic and Christian idea
of monogamous union, also by the law of
Christian ethics, American sentiment and
civil law as a menace to the public welfare
and detrimental to the higher or spiritual
integrity of the people of the United States.
Because of this general attitude toward this
institution as a so called religious privilege
polygamous living Was not allowed as lawful,
even under the guise of religious liberty or
right. With Christian Science and its healing
the case is entirely different. It is a friend
to good morals, ethical integrity and the
purity of the home. Its attitude toward the
great institution of marriage is the .attitude
of Jesus Christ. It cures the sensual, liquor,
drug and tobacco habits, destroys sin and dein detail the civil law Based on the Deca
logue, emulates the standards of Jesus, heals
as a religious act, or as the expression of
their second most important article of faith—
pravity. promotes moral sentiment, supports
thousands of suffering people given up by
the doctors and in the actual work of Its
practitioners, under the law of ratio, loses
fewer patients (notwithstanding that it is in
variably used as a last resort) than the prac
titioners of the allopathic, homeopathic
and eclectic schools of medicine all combined.
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It is, therefore, not a menace to the moral
rights or public health of the people, and the
Mormon decision rendered by the United
States Supreme Court has nothing to do with
the Christian Science case and its legitimate
plea for the religious and divine right to
practice Christian healing as a part of the
Christian religion according to Christ.
Q. Do Christian Scientists believe in obey
ing the health laws of cities, towns and vil
lages, in reporting contagious diseases, in
submitting to vaccination, if the law insists,
and in co-operating with all who stand for
good government, public health, sanitary re
form and a definite lessening of the death
rate?
*.
A. Yes.
Q. Have the States of the American Union
a right to take aides with any one of the
three schools of medicine, which in them
selves are termed inexact or experimental
soiences? Have the states, through their po
lice power, based on legislative enactment,
a right to force their citizens to submit to
the treatment of the practitioners of these
three schools of medical practice?
A. Professor William James of Harvard
University answers this question pertinently
when he says, "The state is not a medical
body, has no right to a medical opinion and
should not dare to take sides in a medical
(curative) controversy."
Q. Have the states a right to choose for the
individual the form of treatment to which
he must submit if sick or suffering or say
that Christian Scientists who heal by spir
itual means through the exact science of
metaphysics or mind (God) power, should be
considered law breakers?
A. According to the national Constitution,
the state cannot establish or enforce a state
system of religion. Neither can it establish
a state system of medicine nor a state system
of the curative art.
Q. Why cannot the state give exclusive
sanction or right to certain schools or sys
tems of medical or curatlve practice?
A. Because no system of medical practice
is either infallible or exact. All have to their
credit multitudes of failures, as the daily
death lists in our newspapers prove, and the
state that attempts to legislate against the
healing work of the Christian religion, as es
tablished by Jesus Christ when He command
ed His followers throughout the ages to "go
into the world, preach the gospel and heal the
sick," not only deprives the citizen of the
right to live if the regular medical practition
ers have pronounced the death sentence or
utterly fail to cure, but arrays itself with the
world of pagan materialism against the
Founder of the Christian religion, whose
glorious code of life is its sweetest and most
precious heritage. The great human sacri
fice made by the Reformer of Galilee was
for humanity's physically sick and suffer
ing men, women and children as well as for
all morally depraved natures and sin-bound
characters.
Q. Do Christian Scientists practice medi
cine?
A. They do not. A recent decision of the
Supreme Court of the State of Rhode Island
thus answers this question.
Q. Hag the state a right to say that the
present proposed change in the definition of
the practice of medicine, made at the instiga
tion of the medical practitioners, in to ex
clude all spiritual means, prayer to Almighty
God and all such methods of alleviating pain,
woe and sickness as the Bible teaches?
A. The state has no such right and no
court of law or jury of just men would even
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tolerate such an abhorrent or sacrilegious
proposition. The issues of lite and death are
sacred and as such the right of self preser.
vation ia of divine, not human, origin, and
no law can Interfere with the exercise of the
free privilege that a man has to live and
gain health, rather than die.
Q. When it is said that the present pro
posed amendments to the public health law
of the State of New York relating to the
practice of medicine do not aim to dictate to
the citizen the method he shall employ to
gain and maintain bodily health, and thus
cannot be termed either an infringement of
religious liberty or interference with the Indlvdual rights of the citizen, how shall this
question be met?
A. The citizen or suffering individual is the
person most wronged, though he is wronged
through indirect means. The proposed amend
ments defining the practice of medicine would
make the Christian Science practitioner or
Christian demonstrator over diseases and sin
a criminal before the law. Why? Because
he attempts to alleviate or cure diseases by
spiritual means without drugs or material
remedies. These proposed amendments, there
fore, by making It unlawful to do such heal
ing, prevent the suffering of dying person
from having the saving services of a Chris
tian Scientist, and thus puts Itself in a po
sition to deprive the citizen of his life. By
striving to brand Christian Scientists crim
inals it subjects all who would go to them in
time of need to unjust. Illegitimate depriva
tion, and, perhaps, the loss of the lives of

dear ones in their family, or even of them
selves.
Q. Should Christian Scientists admit
the contention made by some of the support
ers of these proposed amendments that they
should submit to an examination by the
State Board, which passes upon the qualifica
tions of those desiring to practice medicine?
A. Christian Scientists do not practice
medicine, nor do they wont to.
Hence are
not asking this State Board of Medical Ex
aminers for the privilege to practice medi
cine.
The Board of Medical Examiners is
composed of physicians of the three socalled recognized schools, allopathy, home
opathy and eclectic. Why should those who
stand for and attempt to and do heal through
metaphysical or spiritual methods according
to Christ, or scientific mind healing, be asked
to pass an examination in a system or systems
that they neither indorse, believe in, nor want
to practice? Would it be reasonable to ask a
would-be electrical engineer to pass an ex
amination in medicine in order to qualify
himself and receive a license that would en
able him to conduct a great electrical plant
or engine? Who on the present Board of
Medical Examiners would be really qualified
to examine and pass upon the qualifications
of a Christian Scientist, perhaps a student
and practitioner of Christian Science mind
healing and Its scientific metaphysics for a
period of over fifteen years?
Q. Have Christian Scientists any author
ized central educational institution in the
United States? Have they any state char
tered educational schools or institutions in
which duly qualified and experienced in

structors teach, pass upon and give Instruc
tion to Christian Science healers?
A. The Massachusetts Metaphysical Col
lege, in Boston, Mass., is the parent or cen
tral educational institution of this move
ment, and there are in the United States,
Canada and Europe some seventy-nine char
tered educational institutions in which sys
tematic instruction is given in the theology,
science, philosophy and healing of Christian
Science. In the United States these institu
tions are invariably chartered by the state
and all who attend the classes are kept
under instruction not only through the term
of class work, but through continued terms,
month in and month out, through systematic
instruction
in association meetings and
through the continued study of the Christian
Science text book written by Mrs. Eddy.
Q. Do Christian Scientists diagnose dis
ease, criticaly observe symptoms and prove
their ability to cope with both organic and
functional disease, and their general symp
tomatic conditions?
A. They attack all diseases mentally, are
experts in mental anatomy, psychic infiuence,
scientific psychology and the absolute con
trol that mind has over the body and all its
organism. Their scientific premise U that
"All causation is mind and every effect a
mental phenomenon." As metaphysicians
they are experts, and physicians unacquaint
ed with the science of mind are not in a rea
sonable position to say that Christian Science
is faith cure, fanaticism or 'ignorant charla
tanism.

The Case Against Eddyism.
Mother Eddy's Religion Is Copyrighted, Likewise Her "Divine Inspirations,"
but They Are for Sale in the Market and Labeled With a Price.
The Poor Seem to Have Been Overlooked—Why Christian
Scientists Should Be Governed by Laws Which
Bind the Medical Fraternity.
XX.
"Cne of the most important means or the
study of medicine, and especially of surgery, is
a thorough acquaintance with the anatomy of the
human body. No one would think of placing an
engineer in charge of a complicated piece of ma
chinery who never became intimately acquainted
with all the parts of such a machine and could
not take it to pieces and put it together again
with ease and intelligence.
"Unless one knows precisely the defects of such
a machine, the infiuence of fresh or salt water
on a boiler, the infiuence of rust, the effect of
oils, entirely apart from the mere mechanism of
the engine, an engineer might make the most
serious mistake resulting in fatal damage
both to the machine and probably to life. So
surgical pathology ls the study of the processes
of disease, the alterations in the minute structure
of tissues and organs, without which no surgeon
can be fitted for his task, much less can he be
called an accomplished surgeon." —W. W. Keen.
r. R. B. S., in "Surgery," written for New York
Sun.
"I recommend students not to read so called
scientific works, antagonistic to Christian Science,
which advocate materialistic systems."—P. 64 of
Mrs. Eddy's "Miscellaneous Writings."

written by distinguished scientists, states
men, ecclesiastics and others of erudition,
all laudatory of man's achievements in the
preceding century and prophetic of still
greater triumphs near at hand. Each of
these panegyrists of the past in turn paid
homage to the intellect of the present, but
by some strange oversight the march of
Christian Science was ignored, possibly as
the main reason because of the widespread
conviction that this is the one "science"
confessedly devoid of intellect.
Yet for this alone, "Mother" Eddy's Science
is entitled to consideration; still another
reason was furnished in 1900 by William A.
Purrington, an able lawyer—author, who
said after careful investigation of Christian
Science:
"We devoutly believe that Mrs. Eddy is
an instrument in the hands of God, not for
the healing of nations, but to humble us in
tellectually by showing that, at the end of
the nineteenth century, professedly intelli
gent persons can be as easily duped by her
The advent of the twentieth century was as their forbears were by Cagltostro at the
marked by the publication of many papers close of the eighteenth,"

That the "Mother" Is an instrument in
the hands of the Supreme Being la a propo
sition Open to debate, but all reasoning peo
ple will without doubt agree that the prog
ress of her cult furnishes a commentary
upon modern intellect which Is unpleasantly
lronical. For here is an unscientific woman
who brushes aside all that has been done
for the betterment of suffering humanity by
Medicine and its allies, Surgery, Pathology,
Bacteriology—who dubs Jenner, Lister,
Koch, Pasteur, Rontgen, Llebig and a long
line of Illustrious benefactors of the human
race as teachers of error—spurns Hygiene, de
clares mortal existence a literal dream, pro
claims that there Is neither soul, spirit, mind,
nor intelligence in man, and, despite all the
proclamations of unreason, wins adherents
to her doctrines by the claim that aha li
the inspired agent of divinity.
Many strange religions have come and gone
throughout the centuries, and some still sur
vive, but Eddyism is entitled to rank as the
unique among them all. For while positively
declaring the unreality of all that is mortal,
this new science with one hand directs the
gaze of 1ts" followers heavenward .and with
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lowing. It has been truly said again aud Scientists made a false claim is furnished
again, that legislation cannot make men good in the following extracts from Mother Eddy's
or wise. Human credulity has demonstrated text book, "Science and Health":
lu her rules for "Mental Treatment."
that it is a mental disease curable only by
bitter individual experiences. Nevertheless pages 409 to 427, Mrs. Eddy glves various
legislation can protect communities from the directions for removing or curing disease:
"If you mentally and silently call the dis
dangers which menace them when the ignor
ant disciples of an un-scientific, un-Christian ease by name, as you argue against it, as a
science dally teach their followers that dis general rule the body will respond more
ease is neither contagious nor infectious, and quickly."
"Plead the case in Science, and for Truth,
conceal from our health authorities cases of
such diseases known to Christian Science mentally and silently."^
"You may call the disease by name when
healers. Legislation has declared that every
physician shall become familiar with the body you mention it mentally; but by naming it
he seeks to heal; that he, before acquiring audibly you arc liable to Impress it upon the
a license to practice, shall study anatomy, thought."
"To prevent disease or cure it mentally,
physiology aud kindred branches of uiedical
science and demonstrate his proficiency in let Spirll destroy this dream of sense. If
the same; that he shall make certain reports you wish to heal by argument, find the type
to boards of health in the general interest of the ailment, get its name and array your
Christian Science by its teachings brands of communities. These laws bind the Homeo mental plea against the physical. Argue
every other religion as falsehood, mocks at path, the Allopath and the Eclectic, but Chris- with the patient (mentally, not audibly) that
he has no disease. Mentally insist that
true Science, tramples upon sacred beliefs 1 tian Science is permitted to practice withhealth ls the everlasting fact, and sickness
In motherhood and soul and the realities of I out restraint, although its healer3 cannot the temporal falsity. Then realize the pres
human Eorrows, which it coldly calls de | name a 'disease when they confront 'it, and ence of health, and the corporeal senses will
lusions; pictures the agonies of death as a I are densely ignorant when questioned con- respond 'so be it.' "
mere dream, tells the woman who hugs the , cerning the functions of human organs or
"The treatment of Insanity is especially
babe to her breast that her mother love Is the relation they bear to each other.
interesting. However obstinate the case, it
The
immunity
accorded
to
the
practice
of
lavished upon an illusion, yet itself shrinks
yields more naturally than most diseases to
from criticism and claims immunity from these "healers" would be paralleled by per the salutary action of Truth, which coun
"carnal minded" characterization, upon the mitting a green brakeman to run a steam en- teracts error. The leading arguments for
, gine or a mixer of aicoholic drinks to take the
ground that Its teachings are sacred.
curing insanity are the same as in other
But, as that religion which was first place of a chemist in a medical laboratory diseases, namely: The Impossibility that
Laws
can
bo
enacted
which
will
bind
Chris
preached to the poor nearly 2,000 years ago
matter should control mind, or suffer; the
wlthcut price has had to endure criticism tian Science practitioners to the observance need of mortal mind to be cured by Truth;
of
the
same
restrictions
placed
upon
the
phy
throughout the centuries, so must this copy
the fact that Mind can establish a healthy
righted religion, which has silver spoons and sician who administers drugs and the sur brain, and that lutelligence can destroy all
phot' graphs and books to sell; so must it geon who uses the scalpel. Such legislation
error, whether that error be called physical
also face criticism and submit to searching can be enacted without oppression to the re
or mental, dementia or dysentery.
scrutiny. Religion as a commercial product ligious beliefs of Mrs. Eddy's followers, al- I "To fix Truth steadfastly in your patients'
cannot escape sharp examination. It cannot I though such laws might bear heavily upon thought, explain Christian Science to them;
reasonably be expected that Mrs. Eddy's re ' the commercial phase of her teachings—that but not too soon—not until your patients
ligious wares, advertised for sale in the mar is to say, make healers extremely cautious in
are prepared for it—lest you array the sick
ket by their well-fed, well-housed, wealthy demanding fees where ignorant treatment
against their own interests by troubling and
owner, will be as gently handled as the might be declared malpractice. All that the
truths of a religion which any man may ac j writer contends for is that these Christian perplexing thought."
quire, though he be as poor as Him who had I Science doctors of disease shall be made to
! Christian Science as taught by "Mother"
not where to lay His head, or so poverty ; conform to the laws governing other physi
cians; that they shall be made to obey all : Eddy takes no account of prayer; she de
stricken as the beggars whom he healed.
health laws which other individuals are forced clares that her hearers must cure by mental
argument with disease and by insisting men
to obey.
tally that a patient 13 not afflicted with a
The writer reiterates a statement made at
disease. She says nothing about the efficacy
the outset of these letters, via., that the
Christian Scientists have appeared be of prayers and relies solely upon argument.
real or . so-called "religious" views of Mrs.
Eddy are not worthy of extended considera fore the Assembly Committee on Public In one part ol her text book the "Mother"
tion, except where they are interwoven with Health, at Albany, to protest against a bill declares that any teaching which does not
teachings which menace public health, and, which is intended to prevent "Mother" harmonize with that which is proclaimed
in their last analysis, public morals. So, in Eddy's healers from treating disease until in "Science and Health" is at variance with
dealing with the religion of her Science he after examination they have secured per Christian Silence. Her views concerning
has done but little more than bring to the mission to practice from duly constituted prayer for the cure of diseases were more
frrnt the rich Mother and her prosperous state authorities. In making their protest fairly presented by a witness who testi
Healers, that his readers could make their these so-called Scientists asserted that their fied before Surrogate Fitzgerald recently
own comparisons between these sordid figures so-called cures were effected through the than by the Scientists! who aired their pro
and those of the humble healers of early sole agency of prayer, but they failed to fessed views in Albany. The annexed ex
Christianity, who suffered hunger, stripes, state to the committee that nowhere in tract from the New York Sun's news columns
imprisonment and death for their beliefs, "Science and Health" (their text book) are indicates the views which Mrs. Eddy really
without seeking earthly compensations. Fur healers Instructed to pray over or for pa presents by indirection:
thermore, it has not been the purpose of the tients. The fact is that Mrs. Eddy, the su
Tho contestants of the will ot Helen C. Brush,
writer to shatter any worthy aspiration or preme authority in Christian Science, does the wealthy woman who died last July and left
most
of her estate to the First Church of Christ,
belittle faith in that which the Founder of not instruct her doctors to pray for the re
Christianity really taught, but rather his moval of diseases which she calls "delusions." Scientist, closed their case at the hearing before
Surrogate Fitzgerald yesterday. -Mrs. FIndlay, a
desire to show, incidentally to the main ob In claiming that prayer is their remedy for slster
of the testator, was recalled for cross ex
ject of these letters, that Mrs. Eddy may not disease, tho "Christian Scientists" who ap amination. She was asked whether she ever un
wisely be regarded as a safe Interpreter of peared at Albany deliberately deceived the dertook to give the Christian Science healers any
legislative committee which they addressed, advice about their treatment of Miss Brush. Mrs.
His teachings.
And for those who are Christian Scientists and at the same time made statements in Findlay said that she asked Miss Stephens, one
the hep.lers, why she did not pray to God to
for other than mercenary reasons—for those direct confiict with Mrs. Eddy's teachings. of
relieve Miss Brush of her llIness. Miss Stephens
who aspire to purer lives and are following This was done probably in the hope that as replied:
,
Mrs. Eddy's will o' the wisps, through men prayer to the Supreme Being is always re
"God, our heavenly Father, knows nothing of
disease,
as
you
call
it.
Why
pray
to
Him about
tal morasses and over the bogs and fens garded with reverence and respect, a sacred
of her irrationallsm, those of clearer vision feature of religion might be made to serve matters of which He knows nothing?"
must sympathize instead of condemning.
the purpose these opponents of Assemblyman
Nowhere in Mrs. Eddy's instructions relating
Bell's bill had in mind. They imposed them
Legislation cannot destroy belief in Chris- selves upon the committee as pious, fervent, to the treatment of disease is there a single
*»-- «M.nfi«. nor reduce Mother Eddy's fol- prayerful religionists. The proof that these reference to prayer. Her directions to healers

the other reaches out for dollars, which, the
great majority of mankind insists, are real.
Summarising the doctrines of this science
one may reasonably Imagine their founder
saying substantially to the world:
"I am divinely inspired. Follow and be
lieve in me, and yot shall be physically
bealed and spiritually saved. My religion is
copyrighted; my divine inspirations are copy
righted, and you cannot know the Truth un
less you buy it from me. Buy my silver
souvenir spoons. Buy my photographs. Buy
my various published writings, and be
saved."
And the irony of lt all lies in the fact
that thousands of men and women do be
lieve in the woman and do buy her copy
righted "divine inspirations!"
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who treat consumption are about the same as
those set down in "Science and Health" forthe
treatment of other diseases, and the reading
or them will disclose the imposition practiced
upon the legislators at Albany who listened
yesterday to the false claims of Christian
Science spokesmen. On pages 422 and 423
(54th edition) of Mrs. Eddy's text book, she
says without even mentioning the word
prayer:
"If the case to be mentally treated is con
sumption take up the leading points included
(according to belief) in this disease. Show
that it is not inherited; that infiammation,
tubercles, hemorrhage and decomposition are
beliefs, images of mortal thoughts, superim
posed upon the body; that they are not the
Truth of man; that they should be treated
as error, and put out of thought. Then these
ills will disappear. If the lungs are disap
pearing, this is but one of the beliefs of mor
tal mind. Mortal man will be less mortal
when he learns that lungs never sustained ex
istence, and can never destroy God, who is
our Life. When this Is understood, mankind
will be more godlike. What if the lungs are
uicerated? God is more to a man than his
lungs; and the less we acknowledge matter
or its laws, the more immortality we possess.
Correct material belief by spiritual under
standing and Spirit will form you anew. You
will never fear again, except to offend God,
and will never believe that lungs or any
portion of the body can destroy you."
On page 431, the "Mother" asserts that the
mere reading of her text book heals sickness,
the assertion appearing in this fashion:
"The perusal of the author's publications
heals Sickness constantly. If the patients
sometimes seem the worse for reading this
book, the change may either arise from the
alarm of the physician, or may mark the
Crisis of the Disease. Perseverance in its
perusal has generally healed them complete
ly"
Carol Norton, one of the Christian Sci
entists who addressed the legislative
committee, unconsciously furnished the
strongest argument made in behalf of the
passage of a bill placing the "healers" of his
cult under rational restrictions. For when a
person states that a severed artery can be
reunited, and the fiow of blood be checked
by mental treatment it is the time for law
to take such a person in hand that he and
others of like views may be restrained from
trifiing with human life.
The annexed clipping from the Sun's
report of the hearing at Albany presents a
few of Mr. Norton's irrational views, and
reasons why the Scientists should
be
amenable to laws governing all duly licensed
doctors:
"Dr. Hubor asked Mr. Norton if he Would
treat a horse suffering with a lame shoulder
with liniment.
" 'No, sir. l have cured cows by the
mental treatment, and I would treat a dog, a
horse or a plant the same as I would a hu
man being—by mental treatment.'
"Asked what he would do in case a person
cut an artery, he replied:
" 'Science teaches us cleanliness, and If I
•ut my haud I would put a piece of plaster

on it to prevent the dirt from getting in, and
then would use my mind to stop infiamma
tion or poisoning. Why, by the use of my
mind I have been able to stop an unusual
fiow of blood in an instant.
This bleeding
to death only exists in your mind.
You
have heard of the student who was told he
was bleeding to death and they poured water
heated to a blood temperature on his arm
and ho died of fright.' "
"Mr. Norton said he would use mental
treatment also to close a vein or artery that
bad been severed. He went a little in ad
vance of others in describing what he could
do in the exercise of his mind, and differed
from other speakers in that he declared that
It was not necessary for the patient to use his
own mind, but to use his (Norton's) mind. He
recited an incident of a boy having gone
down in the water for fifteen minutes, and
laid on the dock apparently dead. Mr. Norton
said he just went to work with his mental
treatment and did not use any of the agencies
that are generally employed in resuscitating
drowning persons, and after a half hour of
such mental treatment the boy came to life
and began to throw the water off his stomach
without being rolled over a barrel or such
other devices common to everybody's mind.
Mr. Norton said that Christian Scientists are
advanced far enough in metaphysics and spir
ituality to do as Jesus did."

That Mr. Norton is not the only "healer"
who treats plants "mentally" ls apparent
from the following extract, taken from the
testimony of a witness who testified before
Surrogate Fitzgerald :
"Well," said Mrs. Findlay, with a smile
struggling for a chance at the corners of her
mouth, "one day some one noticed that a
rubber plant in our house was dropping. It
looked as though it were going to die. A
few days alter that somebody remarked that
the rubber plant was doing very much better
and seemed to have revived.
" 'Yes,' Miss Duncan said, 'I have been
treating it by Christian Science.' "
The witness paused and the repressed smile
became positive.
"Well?" asked Mr. Rand.
"Ob, nothing," said the witness, with a shy
glance at the Surrogate, "except that I had
been watering it more regularly."
Legislation should not deny to the adult
believer in Christian Science the right to be
treated by Mrs. Kddy's metaphysical methods
(when it does not jeopardize the health of
others), even if death should inevitably fol
low such treatment. The Scientists should
be allowed free swing, if not encouraged, in
treating members of their cult dangerously
ill, for such license is more likely to event
ually put an end to credence in Christian
Science than anything that could be achieved
by legislation.
But the hand of the law ought to intervene
between these self-styled healers and the
helpless victims of their gross incapacity and
superstition. They should not be .permitted
to pass sentence of death upon children, al

though the decree of death be vailed in -»
sacrilegious prayer. They should not be pei 'mitted to deny to suffering, pain-racked
childhood those beneficent amelioratlves of
unbearable pain which true science has given
to the wi or Id—reliefs which are at the hand
of every physician, be he of high or low de
gree. One case Illustrative of the diaboli
cal cruelty to children, which the law should
prevent in the interest of humanity, will
serve to make clearer the meaning o! the
writer:
In a previous letter there were given
copious excerpts from the verbatim report
of the trial of two Wisconsin healers, under
whose mental "Christian" treatment an
eleven year old child died of black diphtheria.
That there have been other deaths equally
horrible those familiar with the secretive
methods of Christian Science healers can
not doubt—how many, God alone knows, for
even from each other, as well as from the
authorities, these followers of "the Mother"
conceal the records of fatal endings to mis
treatments of disease.
How can any one with the heart of a
mother or a father—how can any one whose
heart is not totally devoid of human sym
pathy, maintain a feeling of respect for the
"Science" which seized little Irma Grossenbach in the hour of her extreme helpless
ness and then shut off from her every avenue
of escape from death?
The child came home from school one
morning deathly sick, and was sent to bed.
Diphtheria had gripped her by the throat ;
her head and little body were doubtless torlured with pains indescribable, nausea agi
tated her stomach, her lips and tongue were
parched with thirst. Yet from the minute
that she retired to her bed until death hap
pily ended her agonies every chance of liv
ing had been denied Irma, and the only thing
done to alleviate her awful sufferings was
to give to the poor child a little piece of ice.
And all through this black scene of pro
longed torture two healers stood silently by
administering "mental treatment for thirst"
to the gasping child, and repeating to them
selves mentally: "God is good. You are not
in pain. You are suffering from an illu
sion."
Sixteen—eighteen hours or more, the un
fortunate victim of Christian Science lin
gered, nature in vain fighting to prolong life's
mortal existence, then the spirit of this little
martyr fied to its Creator.

The death of this single child, unreinforced
by the evidence of similar slaughterings of
innocents, is sufficient in itself to cause the
framing of an Indictment against "Christian
Science," for she was done to death by the
highest methods of treatment known to the
school of metaphysical healing.
In behalf
of helpless youth and communities in which
health and life may be at the mercy of these
false scientists who deny the very existence
of disease this protest against Eddylsm is
written. For Christian Science is no longer
a harmless fad.
MTJL.
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